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The Threat Environment Demands 
Nuclear Weapons Modernization
Dr. Adam Lowther
Michaela Dodge

Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed or implied in the Journal are those of the authors and should not be construed as carrying 
the official sanction of the Department of Defense, Air Force, Air Education and Training Command, Air University, or other agencies or 
departments of the US government. This article may be reproduced in whole or in part without permission. If it is reproduced, the Air 
and Space Power Journal requests a courtesy line.

On 27 January 2017, President Donald J. Trump signed a national security 
presidential memorandum which said, “The Secretary shall initiate a new 
Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) to ensure that the United States nuclear de-

terrent is modern, robust, flexible, resilient, ready, and appropriately tailored to 
deter 21st century threats and reassure our allies.”1 President Trump’s timing could 
not be more prescient for such a review. In the almost eight years since the last 
NPR, the threats facing the United States have changed for the worse, with the US’s 
nuclear-armed competitors (Russia, China, and North Korea) aggressively pursuing 
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developments in their weapons programs that adversely affect the credibility of 
American deterrence. 

As the Trump administration develops the next NPR during the second half of 
2017, it will be important for its authors to have a firm grasp of the technological 
developments of the US’s nuclear competitors. Not only are they well ahead of the 
United States in their own modernization programs, but should Congress waiver in 
its commitment to replacing aging weapons systems, the United States could see 
itself fall behind a peer competitor like Russia. If the following analysis is correct, 
then simply fielding new delivery vehicles with the same warheads may be insuf-
ficient to effectively deter competitors who are actively fielding systems that are 
designed to outmatch those of the United States. 

Understanding the modernization programs of competitors, the limitations of exist-
ing American systems, and how these variables impact the stability of deterrence is 
important as the United States considers its nuclear posture and the direction it will 
take for the remainder of the Trump administration. A brief description of the mod-
ernization efforts of North Korea, Russia, and China is an instructive place to begin.

North Korea
As recent events demonstrate, North Korea and its unpredictable leader, Kim 

Jong-un, pose the greatest concern to the United States as the regime focuses its ef-
fort on its ballistic missile and nuclear weapons program.2 Designed to provide the 
regime a capability that will deter what it sees as the real possibility of an invasion by 
the United States and South Korea, nuclear weapons are seen by Kim Jong-un as an 
equalizing force that effectively counters American and South Korean conventional 
superiority.3 Kim Jong-un sees nuclear weapons as fundamental to his regime’s sur-
vival, potentially lowering the threshold of their use in the case of a perceived threat.4 

North Korea has demonstrated the ability to produce a spherical-lensed implosion 
device (based on the design that can be traced back to the Pakistani scientist A. Q. 
Khan)—that is believed to be in the 5–10 kiloton yield range.5 Pyongyang has an active 
ballistic missile program, although its long-range missiles are likely not capable of 
delivering a nuclear payload just yet. Currently, there is no open source evidence 
to suggest that North Korea has mated a nuclear warhead with any of its ballistic 
missiles.6 The North Korean medium-range ballistic missile, Nodong-1, is based off 
of a Pakistani Ghauri missile that can carry nuclear payloads. North Korea periodi-
cally conducts underground nuclear tests and reportedly cooperates with Iran. 
North Korean scientists and engineers are likely overcoming any existing challenges to 
mating their nuclear warheads with their ballistic missiles in the near future.7 

The complete lack of transparency within the North Korean nuclear program 
makes it both difficult to offer much detail on delivery systems and warheads and 
makes the program particularly threatening despite North Korea’s stated “no-first-use” 
policy. From what little we know of its nuclear doctrine, North Korea has claimed a 
no-first-use policy, as well as threatened a nuclear preemptive strike, which offers 
analysts little in the way of understanding North Korean red lines or predicting its 
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action. While Kim Jong-un is proving difficult to understand and predict, his support 
for a nuclear and ballistic missile program has been strong and continuous. 

Russia
While less of a direct threat to the United States than North Korea, Russia is un-

doubtedly the single greatest strategic threat to American sovereignty.8 Contrary to 
the United States, Russia spent much of the past decade actively working to improve 
its tactical and strategic nuclear capabilities. At a minimum, it is accurate to say that 
Russia has the most diverse and formidable nuclear arsenal of any nuclear weapon 
state.9 In addition to a strategic triad of long-range bombers, which are less capable 
aircraft than those of the United States, Russia is armed with new nuclear cruise 
missiles, submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBM), and silo, road-mobile, and 
rail-mobile intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs). It possesses a formidable 
“tactical” nuclear arsenal—estimated to be at least 2,000 weapons—that would make 
a North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)–Russia conflict particularly dangerous 
and unpredictable.10 

Russia is also conventionally superior to NATO on its borders. It should come as 
no surprise that NATO, which fields approximately 200 B61 nuclear gravity bombs, 
is at a distinct disadvantage, should Russia seek to engage the alliance in a limited 
war over the Baltics or Poland with the explicit aim of breaking up the alliance.11 
With a stated policy that includes “escalate to deescalate,” Russia has clearly indi-
cated that it intends to change the direction of a conventional conflict, if it appears 
to be losing, by using tactical nuclear weapons.12 The diversity of its tactical nuclear 
weapon arsenal creates gaps on the US ladder of escalation, potentially making the 
calculus to attack NATO more appealing in Russian president Vladimir Putin’s mind. 

According to publicly released statements, President Putin and his military leader-
ship believe that recent upgrades to Russia’s operationally deployed strategic nuclear 
forces are sufficient to deter the United States from defending NATO in a limited 
conflict.13 Because the Russian tactical nuclear arsenal is greatly superior to that of 
NATO in both size and delivery options, it is not unreasonable to believe that Presi-
dent Putin believes he has the strategic advantage and can compel the United States 
to negotiate from a position of weakness in the event of a conflict. Some of Russia’s 
modernization efforts are worth noting, particularly in the context of the US inability 
to come up with a flexible and timely nuclear weapons modernization plan.

The Strategic Rocket Forces, which operates Russia’s ballistic missile force, is 
fielding a number of new ICBMs as it seeks to replace Cold War-era weapons.14 Russia 
is replacing its remaining SS-18 and SS-19 (model 3) ICBMs, which are equivalent to 
the US’s Minuteman III ICBMs, with SS-27 Topol-M and SS-29 Yars-M ICBMs—designed 
in the 1990s and 2000s.15 The latter can carry multiple reentry vehicles (RVs). 
These ICBMs are silo-based and road- or rail-mobile. Locating and targeting mobile 
ICBMs is particularly difficult. 

By 2020, the Russians are expected to field the RS-28 Sarmat, which is referred to as 
the “country killer” because it can hold 15 thermonuclear RVs. It is also reported to be 
equipped with advanced defensive countermeasures (decoys) designed to defeat bal-
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listic missile defenses. Such a weapon would prove a distinct advantage in a potential 
standoff between the United States and Russia and is considered highly destabilizing. 

Russia is also fielding a new and far more advanced class of ballistic missile sub-
marines to replace its fleet of six Delfin-class (Delta IV) submarines, which were 
launched between 1984 and 1992. The Borei-class ballistic missile submarine—the 
quietest submarine Russia has ever produced—can carry up to 16 of the new SS-NX-30 
Bulava SLBMs. These weapons are both more accurate and deadly than the subma-
rines and SLBMs fielded a decade ago.16 With the first Borei-class submarine entering 
service in 2009, this latest class of submarines—with eight expected to be commis-
sioned by 2020—significantly improves the effectiveness of Russia’s sea-based leg of 
the triad. In comparison, the US strategic submarines that entered into force in the 
1990s time frame are scheduled to remain operational until 2042. 

The bomber leg of the Russian triad is also receiving significant attention. Its 
fleet of Tu-95 Bear-H and Tu-160 Blackjack bombers are believed to be receiving 
new radar and other upgrades while Russia designs and fields a new stealth 
bomber.17 The Russians are also fielding a new nuclear air-launched cruise missile. 
First entering service in 2014, the Kh-102 can be launched by both of Russia’s bomb-
ers while in Russian airspace and reach the continental United States.18 Because of 
the altitude at which they fly and the size of their radar cross-section, the United 
States may not know these weapons have entered American airspace. The Russians 
have been aggressively intruding into NATO’s airspace in an apparent effort to in-
timidate US allies and test the alliance’s air defenses. 

Russia is also believed to be making significant advances in the design of its nu-
clear warheads, reportedly working on the fourth generation of weapon warheads 
and nuclear warheads with new weapon effects.19 Russia is growing increasingly 
concerned that the United States can disable or destroy incoming warheads with 
defensive countermeasures like ballistic missile defenses. A desire to ensure war-
heads detonate on target, and at the desired yield, has been a focus of Russian de-
signers in recent years. While open source information is limited, Russia seems to 
be making advances in these areas. These technical developments must be consid-
ered in the context of President Putin’s behavior. Russia has acted aggressively 
against neighboring countries but also increased the role and salience of nuclear 
weapons in its national security—the opposite of what the Obama administration 
did. Russia also is in violation of a whole host of its international obligations, in-
cluding the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty and the “Mixed Oxide (MOX) 
Fuel Treaty.”20 Russia currently deploys several hundred more accountable war-
heads than allowed under the New Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (New START), 
further increasing concern that it will not meet its obligations when the implemen-
tation period hits next year. Prospects for arms control are nil at this point in time. 
The Russian government has repeatedly stated that it will not negotiate the size of 
its tactical nuclear arsenal, which presents the greatest concern to NATO. Russia 
routinely threatens NATO allies with what it calls “preemptive” nuclear strikes and 
conducts military exercises simulating nuclear attacks on Poland. The possibility of 
a tactical nuclear exchange in Europe is increasing.
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China
Although all indications suggest China maintains a nuclear arsenal considerably 

smaller than the United States and Russia, consistent with its policy of minimum 
deterrence, our knowledge of the Chinese nuclear weapons program is limited. 
This is because China purposefully maintains an opaque policy.21 We do, however, 
know that China possesses a secure second-strike capability that is increasingly 
more robust, due to ongoing modernization efforts that are providing China a legiti-
mate nuclear triad with advanced nuclear warheads and delivery systems.22

China has traditionally relied on its ballistic missiles as the bedrock of its nuclear 
deterrent. While ballistic missiles continue to be the primary building block of the 
Chinese deterrent, this is changing. The DF-5 (CSS-4) is a liquid-fueled ICBM first 
deployed in the mid-1980s and is more akin to the American Titan II ICBM than 
the later Minuteman III ICBM.23 This heavy-lift ICBM was designed for use with a 
single large-yield warhead—with a range of approximately 7,000 miles—and an ac-
curacy of approximately one-quarter of a mile. As part of its modernization effort, 
the DF-5 is due to be replaced by the DF-41, a heavy-lift, solid-fueled ICBM, which 
has a considerably improved accuracy and response time—making DF-41 locations 
harder to destroy in time of a serious crisis.24

In addition to the DF-41, China also is fielding the DF-31 (CSS-9)—a solid-fueled 
ICBM which was first deployed in 2006. China recently upgraded to a DF-31A variant, 
which can reach the United States with its three warheads—a clear technological 
step forward for China. An additional variant is the DF-31B—a road-mobile weapon. 
Part of what makes the DF-31 of great concern is China’s development of advanced 
multiple independent reentry vehicle technology.25

With an estimated 20 DF-5 and 15 DF-31 missiles on alert in China, the newly re-
organized People’s Liberation Army Rocket Force can deliver enough firepower to 
destroy the US’s largest cities. If loaded with a full complement of warheads, China 
is capable of delivering approximately 105 megaton class weapons on the United 
States. Given that China has a “counter-value strategy” focused on targeting American 
cities, the Chinese ballistic missile force is deeply concerning and an existential 
threat to American society.26

The People’s Liberation Army Navy also is fielding a “continuous at-sea deterrent” 
with the introduction of the Jin-class ballistic missile submarine. The first Jin SSBN 
was commissioned in 2010, with a total of five expected. Open source literature de-
scribes the Jin as noisy enough to be detected and tracked by the US Navy, which 
makes it inferior to American and Russian ballistic missile submarines and suscep-
tible to American antisubmarine warfare (ASW) efforts, but it is a clear step toward 
parity for China. Jin-class vessels will carry up to 12 JL-2 (CSS-NX-4) ballistic missiles, 
which have a range of approximately 5,000 miles and can strike the United States 
from relatively safe territory.27 In 2013, China showed a map of the United States 
with nuclear fallout after a nuclear submarine attack. 

The People’s Liberation Army Air Force fields the H-6K bomber, which is a mod-
ernized version of the Soviet-era H-6 bomber.28 While the H-6K is inferior to the 
B-52 and B-2, this bomber can carry the CJ-10K cruise missile. Although it is be-
lieved that the CJ-10K is a conventional-only weapon, China has the technical ability 
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to rapidly field a nuclear variant.29 With China seeking regional dominance in Asia, 
the H6-K’s 2,200–mile range provides the aircraft ample distance to hold targets in 
the region at risk.

Indications suggest that China is increasing the numbers of its operationally de-
ployed strategic nuclear weapons from an estimated 200–300 to an unknown num-
ber.30 Because China is not known to be actively producing additional weapons-
grade uranium or plutonium, the ultimate size of its arsenal may be limited well 
below that of the United States and Russia. However, China’s purposeful effort to 
obscure its nuclear weapons program and the opaque nature of Chinese nuclear 
strategy make it difficult for Western analysts to accurately assess the direction of 
the Chinese nuclear arsenal and the true nature of its use doctrine. From limited 
glimpses into the program, interaction with Chinese scientists, and publications by 
Chinese scientists, it is believed that China has a weapons development program 
that is of the same technical capability of the United States and Russia.31 This 
means China may be developing warheads of similar sophistication and with simi-
lar combat environment concerns as those under consideration by American and 
Russian designers.

Understanding the Need for American Modernization
For those that are skeptical of US nuclear weapons modernization plans, the pre-

ceding discussion of adversary capabilities may be interesting but not particularly 
useful. Skeptics tend to believe that as long as the United States has even a small 
secure second-strike capability, any additional nuclear weapons are excessive and 
dangerous. The problem with this view is that it attributes a set of values and atti-
tudes to American adversaries that evidence suggests they do not hold.32 For exam-
ple, American culture places a higher value on the lives of individual Americans 
than it places on the survival of the sitting government. This is not true of Russian 
culture which, for centuries, has demonstrated that the preservation of the regime 
is of the highest importance. Additionally, American culture also places great im-
portance on transparency and openness. Russian culture, on the other hand, is 
deeply influenced by an inherent distrust of “others” and a particular paranoia 
when it comes to the United States.33 Given that Russian history—for the last 600 
years—is the story of one autocratic form of government replacing its predecessor, 
it should come as no surprise that President Putin acts as he does.

While China’s culture and history have their own unique characteristics, the 
need to sacrifice the individual for the preservation of the state and a long history 
of autocracy are aspects that China shares with Russia. What separates China from 
Russia is opacity and ambiguity with respect to its nuclear doctrine, leaving the 
United States to divine the location of China’s red lines.34 For both Russia and 
China, cultural and historical norms make both countries more willing to accept ca-
sualties sooner in conflict if the sacrifice means the preservation of the regime and 
defeat of an adversary.

Thus, when advocates of “minimum deterrence” suggest that nuclear deterrence 
is stable at low numbers, and no adversary would dare use nuclear weapons against 
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the United States—so long as we possess a secure second strike—they are guilty of 
mirror imaging. Opposing US nuclear weapons modernization on the grounds of attrib-
uting American values to Russia, China, and perhaps even North Korea is misleading 
and can lead to making the deterrent relationships between the United States and its 
adversaries less stable and increasing allied doubts about US commitment to their se-
curity.35 The effect is the creation of a perception—mass cognitive dissonance—that 
the United States lacks both the will and capability to fight and win a nuclear conflict.

Technical Challenges Facing the Arsenal
Nuclear weapon states undertake substantial efforts to better understand the ca-

pabilities of competing nuclear powers. While the intelligence efforts of the United 
States are highly classified, some general points are possible.

First, the primary means that the United States and other countries rely on to 
gather intelligence is not human intelligence. Rather than looking like a James 
Bond or Mission Impossible movie, much of the information gathered by the intelli-
gence community is accomplished through technical means that rely on analysts 
with science and engineering backgrounds. These types of intelligence gathering 
include: electronic intelligence (ELINT), measurement and signals intelligence 
(MASINT), imagery intelligence, signals intelligence (SIGINT), communications in-
telligence, and geospatial intelligence.36

After combing the analytic results of these intelligence-gathering techniques, the 
United States, Russia, and China are able to develop a rather strong understanding 
of one another’s nuclear weapons capabilities. What too few analysts realize is just 
how important of a role intelligence plays in shaping deterrence stability. Those 
within the disarmament community who suggest that a small number of nuclear 
weapons is enough to deter US adversaries and assure American allies fundamentally 
misunderstand that the thinking of senior leaders (civilian and uniformed) in the 
United States, Russia, and China is informed by the technical picture intelligence 
provides as they weigh the risks of a provocative action and how a nuclear-armed 
competitor may respond. Thus, the assertion that numbers do not matter or that 
American capability does not play a central role in shaping the risk calculation of 
Russia and China is fundamentally incorrect. As the historical analysis of Matthew 
Kroenig, a professor at Georgetown University, has shown, in crises where two nuclear 
weapon states are involved, the state with the superior nuclear capability prevailed in 
every single instance. The state with the inferior arsenal ultimately backed down.37

The problem for the United States is that it may soon find itself in a position 
where it no longer possesses a superior nuclear capability and must back down in a 
crisis. We can see glimpses of such a situation in Europe where Russia fields a 
clearly superior tactical nuclear arsenal.38 If the United States does not modernize 
as currently planned, and perhaps beyond, it will soon see Russia and China increas-
ingly, and aggressively, willing to challenge US interests in Europe and Asia while 
knowing that the American nuclear advantage no longer exists. Fortunately, the United 
States is not there yet, but in the next three decades this will no longer remain the case 
if the United States does not replace its existing weapons and delivery vehicles.
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Today, the United States deploys 1,550 operationally deployed strategic nuclear 
warheads accountable under New START—more than a 90 percent reduction from 
the Cold War.39 Although this may seem like a large number of nuclear weapons, 
the reality of warfare is that nuclear weapons, like conventional weapons, do not 
always reach and destroy their targets. While the specific probability of arrival and 
probability of kill (PK) numbers are classified for each of the US’s nuclear systems, 
it is possible to say that the number is below one and declining. A brief description 
of the limitation of current systems is instructive.

Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles
The Minuteman III, designed in the 1960s and fielded in the 1970s, was built to 

counter Russian SS-18/19 ICBMs. According to public sources, they have a circular 
error probable (CEP)—the radius of a circle, centered on the mean, with a boundary 
expected to include the landing points of 50 percent of the rounds—of between 
500–1,000 meters. While the silos in which the Minuteman III reside were built to 
hardness standards for earlier, and less accurate, Russian ballistic missile systems, 
the new SS-27 and SS-29 ICBMs are far more accurate, with much smaller CEPs, 
dramatically increasing the PK in an attack on American ICBM fields.40 It is worth-
while to keep in mind that the 1980s MX Peacekeeper ICBMs were deployed par-
tially due to concerns about the Minuteman III’s survivability. American ICBMs are 
at a greater risk to be disabled in the first strike than ever before.

To counter a similar vulnerability, the Soviets hardened their launch facilities to 
counter an increased accuracy of the Minuteman III, according to a 1991 study by 
Irukhim Smotkin, Hardening Soviet ICBM Silos.41 In doing so, the PK for the Minute-
man III was reduced. In the four decades since the hardening occurred, the Russians 
have also continued to develop advanced integrated air defenses with the S-300, 
S-400, and S-500, which, if Russian reports are accurate, may have the ability to kill 
incoming American RVs and reentry bodies (delivered by SLBMs)—further reduc-
ing the certainty of a US president that the nation’s ballistic missiles will reach their 
designated targets.42

To make matters worse, there are also open-source reports that Russia is working 
on enhanced radiation warheads for the Moscow region’s Gazelle antiballistic missile 
system, which would have—if correct—further increased the probability of defeat-
ing incoming American RVs and reentry bodies.43 Unlike the United States, Russia 
sees the utility of using nuclear weapons to defeat incoming nuclear weapons, 
which reduces the American confidence that it can hold Russian targets at risk and 
thus effectively deter Russian action.

Russia, China, North Korea, and Iran have paid close attention to American ICBM 
and SLBM tests and have garnered significant technical intelligence from them. In 
the case of Russia and China, intelligence-gathering ships are frequently deployed 
to gather ELINT, MASINT, and SIGINT on test shots off the California coast. The 
result of our adversaries’ efforts is that they understand the reentry angle at which 
both RVs and reentry bodies attack their targets. Thus, each of our adversaries, par-
ticularly North Korea, have begun placing their most valuable command and control, 
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leadership, and nuclear weapons facilities in locations protected from American 
ballistic missiles. In the case of Russia and China, both countries understand the 
flight physics of ballistic missiles and have/are placing advanced integrated air defense 
systems in the exact locations needed to, at a minimum attempt to, defeat incoming 
American weapons. Nuclear conflict is not like horseshoes and hand grenades where 
close is good enough.

Ship, Submersible, Ballistic, Nuclear Missiles 
Although the sea-based leg of the triad is often called the most secure leg, the 

United States, Russia, and China all have active ASW programs that are specifically 
designed to hunt and kill an adversary’s ballistic missile submarines. According to a 
number of accounts of Cold War-era submarine warfare, the United States experi-
enced a level of success in tracking Soviet ballistic missile submarines that is often 
unknown. Should Russia and China place an equal level of focus on not only attack 
submarine ASW, but sea-floor-based passive sonar and space-based systems, the 
world’s oceans would certainly become much less opaque.44 Additionally, ship, sub-
mersible, ballistic, nuclear missiles (SSBN) are by no means assured of reaching and 
destroying their targets.

If the United States were to eliminate either the bomber or ICBM leg of the triad, 
an adversary would be free to refocus resources on advancing its ASW capabilities 
rather than on hedging against all three legs of the triad. In many respects, limited 
resources play a critical role in preventing Russia or China from focusing on defeating 
American ballistic missile submarines, which can be destroyed with a conventional 
torpedo—making it hard for the United States to threaten the use of nuclear weap-
ons in retaliation.

Bombers
American strategic bombers are particularly useful for two reasons. First, they 

are the only leg of the nuclear triad that can effectively signal an adversary Ameri-
can intent by increasing or decreasing their readiness levels and recalling them if 
necessary. Second, only bombers have the ability to strike targets our adversaries 
bury and harden in remote locations in an effort to shield them from an ICBM or 
SLBM. The problem, however, is the fact that Russia and China are both developing 
advanced an integrated air defense system (IADS) that not only prevent the vener-
able B-52 from penetrating defended airspace, but also make it difficult for stealth 
aircraft—like the B-2—to fly the necessary profiles required to reach the targets for 
which they were designed.45 The simple fact remains that stealth aircraft are not in-
visible to radar. Instead, they rely on a complex flight plan that is specifically de-
signed to minimize the radar signature of the aircraft. However, as increasingly 
dense IADS improve their ability to discreetly analyze ultra-high frequency, very 
high frequency, L-band, and X-band radar returns, stealth aircraft will find it difficult 
to penetrate the very airspace for which they exist.
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While some maintain that the loss of a B-2 during a nuclear conflict is to be ex-
pected, the Air Force relies on its stealth bombers returning from a bombing mission 
so that they can regenerate and fly against additional targets due to the small number 
of B-2 aircraft. However, this requirement is growing increasingly unrealistic.

The AGM-86 nuclear cruise missile, which serves as the B-52’s only nuclear 
weapon, does not fly fast enough to evade air defense missiles, lacks the necessary 
defense to defeat modern IADS, and does not have the reduced radar signature re-
quired to evade modern air defense networks.46 This leaves the bomber leg of the 
triad facing a challenging air environment in which the probability of reaching and 
destroying a target is declining.

Overcoming Current Challenges
America’s adversaries’ aggressive modernization programs undermine the credibil-

ity of the United States’ nuclear arsenal. Their actions make the technical require-
ments for US nuclear weapons modernization an imperative. Existing American ca-
pabilities are becoming increasingly inadequate to threats facing the country. The 
Cold War has long since passed, and Russia and China have spent the past decade 
and a half designing and fielding systems that undermine the credibility of American 
deterrence. Contrary to the view of many opponents of modernization in the United 
States, who suggest that virtually any effort to field modern systems is destabilizing, 
the reality is much different. Former Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld’s admo-
nition that “weakness is provocative” is much more accurate than any assertion that 
American strength is the driver of strategic instability.

If President Trump and Congress are serious about maintaining the credibility of 
American strategic deterrence, the nation has no other option than modernizing 
each of the nuclear triad’s three legs. With the bomber leg of the triad in perhaps 
the poorest relative condition because of the B-52’s inability to penetrate defended 
airspace, the limited number of penetrating stealth bombers (20), and the limitations 
of the nuclear cruise missile, fielding the B-21 Raider (the USAF’s new long-range 
bomber) and the long-range strike cruise missile (LRSO) is more important than ever.

According to press reports, the Air Force plans to buy at least 100 B-21 stealth 
bombers.47 This will increase the number of penetrating bombers capable of deliv-
ering both nuclear cruise missiles and the B61 nuclear gravity bomb. It will also 
provide the United States a bomber with an unprecedented ability to integrate and 
employ offensive cyber-attack options and serve as a platform for gathering and 
disseminating real-time information. Thus, the B-21 will give the United States its 
best opportunity to penetrate IADS that are increasingly able to detect, track, and 
target aircraft and missiles at longer ranges.

While unpopular with many advocates of minimum deterrence and disarmament, 
a stealthy nuclear cruise missile is absolutely necessary.48 Not only are America’s 
adversaries building their most important facilities in locations that ballistic mis-
siles cannot attack, but they are placing their most advanced IADS around them for 
additional protection. This may make it very hard, if not impossible, for even the 
B-21 to reach these targets and deliver a gravity bomb. The only means available for 
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striking these targets may very well be the LRSO, which, because it is stealthy and 
less than one-fiftieth the size of a B-2 or B-21, will have the greatest chance of reach-
ing a target undetected. 

Moving forward with the Ohio-class replacement program is also important for 
the nation’s sea-based leg of the triad. The simple fact is Russia and China are in-
vesting in antisubmarine warfare and making it increasingly difficult to sail the 
world’s oceans undetected. Not only will the SSBN be quieter, but it will not need 
refueling during its service life. This will allow for these submarines to play a much 
more effective role in providing a continuous at-sea deterrent. 

Conclusion
Opponents of nuclear modernization are fundamentally misunderstanding how 

capability affects the stability of nuclear deterrence and how it shapes the actions 
of the civilian and uniformed leaders of Russia, China, and the United States. Nu-
clear weapons are more than simple “political weapons” that exist to deter the use 
of other nuclear weapons. For Russia, in particular, nuclear weapons are weapons 
of war and integrated into Russian warfighting doctrine. To credibly deter Russian 
aggression, the United States must also treat nuclear weapons as not only tools of 
deterrence but warfighting weapons. In this regard, Air Force Global Strike Com-
mand is correct. With a motto of “deter, assure, strike,” the command is effectively 
conveying that the United States has the will and ability to deliver devastating ef-
fects to anyone who challenges America’s core interests. 

We should never forget that maintaining the capability to carry out any threat is 
central to the stability of deterrence. After all, our adversaries are watching. 
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If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more and become more, 
you are a leader.

—John Quincy Adams

Introduction
In the preceding quote by our sixth president, he managed to capture the essence 

of leadership in 19 words. Why has this concept of leadership become elusive to so 
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many? Leadership is a concept that has evolved over the course of humanity. Why 
are there so many theories? What is the best leadership model? For the past six 
years, the Squadron Officer School (SOS) at Maxwell AFB, Alabama has inculcated 
transformational leadership behaviors as a guiding light toward authentic transfor-
mational leadership. The focus of this article is to pinpoint the developed behaviors 
and leadership acumen of our SOS graduates today as measured through the Lead-
ership Development Survey (LDS), a 40-item measure based on Mind Garden’s Mul-
tifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) that captures propensity scores on eight 
leadership behaviors. As an analytical tool, the LDS not only sheds new light on the 
leadership behavior preferences of today’s Air Force captains but also indicates, on 
an empirical basis, an optimal approach pattern for senior leaders—how can senior 
leaders reach these captains and bring out their best in a common culture of leadership? 
The following sections will describe the leadership philosophy that has become the 
foundation of the SOS curriculum and hopefully a leadership lexicon for future Air 
Force leaders.

The Full-Range Leadership Model
When we speak of the “full range of leadership,” we are actually referring to 

transformational and transactional leadership theories to include laissez-faire (LF), 
the nontransactional approach to leadership. As depicted in figure 1, these three 
styles of leadership and associated behaviors comprise the Full-Range Leadership 
Model (FRLM).

Laissez-Faire Transactional Transformational

Hands-Off
Leadership

Management by
Exception (MBE) 

Contingent
Reward (CR) 

Individual
Consideration

(IC) 

Intellectual
Stimulation

(IS) 

Inspirational
Motivation (IM) 

Idealized
Influence

(II) 
Passive Active 

Figure 1. Full-Range Leadership Model. (adapted from Bernard M. Bass and Ronald E. Riggio, 2006.)1

Originally, transformational leadership was first described in 1973 by James V. 
Downton. However, it was James MacGregor Burns who introduced this significant 
leadership approach in his classic text Leadership.2 Burns attempted to link leadership 
and followership roles while making a distinction between transformational and 
transactional properties. Transactional leadership behaviors focused on the ex-
changes between leaders and followers as described in many earlier leadership 
models. For instance, leaders would offer incentives for performance to drive pro-
ductivity; teachers would offer grades for completed assignments; or managers 
would reward employees for exceeding work goals. In contrast, a transformational 
approach seeks to engage a follower to not only foster a leader–follower relation-
ship but raise the level of motivation and morality. A transformational leader is at-
tentive to the needs and concerns of followers and strives to help them reach their 
potential.

 
According to Bernard M. Bass, transformational and transactional leader-
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ship approaches were not mutually exclusive and empirically documented to be 
positively correlated.3

 

Additionally, the transformational model is one of the current 
approaches to leadership today. In their 2001 study of articles published in Leader-
ship Quarterly, Kevin B. Lowe and William L. Gardner discovered that one-third of 
leadership research focused on the transformational or charismatic perspective.4

 

The literature suggests that individual traits reflecting the FRLM can be measured 
using the MLQ. This is a scientifically validated assessment mechanism for deter-
mining individuals’ development levels in each of the FRLM behaviors depicted 
above. Unfortunately, this survey is expensive. Thus, the Air University’s (AU) SOS 
developed an assessment measurement based on the MLQ—the LDS—to use as a 
military-specific leadership assessment instrument and growth tool (as approved by 
the author of the MLQ and the senior publisher, Mind Garden Inc.).5 This survey 
has been used for developing SOS students since 2013. The vision of the LDS is to 
provide a metric for resident students initially and during the last week of their 
course to illustrate personal leadership growth and provide a snapshot for future 
leadership curriculum development. Bass emphasized a “full range leadership” ap-
proach that not only included these two styles but incorporated an avoidant LF 
style as well.6

 
In addition to these three styles of leadership, Bruce J. Avolio and 

Bass identified relevant behaviors associated with each leadership style.7 To begin 
our discussion of the FRLM styles and behaviors, we will start with the nontransac-
tional behavior LF leadership.

Laissez-Faire Leadership
The French phrase laissez-faire or “hands-off” leadership, in this case, describes a 

leader who abdicates responsibility, delays decisions, is not interested in his or her 
followers’ needs or in providing feedback, and does not develop followers.8 This 
type of leader is not engaged with subordinates and avoids taking a stand on any 
organizational issues. Further, the LF leader is often absent from work meetings 
and other related obligations and may avoid the daily work responsibilities alto-
gether.9 Eventually, followers become frustrated leading to dissatisfaction with their 
leader, job, and organization.10

 

In the military environment, this dissatisfaction 
could manifest into a variety of reactions ranging from substandard performance to 
separation. The next section describes a requisite style of leadership for our dy-
namic military environment; transactional leadership.

Transactional Leadership
Transactional leadership seeks to maintain organizational stability through regu-

lar social exchanges leading to goal achievement for both leaders and their follow-
ers. Burns described transactional leadership as an exchange relationship among 
leader and followers to satisfy self-interests. Building on this previous work, Bass 
included two relevant components; contingent reward (CR) and management by 
exception (MBE). Further, he divided MBE into active and passive approaches and 
included LF as an avoidant leadership behavior.11

 
The following sections describe 

these behaviors in more detail.
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Contingent Reward

CR is a constructive transaction between leaders and followers. It is constructive 
because the leader sets expectations for followers that describe what must be 
achieved to meet expected standards of performance. This action is also constructive 
since it utilizes rewards to reinforce positive performance. The CR approach has been 
called an effective and powerful method to motivate followers by creating consistent 
expectations between leaders and followers. Typically, CR is transactional when the 
reward is extrinsic or material such as a bonus or promotion. When the reward is psy-
chological such as praise, this becomes more of a transformational approach.12

Management by Exception

Unlike CR, MBE is labeled as a corrective transaction and is usually not as effective as 
CR or transformational behaviors, but it is necessary in high-risk or life-threatening 
situations.13 Further, MBE may take two forms; active (MBE–A) or passive (MBE–P). 
During the active approach, leaders actively monitor followers for deviations from stan-
dards in the form of mistakes or errors and take corrective action as necessary. During 
MBE–P or the passive approach, leaders passively take corrective action only when 
they feel they must get involved, which is usually too late. Transactional leaders are 
vital to the military mission, but as we will learn in the next section, transformational 
leadership has been empirically demonstrated as the most effective form of leadership.

Transformational Leadership
In contrast with transactional leadership, transformational leadership involves 

creating personal relationships with followers that raises their level of motivation 
and morality. A transformational leader is attentive to followers’ needs and strives 
to transform followers into leaders.14 The following sections describe each of the 
transformational behaviors.

Idealized Influence

Transformational leaders exhibiting idealized influence (II) project themselves as 
positive role models for followers to emulate. Typically, these leaders are respected, 
admired, and trusted completely. Followers identify with, not only the leader, but 
also with their mission or cause and often emulate the leader’s behaviors and ac-
tions. In true idealized fashion, this type of leader addresses the needs of followers 
over personal needs. Principles and high standards of ethical and moral conduct are 
upheld by this leader who is consistently counted on to “do the right thing.”15 Ma-
hatma Gandhi is probably the most celebrated idealized influence example in history. 
Incorporating the II approach embraces the tenets of the “Air Force Core Values,”16 
creating a paragon for ethical leadership.

Inspirational Motivation

There are times when leaders are required to enhance team spirit, provide mean-
ing, and challenge their followers’ work. Through enthusiasm and optimism, lead-
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ers may inspire and motivate their followers to achieve what they never thought 
was possible. A powerful inspirational leader may motivate followers by what they 
say, by their actions, and, optimally, by both.17 Air Force leaders will inevitably find 
opportunities that require inspiring followers to accomplish challenging goals, 
which is a crucial leadership skill.

Intellectual Stimulation

Leaders who foster creativity and innovation in their followers while supporting 
new approaches to overcome organizational challenges exemplify the intellectual 
stimulation (IS) behavior. This approach encourages followers to develop unique 
ways to carefully solve problems or complex issues within the organization.18 Fur-
ther, leaders leveraging IS stimulate members to become more creative by question-
ing assumptions, reframing problems, and approaching old situations or problems 
with new methodologies. You may need to collaborate with colleagues or peers for 
assistance, take courses in creativity or innovation, and do whatever is necessary to 
remove any obstacles for your followers.

Individual Consideration

Probably the most personal leadership behavior that you can offer a follower day-
to-day is individual consideration (IC). A typical military leader is distracted, but uti-
lizing the IC behavior is not only a powerful transformational instrument, but also 
a reminder to all of us what it is to be human! In addition to active listening and 
two-way communication, a leader leveraging IC considers each individual’s needs 
for growth and achievement by assuming the role of teacher, coach, mentor, facilitator, 
confidant, and counselor.19 Using this approach allows followers to feel valued, en-
couraging not only professional, but also personal growth. When leaders display these 
actions with followers, members become more amenable to expressing individuality.

However, using a full range of leadership with followers is not enough to truly 
transform your followers into future authentic leaders. In early 2016, SOS intro-
duced an additional component of leadership development necessary for the conti-
nuity of leadership sustainment: virtues and character strengths.

Achieving Authentic Transformational Leadership
Bill George posited that authentic leaders develop genuine relationships while 

creating trust with their followers. Further, George claimed that when followers 
trust their leaders, they can perform at higher levels while being empowered to 
lead. Authentic transformational leadership (ATL), as described by John J. Sosik, is 
the integration of the transformational behaviors and associated character strengths 
categorized in Christopher Peterson and Martin E. Seligman’s seminal research 
cited in hundreds of behavioral articles today.20 Moreover, when our character 
strengths are aligned with our transformational leadership behaviors, and they are 
considered to be virtuous, such integration leads to authentic transformational leader-
ship.21 Virtues are the core characteristics universally valued by moral philosophers 
and religious thinkers as the foundation for good character and include: wisdom and 
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knowledge, courage, humanity, justice, temperance, and transcendence. Character 
strengths are the positive traits for displaying these virtues illustrated in figure 2 below:22

Wisdom

Creativity
Curiosity
Love of learning
Judgment
Perspective

Courage

Bravery
Perseverance
Honesty
Zest

Humanity

Love
Kindness
Social intelligence

Justice

Teamwork
Fairness
Leadership

Temperance

Forgiveness
Humility
Prudence
Self-regulation

Transcendence

Appreciation of Beauty and Excellence
Gratitude
Hope
Humor
Spirituality

Figure 2. Virtues and character strengths. (adapted from Peterson and Seligman, 2004)23

Wisdom and Knowledge

When one exercises good judgment and the appropriate use of intelligence, this 
is a virtue referred to as wisdom and knowledge. There are five associated charac-
ter strengths that fall under this virtue: creativity, curiosity, love-of-learning, judg-
ment, and perspective.24 Creativity is typically characterized by someone’s original 
or ingenuous abilities displayed by the way he or she thinks, talks, or performs. Cu-
riosity describes someone who may have many interests, seeks novel ideas, or is 
open to new experiences. Those who are motivated by an intrinsic desire to learn 
new things are exercising a love of learning. By using judgment, one will consider al-
ternative viewpoints, examine all evidence, and typically will not jump to rash con-
clusions without weighing all the facts. Perspective is the ability to consider all facets 
of a situation and integrate these views into one understandable solution for all to 
consider. Perspective is one of the key character strengths that can help to empa-
thize with followers’ needs.25

Courage

Unlike all other virtues, courage has been a fundamental part of the military 
throughout history. There are four related character strengths that reflect this vir-
tue: bravery, perseverance, honesty, and zest. When someone speaks up for what is 
right in conflict with opposition or acts on convictions, this is an example of brav-
ery. Courageous people learn to persevere despite challenges, obstacles, or setbacks. 
When one remains true to themselves and acts with honesty and authenticity, he or 
she has integrity. When we say that someone has vitality or displays good physical 
and mental well-being throughout challenges in their lives, we call this zest.26 Military 
history is replete with stories of heroes overcoming harsh physical conditions, bat-
tle wounds, and mental warfare to meet their missions.
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Humanity

Humanity often describes “strengths of others,” or more importantly interper-
sonal strengths that we use to protect others in our work or personal lives. There 
are three character strengths associated with humanity: love, kindness, and social 
intelligence. Peterson and Seligman refer to love as caring or valuing close relation-
ships with others, particularly when sharing or caring are reciprocated. There are 
times when compassion and understanding are needed to comfort followers during 
a crisis, a loss of a family member, or during other stressful times in their lives. 
Valuing humanity while demonstrating generosity, nurturance, and compassion de-
scribes kindness. When we recognize and control our emotions and engage in positive 
interactions with others, we are exercising the strength of social intelligence. Social 
and emotional intelligence have been linked with better life decisions, effective social 
functioning, more adaptive outcomes, and lower levels of aggression.27

Justice

Fostering a sense of fairness and righteousness describes the virtue of justice. 
There are three character strengths within this virtue: fairness, leadership, and 
teamwork. In many military situations, we must work well with other group or 
team members, display loyalty, and do our part of the workload to ensure har-
mony. Ensuring that we treat others the same without personal bias or preference 
defines fairness. This strength has been linked to a solid moral identity helping to 
foster trust among others. Peterson and Seligman describe a leader as someone who 
not only encourages a group to accomplish a goal but also maintains good relations 
among the group. According to these authors, then, the character strength of leader-
ship is distinguished from the larger topic of leadership as the ability of a group 
member to push the group to task achievement while strengthening bonds of to-
getherness and trust. Finally, when we demonstrate a sense of loyalty, social re-
sponsibility, and citizenship, we are exercising teamwork.28

Temperance

Temperance describes the ability to exercise self-control and consider boundaries 
and limitations on personal desires and aspirations. There are four character strengths 
associated with this virtue: forgiveness, humility, prudence, and self-regulation. A per-
son who exercises forgiveness and mercy avoids the human impulse to become 
vengeful in certain situations. Additionally, utilizing forgiveness at the appropriate 
times may not only restore positive emotions, moods, and attitudes, it may also re-
duce anxiety, anger, and depression. Humility involves remaining humble during 
one’s achievements and not seeking the spotlight, or allowing one’s performance to 
speak for itself. People exhibiting prudence are generally logical decision makers 
who make careful, thoughtful choices. Self-regulation and control describes the founda-
tion of temperance as it relates to one’s discipline to regulate appetites and emotions. 
Those leaders who possess a high degree of self-control typically inspire and build bet-
ter relationships with their followers based on trust, fairness, and consistency.29
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Transcendence

Transcendence, sometimes called “strengths of the spirit,” provides meaning to 
one’s life by making connections to the larger universe or looking beyond oneself 
and toward relations with others. There are five related character strengths associ-
ated with this virtue: appreciation of beauty or excellence, gratitude, hope, humor, 
and spirituality. Transcendent individuals learn to appreciate beauty or excellence in 
the skilled performance of others. Additionally, transcendent individuals are thankful 
for the good things in their lives and take the time to thank those who have had a 
positive influence, exercising gratitude. Looking to the future with a positive vision or 
optimistic outlook describes hope. Typically, hopeful individuals are high achievers in 
academics, athletics, politics, and other industries as they have a positive vision for 
the future and will set loftier goals. Transcendents often use humor to, not only en-
courage creativity, but also to relieve stressful situations. Spirituality is associated with 
possessing faith in something greater then themselves, or having beliefs about a 
higher purpose, meaning of life, or where one fits in the larger scheme of things.30

Methodology
Those who study leadership often focus on leadership styles and behaviors as 

they relate to accomplishing the mission or meeting specific timelines or goals. In 
our dynamic and complex military environment, we often fail to consider the hu-
man aspects of leadership and followership. Utilizing the profound tenets of Peter-
son and Seligman’s research and the transformational applications of Sosik, we can 
make more meaningful connections with our superiors, peers, and followers. This 
section provides an overview of our SOS full-range leadership study of academic 
years (AY) 2014 and 2015.

Participants for the present research were military leaders (with other categories) 
in the US Air Force attending an intensive leadership course (table 1). The partici-
pants consisted of: 92 percent active duty Air Force captains, 2 percent DOD civil-
ians, 1 percent international military officers, 3 percent Air National Guard mem-
bers, and 2 percent Air Force reservists.31 Participants from six resident SOS flights 
(classes) in AY 2014 (N = 4,575) and five classes in AY 2015 (N = 3,065) provided 
pre- and postcourse ratings on the LDS.

Table 1. Sample size responses

AY Pre Post Total

AY14 3,213 1,362 4,575

AY15 2,154 911 3,065

Total 5,367 2,273 7,640

Of these, for the subsequent analyses, 1,358 and 910 participants provided post-
course responses for AY14 and AY15, respectively. One reason for the lower post-
course response rate may be the timing of the survey administration. The post-
course administration of the LDS occurs in the last week of the course a few days 
before graduation. Further, the LDS is not a graded event, although participation is 
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encouraged, it is not enforced. Taken together, these factors may lead to decreased 
interest in responding.

Measure

Leader Development Survey. The LDS is a 40-item measure developed by Dr. 
Fil Arenas, SOC, Maxwell AFB, based on Mind Garden’s MLQ to measure propen-
sity scores on eight leadership behavior.32 It was modified for the current research 
for use with a military sample. The report provides individual scores on eight sub-
scales (each consisting of five items) reflecting different leadership style/behaviors: 
LF, MBE–A, MBE–P, CR, II, IM, IS, and IC.33 Participants responded to each item on 
a five-point Likert scale: (1 = Never; 5 = Always).

The “propensity scores” were based on the review of validated instruments that 
highlighted tendencies toward a particular style of leadership, while further illustrating 
specific behavior patterns.34 The vision of the LDS is to provide a metric for SOS stu-
dents initially (pretest) and during the last week (posttest) of their course to illustrate 
personal leadership growth and provide a model for future leadership development.

Procedure

The LDS was administered online as part of the SOS course curriculum. The link 
to the pre-LDS measure is provided during week one of the course. Students have 
approximately 72 hours to complete the premeasure. The link to the post-LDS mea-
sure is provided during the final week of the course, and students have approxi-
mately 72 hours to complete the postmeasure. For AY14, the course was conducted 
during an eight-week timeframe. For AY15, the course was conducted during a five-
week timeframe. The class results are discussed by the instructor at the end of the 
course to apply the course content and allow the participants to reflect on their 
leadership behaviors and development.

Results
The takeaway from this section is that the independent variables of AY, prepost 

course responses, and gender showed enough stability to support inferential judg-
ment, and additional analysis revealed the results showed strong consistency be-
tween AY14 and AY15, indicating that the change in course length did not weaken 
the data. The results from a multivariate analysis of variance, examining the mean 
level differences of AY, prepost course responses, and gender on the LDS subscales 
indicated significant main effects for all three predictors.35 The results also indi-
cated that were no interactive effects on the LDS subscales.36 Although there was a 
significant main effect for AY (eight versus five weeks), the results indicated that 
there was not a gender*AY effect nor a prepost course responses*AY effect, suggest-
ing that the difference in course timeframes did not affect the results for the study 
variables of interest. Finally, the gender* prepost course responses effect also was 
not significant, indicating that male and female officers did not differ significantly 
in their rates of change during the course.
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Given the significance of the omnibus test, the univariate effects of prepost course 
responses on the LDS measures were examined using a corrected Bonferroni method 
(p = .05/8), which ensures that links across the data were not merely coincidental. 
The results indicated a significant effect for prepost course responses on LF [F(1, 
7,582) = 22.17, p < .001, η2

partial = .003], MBEA [F(1, 7,582) = 10.04, p = .002, η2
partial = 

.001], IM [F(1, 7,582) = 23.13, p < .001, η2
partial = .003], and IS [F(1, 7,582) = 12.54, p < 

.001, η2
partial = .002] dimensions (table 2). Table 2 illustrates that the postcourse means 

were higher than the precourse means for the LDS responses except for the LF sub-
scale, which was expected. The effect size estimates both for the multivariate effects 
and for practical differences between the means (Cohen’s d) were small.37 

Table 2. Summary of means and standard deviations on the LDS subscales for the study variables

LDS 
Subscales

Pre-Post
Responses

Gender AY

Pre 
(n=5,322)

M(SD)

Post
(n=2,268)

M(SD)

Cohen’s d Male
(n=6,113)

M(SD)

Female
(n=1,477)

M(SD)

Cohen’s d 8-week
(n=4,536)

M(SD)

5-week 
(n=3,054)

M(SD)

Cohen’s d

LF 1.83(.51)* 1.75(.53) .16 1.80(.52) 1.84(.52) 1.80(.52) 1.81(.52)

MBE–A 3.94(.53)* 4.00(.55) .11 3.95(.54)* 3.99(.52) .07 4.08(.54)* 3.78(.48) .58

MBE–P 2.56(.62) 2.54(.63) 2.56(.62)* 2.49(.63) .11 2.57(.63)* 2.52(.63) .08

CR 4.28(.51) 4.29(.54) 4.27(.51)* 4.35(.56) .15 4.28(.52) 4.29(.51)

II 4.44(.41) 4.49(.44) 4.45(.42) 4.46(.39) 4.45(.42) 4.46(.42)

IM 4.26(.53)* 4.35(.53) .17 4.28(.53) 4.30(.51) 4.28(.53) 4.30(.53)

IS 4.40(.62)* 4.48(.56) .13 4.42(.61) 4.44(.55) 4.41(.62) 4.43(.57)

IC 4.30(.53) 4.37(.57) 4.35(.59)* 4.46(.48) .19 4.30(.57)* 4.35(.51) .09

*p < .006 (.05/8)

Due to the significant main effect for gender on the average LDS scores (com-
bined prepost scores), the univariate effects of gender on the LDS subscales were 
examined, using a corrected Bonferroni method (p = .05/8). The results indicated a 
significant effect for gender on the MBE–A [F(1, 7,582) = 8.06, p = .005, η2

partial = 
.001MBE–P) [F(1, 7,582) = 13.49, p < .001, η2

partial = .002], CR [F(1, 7,582) = 15.62, p 
< .001, η2

partial = .002], and IC [F(1, 7,582) = 90.81, p < .001, η2
partial = .01]. Table 2 

shows that females were higher on the MBE–A, CR, and IC scales, whereas males 
were higher on the MBE–P scale.

Building a Common Culture of Leadership
Why has the SOS focused on transformational leadership behaviors? What if this 

work has had the effect of creating an incipient common culture of leadership? To-
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day, the tenets of full-range leadership have reached multiple AU curricula beyond 
the SOS to include the: US Air Force Academy, Officer Training School, Senior NCO 
Academy, First Sergeant Academy, International Officer School, and graduate-level 
electives at Air Command and Staff College and Air War College. What if this cul-
ture can provide a foundation for future leadership effectiveness? The authors feel 
that leveraging these salient leadership principles across our culture will generate 
superior leaders.

The English naval historian Julian Corbett wrote his classic text Principles of Mar-
itime Strategy in 1911. He opens the book with a call for a common professional 
warfighting culture that would thrive due to shared understandings of concepts 
from a “common plane of thought.”38 Corbett’s vision of a successful professional 
common culture is important enough to quote at length:

It is a process by which we coordinate our ideas, define the meaning of the words we use, 
grasp the difference between essential and unessential factors, and fix and expose the fun-
damental data on which everyone is agreed. In this way we prepare the apparatus of prac-
tical discussion; we secure the means of arranging the factors in manageable shape, and of 
deducing from them with precision and rapidity a practical course of action. Without such 
an apparatus no two men can even think on the same line; much less can they ever hope 
to detach the real point of difference that divides them and isolate it for quiet solution.39 

At nearly a century old, leadership studies as a discipline is relatively young—all 
the more reason for building up a common culture of leadership. Such a culture can 
become the primary means of transmitting organizational values and models of ex-
emplary leadership, a necessary feature of the indispensable relationship between 
senior and junior leaders.

However, what would constitute such a common culture? According to philosopher 
Alasdair McIntyre, such cultures “should possess a language [with] shared rules.”40 
The language of transformational leadership behaviors offers not only a useful and 
empirically validated lens for approaching leadership growth—but also a baseline 
language of leadership that satisfies both Corbett’s and McIntyre’s requirements for 
a thriving common culture. The SOS has already begun this work by teaching the 
terms and concepts of transformational leadership. However, this is only a start. A 
professional military education (PME) program of several weeks can only do so 
much in terms of internalizing values and patterns of behavior. Company grade 
officers will continue to be primarily shaped in the field by the expectations of their 
commanders and supervisors. Therefore, the stage is set for senior leaders to use 
the tools of transformational leadership to complete this learning, in the crucible of 
demanding jobs, military operations, and superior supervision. With a set of com-
mon conceptions, standards and expectations, goals may be clearer and easier to set 
and describe, and senior leaders may find extra time back in their schedules.

While the benefits of speaking the same language of leadership may be apparent 
in a general sense—facilitating clear communication and agreement on leadership 
goals—the SOS students in their responses to the LDS instrument demonstrated 
consistent patterns that the authors now turn to. The effort here is to reveal the 
specific contours of the fledgling common culture of leadership that the SOS indoc-
trinated USAF captains into, and that senior leaders may want to continue to build!
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The Transformational Leadership Culture of Today’s Captains
What concepts about leadership resonate for today’s younger officers? More impor-

tantly, what qualities and aims do these officers possess that we can recognize and 
cultivate, empowering them to grow into mature, disciplined, selfless, and dedicated 
leaders? The research collected at the SOS covers the responses of thousands of com-
pany grade officers who have passed through Maxwell AFB. Based on the 40-item 
LDS, inferences can be made about the individual preferences of the students re-
garding leadership behaviors and the attributes of a burgeoning “common culture” 
of leadership. The authors propose three findings from an analysis of the data:

•	 Air Force captains, if somewhat naturally inclined to practice transfor-
mational leadership, require education and reinforcement on its lan-
guage and behaviors. The study findings suggest that a learning process oc-
curred during the course that changed the participants’ perceptions of 
optimal leadership. Mean scores increased on all four transformational be-
haviors (II, IM, IS, and IC) and the two transactional behaviors (MBE–A and 
CR; one was significantly higher) that, taken together, require consistency 
and follow-through went up. On the other hand, the means on the two behav-
iors that downplay these qualities (MBE–P and LF; one was significantly 
lower) went down. The data also suggest a larger lesson for commanders and 
supervisors, to continue the work done at formal PME to good effect. If the 
course succeeded in inviting younger officers to internalize the terms and 
concepts of transformational leadership, line supervisors and senior leaders 
can encourage these officers to persist in the process of internalization, first 
and foremost, simply by using its language which SOS graduates have already 
learned. The statistically significant prepost changes in IM, IS, MBE–A and 
LF indicate that education on FRLM language may have the largest impact on 
optimizing these four behaviors. Conversely, younger leaders relying substan-
tially on intuition and experience will have less beneficial impact as leaders 
in these areas without intervention.

•	 Transformational leadership language and behaviors optimize Air 
Force captains’ focus on the achievement of standards and use of other 
transactional leadership behaviors. Prepost comparative results showed 
increases in the MBE–A subscale for both male and female officers. Interest-
ingly, the results also demonstrated that, overall, these behaviors were more 
strongly endorsed by female officers. These findings suggest that indoctrina-
tion in the language of transformational leadership also reflects an increased 
attention to the importance of standards, which is a transactional behavior. 
Moreover, these results were obtained despite the precourse inclination for 
participants to value the four transformational behaviors over the transac-
tional behaviors (see the mean scores in table 2), and despite the content’s 
articulation that tends to value the transformational behaviors as a more ideal 
set of leader behaviors than transactional behaviors. Therefore, a course 
which inculcates transformational leadership can lead students to value self-
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less regard for others and adherence to standards, producing officers who wish 
to prioritize accountability in their leadership.

•	 Transformational and transactional leadership language and behaviors 
may maximize the use of behaviors in their relation to the virtue of 
humanity and in ways specific to qualities of male and female officers. 
According to the combined pre and post scores (the second column of table 
2), female officers scored statistically significantly higher than males on the 
IC, MBE–A and CR subscales and comparatively lower on the MBE–P sub-
scale. Based on these results, which previous research has extensively vali-
dated,41 female officers emphasized the importance of higher expressions of 
IC, MBE–A and CR more than their male counterparts as ideal leader behav-
iors. The implication that male AF captains tend to favor a more disengaged 
and passive leadership style than female captains is important and is corrobo-
rated in many studies along broader demographic lines.42

The aspect of this finding perhaps most significant to senior AF leaders is that 
male officers may be less inclined without intervention to individualize their leader-
ship approaches to specific followers—some, but certainly not all, followers respond 
well to a more disengaged style. Research, curriculum, and senior leader interven-
tion that emphasizes the importance of not only IC, but also of the high six virtues 
and humanity, in particular, will likely achieve important effects for both male and 
female officers. At the same time, males will be afforded more opportunities to learn 
a more individualized form of leadership. The authors recommend this as an im-
portant line of future research.

The results also revealed that, although not statistically significant, female offi-
cers showed a prepost increase in emphasis on accountability [MBE–A; precourse 
Mean = 3.98(SD = .51); postcourse Mean = 4.00(SD = .54)] and a prepost reduction 
in CR [precourse Mean = 4.36(SD = .56); postcourse Mean = 4.31(SD = .56)]. Male 
officers showed an increase in their MBE–A [precourse Mean = 3.93(SD = .54); 
postcourse Mean = 4.00(SD = .55)] and CR [precourse Mean = 4.26(SD = .49); post-
course Mean = 4.29(SD = .54)] scores. Bass’ identification of “a transformational 
component” within CR43 helps to account for the gender differences on this subscale. 
Male officers may have learned from the course that CR is an important aspect of 
leader-follower dyads, and with their inherently lower scores on the transforma-
tional behaviors, higher CR can effectively bolster a transformational leadership 
style. Conversely, female officers may have concluded that by lowering their CR 
behaviors they would enhance their already effective use of the transformational 
behaviors. Overall, female officers reported somewhat higher scores on all four 
transformational behaviors (although only IC was significantly higher). It is important 
to note that the nonsignificance of rates of prepost change according to gender may be 
due to ceiling effects, since the pretest scores for both male and female officers were 
very high, limiting the potential rates of change throughout the course. More re-
search is required to examine the degree to which gender affects the leader behaviors 
that are elicited and the implications for these differences on how transformational 
leadership is taught in PME. The language of transformational leadership can raise 
younger officers to higher levels of selflessness and individualized attention to fol-
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lowers, and in ways selectively responsive to the empirically-validated differences 
between male and female leaders.

Summary
This study proposed three major findings. First, Air Force captains’ perceptions of 

leadership and of the priorities of leaders changed due to inculcation of a common 
leadership model and its associated language, reflecting greater emphasis on consis-
tency and interaction. Second, Air Force captains valued an adherence to standards 
(transactional) while given opportunities for improved leader–follower dyads (transfor-
mational) during their PME. Third, exposure to the model and its language produced 
inclinations in the captains toward a more engaged, individualized, and humanized 
version of leadership, and in ways responsive to observed gender differences.

Although early awareness is a key step to establish a leadership lexicon for tactical, 
operational, and strategic leadership development, further research should connect 
data points at these career levels to measure leadership tendencies over time to ad-
just future topical concentrations at the PME levels. In the meantime, many applica-
tions of the content may be attractive to today’s leaders. Operationally, senior leaders 
have the option of incorporating the behaviors in their models of supervision, evalua-
tion, and feedback. Relevant concepts, properly used, have the benefit of condensing 
and simplifying communication and mentoring on leadership performance. Finally, 
PME designers will have opportunities to investigate the performance of their cur-
ricula for desired outcomes according to anticipated course goals. 
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The first step is to measure whatever can be easily measured. This is OK as far as it 
goes. The second step is to disregard that which can’t easily be measured or to give it 
an arbitrary quantitative value. This is artificial and misleading. The third step is to pre-
sume that what can’t be measured easily isn’t important. This is blindness. The fourth 
step is to say that what can’t be easily measured really doesn’t exist. This is suicide.

—Charles Handy’s description of Secretary of Defense
Robert McNamara Vietnam-era measurement policies,

The Empty Raincoat: Making Sense of the Future
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Intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) is a critical pillar in decision 
making, a key driver of operations, and in many ways an operation unto itself. 
Like all operations, it has an intended effect—generally to inform, shape, and 

facilitate other operations by providing decision advantage. Joint Publications 2-0, 
3-0, and 5-0 all emphasize the importance of assessing operational effects. Assessing 
ISR effectiveness is often more complex than combat assessment, but it is no less 
important.1 This is widely recognized, but although some initiatives are ongoing, 
not much progress has been made toward correction. Current guidance, including 
the Joint Publications previously mentioned, offers broad direction on who has the 
responsibility for assessments and a general framework for what assessments 
should look like, but literature explaining the nuts and bolts of actually producing 
effective assessments is scarce. 

The RAND Corporation continues to conduct significant research into this do-
main to “develop detailed mathematical quantities that represent what are gener-
ally considered qualitative concepts.”2 During this work, RAND designed several 
mathematical models for evaluating improvements across ISR capabilities, but they 
are currently incomplete, appear specific to broad capabilities assessments, and 
likely cannot be rapidly adapted and used by all units who could benefit from a ro-
bust ISR assessments program. The Air Combat Command (ACC) also released an 
“ISR Assessment Framework” at the end of 2016 which brings guidance that is more 
applicable to operational and tactical assessments and is more detailed than the 
Joint Publications listed above.3 However, this framework still stops short of break-
ing down the hands-on steps for the assessors themselves.

This article seeks to fill that gap. First, it briefly reviews the problems with ISR as-
sessments, it offers recommendations for breaking down goals and tasks into effective 
measurements, and it gives examples of applying these methods in an ISR context. 
It finishes with additional considerations that will enhance ISR assessments, includ-
ing changing the way we interpret numerical values in the assessments and, most 
importantly, by establishing a dedicated training program for ISR assessments.

Current guidance breaks assessments into measures of performance (MoP) and 
measures of effectiveness (MoE). According to JP 1-02, MoPs are criteria used to as-
sess friendly actions that are tied to measuring task accomplishment, such as 
whether a sortie arrived at a location on time, or whether it collected all of its as-
signed images. MoEs are criteria used to assess changes in system behavior, capabil-
ity, or operational environment that is tied to measuring the attainment of an end 
state, achievement of an objective, or creation of an effect.4 For example, if the goal 
of an ISR mission is force protection, one possible MoE is how often a forward oper-
ating base (FOB) is attacked without warning. A common distinction is “MoPs ask if 
we’re doing things right; MoEs ask if we’re doing the right things.” MoPs are most 
useful at the tactical level to units executing ISR operations, while MoEs are most 
useful to those planning and coordinating ISR operations, but both are inherently 
connected, and ISR assessors at all levels should constantly coordinate to develop 
holistic assessments.

An overreliance on MoPs is a recognized problem in ISR assessments, illustrated 
in examples of a system focused on whether collection occurred and not whether it 
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met the commander’s intent.5 The reason for this overreliance is ease: the percentage 
of tasked targets collected and number of sorties flown are obvious, easy to measure, 
and require no extra effort to quantify. In every assessments discussion, working 
group, and conference I’ve attended, everyone recognizes the need to focus on good 
MoEs to determine if ISR is achieving our desired effects. Some progress is made by 
individual units, but none have created an objective, quantitative, and repeatable 
method for developing proper MoEs.

One of the biggest roadblocks to proper MoEs is the pervasive idea that they are 
inherently qualitative and subjective, in contrast to easily quantifiable MoPs. Some 
assessment teams compensate with “false quantification,” where they assign nu-
merical values to subjective ideas. For example, they may use a weighted scale that 
assigns values based on what they feel is the “significance” of the collection: a zero 
if they deem it to have no significance, a one for low significance, and so forth. This 
is a somewhat backward way to quantify. It assigns significance to the intelligence 
and uses that to determine if the intelligence was effective, but, in reality, we can’t 
know if it was significant unless we know it had an effect. This can result in a “false 
impression of accomplishment,” noted in JP 5-0’s Appendix D.6 While this is still an 
improvement—since it acknowledges the need for objective quantification—the actual 
method is still subjective and privy to the opinions and moods of the analysts making 
the assessment. As Handy stated, “The second step is to disregard that which can’t eas-
ily be measured or to give it an arbitrary quantitative value. . .” (emphasis added). To be 
clear, qualitative assessments and subjectivity do have a place, but only after a proper 
quantitative assessment is done, which is demonstrated later in this article.

There are two main assumptions people make in assessments that contribute to 
the myth of MoEs being inherently qualitative:

1. The thing being measured is not and cannot be well-defined, so objective 
quantification is impossible.

2. The method of empirical observation doesn’t exist or isn’t known.

Solving the first is relatively straightforward but can require significant intellec-
tual effort. Problems must be well-defined, and once well-defined, they can be bro-
ken down into quantifiable measurable factors. Once they have been broken down, 
the second problem usually solves itself—often more easily than anticipated. In-
stead of focusing on these two problematic assumptions, assessors should start with 
these basic principles, adapted from Douglas Hubbard’s model for measuring intan-
gibles in business:7

1. If it matters, then it must have a detectable or observable effect.

2. If it is detectable, then it can be detected as an amount or range of amounts.

3. If it can be detected as an amount, then it can be measured.

An example in the business world is “employee empowerment.” This is certainly 
not well-defined and by itself not obviously quantifiable. We have to determine 
what measurable factors we expect to see if employees are empowered. Empow-
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ered employees should be able to make decisions at lower levels, which should 
mean faster decisions, quantifiable by time. Likewise, empowered employees 
should be open to formulating and pursuing their own ideas, so we can measure 
the number of new independent projects springing up. Both of these result in hard 
numbers, not arbitrary weights or gut feelings.

The Measuring Progress in Conflict Environments (MPICE) framework brings this 
closer to the military intelligence sphere. It provides excellent examples of how to 
break down less tangible concepts, like diminishing political grievances into specific 
measurable factors—the number of incidents of political violence, prosecution rates, 
and percentages of representation for various identity groups.8 In this framework, 
nearly every measurable example used, even if not identified as “Quantitative Data,” 
is in fact in a quantitative and objective form. This doesn’t directly translate to ISR; 
by its nature, ISR generally requires additional levels of assessment since it informs 
the action that produces the effect, rather than producing the effect itself. However, 
the following examples use a similar approach to the MPICE framework, combined 
with Hubbard’s model for business, to achieve a usable, quantitative assessment.

Quantifying Goals
Let’s take a simplified ISR scenario: the fictional nation of Wadiya has made a 

number of threats to its neighbors, including US allies. It has five airfields, all of 
which can support bomber operations and three of which currently host bombers. 
The nation has three road-mobile ballistic missile garrison locations with 10 known 
dispersal/deployment sites for each, or a total of 30. Each garrison location owns 10 
launchers. There are three fixed surface-to-air missile (SAM) sites and three more air 
defense units with mobile SAMs, each of which has four launchers and one radar.

The USAF is conducting two daily sorties, one collecting signals intelligence (SI-
GINT) and the other collecting geospatial intelligence (GEOINT), on Wadiya with 
the following goals:

1. Provide indications and warnings (I&W) of Wadiyan attacks.

2. Prepare the battlespace for strikes in the event of Wadiyan hostilities.

The MoPs are easily established, as usual. Did the sorties arrive and depart on time? 
Did they collect all assigned images (GEOINT) and total tasked hours (SIGINT)? How 
many additional (ad hoc) images were taken? Were there any cross-cues between the 
intelligence disciplines? These are all valuable questions. However, success across 
these performance metrics does not mean we are achieving our desired goals. We 
need MoEs. Let’s take a look at our desired goals again:

1. Provide I&W of Wadiyan attacks.

2. Prepare the battlespace for strikes in the event of Wadiyan hostilities.

If we ask if the ISR provided I&W, or if it prepared the battlespace, then the 
slightest bit of intelligence can make the answer a “yes” depending on the point of 
view of the analyst. Here’s where the subjectivity myth comes into play since the 
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objective measures aren’t obvious. One analyst may look at a day’s collection and 
say “this contributed greatly,” while another may say it gave us something, but not 
anything particularly interesting. Instead, we need repeatable, objective measures. 
To do that, we have to break down the goals, much like how priority intelligence 
requirements are broken down into essential elements of information (EEI). In fact, 
if that process is done exceptionally well, the EEIs themselves can be quantifiable 
MoEs, but this is not always done correctly. In any case, the breakdown could look 
something like this:

1. Provide I&W of Wadiyan attacks.

A. Monitor weapons of mass destruction (WMD) posture.

1. Track location and posture of ballistic missiles.

2. Track location and posture of bombers.

2. Prepare the battlespace for strikes in the event of Wadiyan hostilities.

A. Monitor locations of attack capabilities.

1. Track location of ballistic missiles.

2. Track location of bombers.

B. Monitor location of air defense capabilities.

1. Track location of mobile SAMs. 

2. Monitor status of fixed SAMs.

Some of these ended up as repeats, leaving us with six items we’re trying to 
track: (1) the location of ballistic missiles, (2) the posture of ballistic missiles, (3) 
the location of bombers, (4) the posture of bombers, (5) the location of mobile 
SAMs, and (6) the status of fixed SAMs.

Now we determine what constitutes an ideal “effect” state for each. For the first, 
recall that there are a total of 30 ballistic missiles launchers, 30 known dispersal 
sites, and 3 garrison locations. Naturally, we want to know the location of all 30 
launchers. Did we successfully locate and image all 30? If so, then that day’s ISR 
was successful at achieving the effect of informing leadership of the location and 
posture of the ballistic missiles. The key is to come up with questions that have 
quantifiable answers.

1. The location and posture of ballistic missiles

A. How many of the known launchers were located (xx/30)?

1. How many were imaged?

2. How many were found by SIGINT but not imaged?

B. Were any previously unknown launchers discovered, and how many?

Now say that we only got 28 out of 30, and sensor limitations prevent us from im-
aging three of the dispersal sites. The GEOINT was not 100 percent effective in 
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achieving its effect, but say the SIGINT platform was able to collect daily communi-
cations between the garrison and the dispersal site that located the 2 missing 
launchers on a dispersal exercise. On the one hand, even though the GEOINT plat-
form alone wasn’t 100 percent effective, the overall ISR was. On the other hand, per-
haps every known site was imaged, two launchers were still missing, and SIGINT 
didn’t fill in the gap. Something prevented 100 percent effectiveness, but now the 
cause is less obvious. Perhaps analysts failed to identify equipment at a site, or 
there’s an undiscovered dispersal site. Leaders, planners, and analysts must now de-
termine if and where adjustments need to be made to close that gap. In all of these 
cases though, the effectiveness was determined with objective, quantifiable MoEs.

The order of battle intelligence is fairly straightforward to measure in this way. A 
more difficult example is force protection. Unlike known equipment in a country, 
it’s impossible to say how many attack plots one will discover before 100 percent 
are collected. Even if no surprise attacks occur, there may be undiscovered plots 
that are never executed. In this example, we can demonstrate the appropriate use 
of qualitative assessments and subjectivity after the quantitative assessment occurs. 
Context and qualifiers must be added, but the foundation of the assessment should 
still be completely quantitative, and the method for determining that quantification 
is the same.

Qualified Quantification
The primary goal of force protection ISR is to provide intelligence in order to pro-

tect a base or unit. For this demonstration, we’ll break that down into discovering 
vulnerabilities and threats. Then we break those down into measurable factors, just 
like the previous example.

1. Discover weaknesses.

A. How many gaps in perimeter defenses were found?

1. How many were corrected?

2. Were any exploited by an attacker prior to discovery? If so, how 
many?

2. Discover threats.

A. How many external attack plots were discovered?

B. How many attacks occurred without warning?

1. How many of those attacks appeared to be planned versus spontaneous?

Again, each of these questions have objective, quantifiable answers. The numbers 
used to answer them are not analyst opinions, they are hard facts. However, they 
illustrate where in the assessments process subjectivity and qualifiers come into 
play. In this scenario, there is no “100 percent” goal because it is impossible to deter-
mine, but this is a key point: in many cases, there doesn’t have to be a target number. 
We must divorce ourselves from the idea that certain numbers are inherently good 
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or bad and just use them as what they are: data to drive a decision. Using “discover 
weaknesses” as an example, say we found five gaps in perimeter defenses during 
the first week, one the week after, and none after that. Clearly the quantitative effec-
tiveness of that ISR sortie in discovering weaknesses is down, but that doesn’t mean 
there’s anything wrong with it. Here we can probably add the qualitative assessment 
that there are simply fewer weaknesses left to discover, if any. Now ISR planners 
and base commanders must make a subjective recommendation and decision re-
spectively. Is there anything we can adjust in our ISR that may allow further dis-
covery? Also, is it worth it to keep that sortie examining base defenses, or should it 
be moved to a different task? The numbers themselves are still purely objective, it’s 
in the recommendations and reactions stemming from those numbers where sub-
jectivity comes into play.

Scaling Up
The previous examples are simplified and predominantly tactical in nature, but 

these principles can be scaled up to more complex scenarios or to operational and 
strategic levels, although it requires more intellectual effort to ensure the assess-
ment is still based on objective, quantitative measures. Much of the conversion 
from a lower to higher level of warfare centers on the fusion of metrics across the 
battlespace. As noted in a 2014 article by Col Jason Brown, “the adversary’s primary 
objective, or end, is not to shoot down aircraft; it is to prevent getting bombed.”9 We 
can take a similar thought process to convert the previously discussed tactical MoEs 
to operational MoEs. Let’s go back to the force protection example.

The operational goal of force protection ISR is not to find vulnerabilities, it is to 
improve the security of US forces. One of the tactical-level quantifiable measures 
we used was the number of vulnerabilities in base defenses identified with the im-
plication that they are then fixed. Let’s assume similar ISR missions were flown 
around three additional FOBs across a region, with similar results. If after correct-
ing all identified vulnerabilities, the bases experienced fewer successful attacks, we 
have a quantifiable, objective MoE at the operational level that force protection ISR 
is achieving its desired goals. If, instead there is an increase or negligible change in 
successful attacks—either across the board or at some of the bases—then that im-
plies the operational objective is not being met despite the tactical ISR success at 
one or more bases.

Additional Considerations
Five changes will go a long way to improving ISR assessments across the Air 

Force. The first is already illustrated: changing the mindset that certain numbers 
are inherently good or bad. The previous two examples show when numbers should 
be considered that way, as in tracking 100 percent of the order of battle, and when 
they are neutral data to feed a subjective decision, as in force protection. This can 
be difficult to solidify. Once something is designated as a measure, our first inclina-
tion is to maximize that result. If, in the force protection example, one ISR planner 
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oversaw the first week and found five gaps in defenses and a new planner oversaw 
the second week and found only one, someone can imply the new planner was less 
effective, but this is an incomplete interpretation of the numbers. This is similar to 
units and ISR operations teams that tout their ability to add more and more targets 
to their collection decks regardless of whether those targets have value. Sometimes 
there needs to be a goal number, and sometimes more is better, but assessors and 
commanders both must recognize when that is not the case.

The second change is a shift to structured data formats for intelligence when pos-
sible, making it easy to query, discover, and add to the database. This is especially 
useful in the order of battle collection. In a real-world scenario, the time required to 
comb through every text report and image to count up the number of SAMs found 
during each collection mission and compare it to the known order of battle is astro-
nomical. Shifts to structured data would make it much easier to search and compile 
and will turn this into a simple task taking only a few minutes. The intelligence 
community has tried shifting to structured data approaches before with varying 
levels of success. This is once again gaining momentum in the ISR community via 
structured observation management tools and elements of activity-based intelli-
gence initiatives. Continued incorporation of advances in data science and artificial 
intelligence will further accentuate these benefits. This will not streamline all 
measurements for all types of ISR assessments, but will remove a massive manpower 
burden for some of the most tedious tasks.

Third is a requirement for constant communication and feedback. Customers, 
the air operations center, the collection units, and the production units must all 
constantly exchange information on the results of ISR. An exploitation node won’t 
necessarily know about friendly changes to the battlespace unless those engaged in 
that space communicate. I repeatedly saw units identify and correct this problem 
during Operation Enduring Freedom. The change always brought about benefits to 
ISR assessments but eventually all units seem to slip back into not communicating. 
The necessity of customer feedback is a vital component in assessing ISR.

Fourth, we must recognize the need to continuously reexamine previous assess-
ments of ISR performance in phases further and further removed from the ISR itself. 
The first effect of ISR is generally to inform, but the true effect is removed by addi-
tional steps. At a tactical level, a strike may have the effect of killing a high-value 
target; this effect is one step from the action that caused it. The ISR that led to the 
strike is removed by an additional step. This chain gets longer as the level of the ef-
fect transitions from tactical to operational and beyond, with the causal ISR always 
requiring additional connections beyond a combat assessment. For example, if ISR 
identifies a target that is later struck, that is often used as a marker of “effective” 
ISR. However, the next step must be assessing the effects of that strike. If ISR iden-
tifies a series of supply lines and shows that “destroying these will severely degrade 
insurgent materiel stores,” we can’t know for sure if that was accurate until we see 
indicators of reduced insurgent supplies after the strikes. Likewise, we’d then want 
to know whether the reduced supplies actually reduced insurgent activities. This 
chain becomes still longer for tracking operational-level intelligence and beyond. 
We’re now several steps away from the original ISR, yet this remains a marker of 
the effectiveness of that ISR and the accuracy of the analysis based on it, and if 
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broken down properly can be measured in a purely quantitative way. It’s possible 
these assessments take place at each piece of the chain, but the ISR unit, or units 
higher in the chain, may not follow up to link the pieces together in order to truly 
understand the effectiveness of the ISR.

Finally, ISR assessments must become a dedicated skillset. The ACC’s recent ISR 
Assessment Framework notes the importance, and it bears repeating here.10 This is 
the most important of these five additional considerations and replicating good ISR 
assessments across the Air Force depends on it. The rise of big data and analytics 
offer a huge opportunity for effectively quantifying measures and assessments. 
Despite the daunting vision of advanced math, using these tools for ISR assess-
ments doesn’t require a degree in the subject. However, it does require familiarity 
that many intelligence analysts don’t currently possess. Further, the art of breaking 
down overarching goals into objective metrics requires training and practice. Differ-
ent units have different ways of doing assessments due to varying mission sets, but 
the basic mindset and principles should be the same across the board. Also, the 
joint nature of operations necessitates a joint understanding of effects. Thus, a stan-
dardized training program for ISR assessments that incorporates joint capabilities, 
quantitative effectiveness assessment frameworks, and familiarization with data sci-
ence and quantitative measures should be established.

Conclusion
Proper ISR assessments are vital to maximizing the effects of our ISR in a re-

source-constrained environment. MoPs are simple and widely used, but good MoEs 
remain a problem. To create good MoEs, we must stop seeing them as inherently 
qualitative and subjective and develop measurable, quantifiable, and objective ones. 
This can be done by thoroughly defining the goals of an ISR operation and breaking 
those goals down into objective, measurable factors with the mindset that any ob-
servable effect can be measured. This process can be intellectually intensive and 
requires creativity at times, but it is always possible. These purely quantified mea-
sures must form the core of assessing effectiveness, but it can then be framed with 
qualitative information to inform subjective recommendations. To get there, we 
must make several changes in our thinking. Most importantly, a robust training 
program for ISR assessors must be put in place to teach the art of establishing good 
MoEs and the science of knowing how to measure them. Intelligence is meant to 
provide decision advantage. Good measurements are the foundation of good deci-
sions, and recognition of these points is the next step to strengthening the decision 
advantage that our war fighters deserve. 
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Successful organizations can be extraordinarily persistent and creative in deny-
ing the obvious, ignoring signals that suggest a need to challenge key strategic 
assumptions.1 Military institutions tend to view doctrine as a final destination 

instead of a point of departure for successful adaptation in a changing environ-
ment.2 Yet every theory of competition eventually succumbs to new facts, and air-
power is no exception. The historical success of airpower makes it difficult to ques-
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tion assumptions about what has worked in the past and easy to deny obvious 
signals in the present that indicate a need to adapt ideas about airpower to ensure 
its continued success in the future.

Today, after more than a decade of air dominance, the security situation in Af-
ghanistan is deteriorating. Yet, as a Pentagon spokesman stated in January 2016, the 
Department of Defense leadership was “confident the current plan in place is ad-
equate to deal with the situation in Afghanistan.”3 It is difficult to understand how 
an “adequate” plan results in a deteriorating security situation that in February 
2017 was described as a “stalemate” by the top American commander in Afghani-
stan.4 Although airpower cannot be held fully responsible for the lack of success 
against the Taliban, the fact that we are not winning does suggest that the joint 
force in general, and the US Air Force (USAF) in particular, is ignoring information 
that contradicts long-standing assumptions about the application of airpower. It 
also suggests that future success will require a new valuation of airpower’s contri-
bution to the achievement of the higher political end the counterinsurgency (COIN) 
campaign seeks.5

One could dismiss all these concerns as irrelevant to the core, strategic mission of 
the Air Force. Afghanistan is a peripheral conflict. A loss there, though lamentable, 
will barely register in terms of America’s ability to support key allies and defend it-
self against its most capable potential adversaries. This is a tempting argument, but 
it is also a dangerous one. Indeed, research on the competitive effects of what Dr. 
Clayton Christensen terms “disruptive innovations” suggests that America’s struggles 
in “low-end” wars should worry the US military.6 It should pay attention to the strate-
gies pursued by adversaries who successfully circumvent the huge US technological 
and operational advantages.

The USAF has gradually narrowed its theory of airpower into a band of special-
ization and values that creates areas of vulnerability and dysfunction.7 This domi-
nant theory focuses on an air superiority and bombing campaign, independently 
executed by Airmen through centralized control via the air operations center and 
72-hour air tasking order (ATO) process.8 The theory assumes that this is done in a 
contested environment against the latest-generation threats. It also focuses on the 
tangible elements of a combatant’s means to fight; the destruction of aircraft, ve-
hicles, equipment, buildings, bridges, bunkers, and so on.9 However, the theory is 
ill-suited for airpower’s application in low-intensity, irregular, population-centric 
conflicts that require a focus on the intangible elements of human will.

The USAF’s refinement of its dominant theory of competition into a narrow view 
of airpower in a large, near-peer conflict can be referred to as the “Cult of the Con-
ventional.” For 15 years, the USAF has conducted an air campaign against the Taliban 
in Afghanistan. The results (or lack thereof) of this campaign contradict core as-
sumptions of the USAF’s current theory of airpower. Yet the Cult of the Conven-
tional ignores these anomalous outcomes; it twists and bends traditional airpower 
theory to accommodate circumstances that should lead to far more introspection and 
analysis. There is no evidence that the Air Force views its struggles in Afghanistan as 
relevant to its future strategic direction. Instead, the organization’s responses have 
been predictably protective of core airpower assumptions—systems of denial to 
strategic anomalies that contradict long-standing assumptions.10
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The Cult of the Conventional treats three aspects of the conventional conflict as 
doctrinal truths in the Afghan war: the superiority of strike, the acceptability of a 
risk-averse, defensive approach, and the centralized ATO as the only method of em-
ploying airpower. These three ideas may have a place in some wars, but they are ill-
suited for airpower’s application in unconventional conflicts such as the COIN cam-
paign currently being waged against the Taliban. Bad ideas are an expensive luxury.

This article explores how the Cult of the Conventional is creating strategic risk 
for the US military. It highlights gaps in airpower employment and argues that the 
Air Force’s continued emphasis on conventional dominance is increasingly irrele-
vant to the nation’s strategic objectives in current conflicts. Finally, this article sug-
gests changes at the tactical, operational, and strategic levels that will prevent the 
emerging gaps in airpower employment from causing the USAF’s experiences in Af-
ghanistan from heralding broader, more serious declines in its strategic relevance.

Organizational Theory
An easy rebuttal to any criticism of the USAF’s performance in Afghanistan is to 

question, not the assertion that it has struggled, but to assert that it does not matter. 
Afghanistan has been a lamentable, ill-advised venture in building a nation that 
does not want to be built and whose instability poses no strategic threat to the 
United States or its allies. It is neither vital or important, and America’s difficulties 
in the war therefore hold no important lessons. However, the theory of disruptive 
innovations suggests that this response may be foolish.

In The Innovator’s Dilemma, Dr. Christensen explains how dominant businesses 
narrow the spectrum of what they value until they only compete in a narrow por-
tion at the top of the market and are irrelevant everywhere else. These organiza-
tions seek to outperform their competitors by focusing the qualities of their product 
into a narrowing band of specialization as they move “up-market” into the top of the 
spectrum of valuation. This creates gaps at the bottom of the spectrum where they 
no longer place value and are no longer interested in competing with what they 
consider low-end products. It is within these gaps that the dominance of established 
competitors fades until they are irrelevant in the lower end of the market.11

The steel industry in the United States is an example of these concepts of spe-
cialization, gaps, and eventual irrelevance. Integrated mills monopolized the steel 
industry until the 1960s when minimills began producing low-quality steel at a 
cheaper cost (see fig. 1). The larger producers placed little value on low-quality 
products and were willing to shed them so they could specialize on higher-quality 
products that they valued more. As they moved up-market into a narrower band of 
specialization it created a gap at the bottom that was filled by their minimill competi-
tors. The minimill expansion up-market, on the heels of the integrated mill retreat, 
continued until the large mills became mostly irrelevant in the production of every-
thing except high-quality sheet steel. The once-dominant integrated mills moved into 
an ever-narrowing band of specialization at the top of the scale that created vulner-
able gaps at the bottom of the market where their products became irrelevant. 12
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Figure 1. Integrated steel mill valuation scale13

Although Dr. Christensen uses principles from business, the framework he de-
scribes applies to all competitive organizations, especially those with a dominant 
position in their markets. The USAF is just such an organization. The Air Force has 
maintained virtually unchallenged dominance for more than a quarter-century. 
During that time (and much like the integrated steel mills), the USAF has moved 
up-market into a narrowing band of specialization at the top of its value scale, one 
that focuses on the most dangerous scenarios such as near-peer conflicts. This cre-
ates gaps in aircraft, missions, and operating concepts at the bottom that can lead to 
its strategic irrelevance in the most likely scenarios like those waged in Iraq, Af-
ghanistan, and Syria in the past 15 years.

A value scale for airpower might be divided into the following seven categories: 
operating concept, manned aircraft, remotely piloted aircraft, control type, control 
mechanism, command relationships, and environment (see fig. 2). The extremes of 
the scale indicate what the USAF values most and least. The most desirable use of 
airpower (what the USAF values most) is an air superiority and bombing campaign 
in a contested environment, independently executed by Airmen through central-
ized control. A dichotomy exists between the type of conflict the USAF is focused 
on fighting and the type of conflict it actually fights, a dichotomy between the Cult 
of the Conventional toward the top of the valuation scale and the reality of current 
irregular conflict toward the bottom.

The aircraft and operating concepts at the bottom of the scale indicate what the 
USAF values least and is willing to shed as it specializes on higher-quality products 
that it values more.14 The manned MC-12 unarmed ISR platform is no longer in the 
USAF inventory.15 Remotely piloted, unarmed, tactical ISR platforms are no longer 
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in the USAF inventory.16 The “low-end” A-10 single-mission ground attack platform 
was temporarily saved from no longer being in the USAF inventory by Congress but 
will eventually be replaced by the “high-end” multirole F-35 as the premier USAF 
CAS platform.17 As the USAF moves up-market into a narrower band of specialization, 
it creates a gap at the bottom in low-end irregular conflict where these platforms are 
still relevant. Much like the minimill advance on the heels of the integrated mill re-
treat, organizations other than the USAF provide many of the low-end aircraft used 
on the battlefield (with the exception of the A-10).18
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Figure 2. USAF valuation scale

Although the conflict in Afghanistan has demanded airpower that is lower on the 
valuation scale, the USAF remains fixated on the ever-narrowing band of specializa-
tion at the top that more closely aligns future conflict with the Cult of the Conven-
tional. The most significant aspect of this move up-market is not the pursuit of 
high-value, highly-specialized missions, airframes, and operating concepts at the 
top of the scale, but the vulnerabilities and risk of irrelevance that it creates at the 
bottom. With predominantly high-end capabilities, the USAF solution to airpower 
problems will tend to be high-end as well, even when a low-end solution is suffi-
cient. This is partially why highly capable, multirole F-16s are constantly airborne 
in Afghanistan tasked to provide the support a low-end ScanEagle unarmed ISR 
platform is capable of providing.

The danger of the Conventional Cult’s move up-market is that it will achieve 
high-end tactical air dominance, yet neglect the opening gaps in irregular conflict at 
the low end in Afghanistan and ultimately lead to airpower’s strategic irrelevance 
against the Taliban. Crucially, these low-end gaps are exploitable, not only by irreg-
ular adversaries in peripheral conflicts, but by any adversary seeking to impede the 
achievement of US strategic goals.
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The Cult of the Conventional enables the USAF to maintain a system of denial 
that ignores information contradictory to long-standing assumptions and accepts 
three fallacies as truth: the superiority of strike, the primacy of loss-prevention, and the 
sanctity of the ATO.

First Fallacy: Whack-a-Mole (The Superiority of Strike)
The air operations center (AOC) provides combatant commanders with what air-

power does extremely well: the ability to move things, watch things, and destroy 
things. With its joint integrated prioritized target list, joint target coordination 
board, battlefield coordination detachment, as well as air tasking stages dedicated to 
target development and weaponeering, the AOC is optimized for a 72-hour cycle of 
targeting enemy air forces, air defenses, ground forces, and infrastructure through a 
conventional air campaign—the AOC and the combat aircraft it controls are opti-
mized to strike.

Conventional bombing campaigns focus on eliminating the tangible elements of a 
combatant’s means to fight—the destruction of people and things. Irregular, population-
centric conflicts focus on the intangible elements of human will, such as fear, honor 
and interest, and on the influence of culture, religion, history, social factors, and so 
forth. In one of the authors’ experience while commanding an operations group in 
2014–15 at Bagram Air Base (AB), Afghanistan, the AOC was attempting to win the 
hearts and minds of the Afghan population by having fighters constantly airborne 
to minimize the time to strike.19 The AOC assessed airpower’s success through mea-
sures such as the hours of close air support (CAS) flown, the number of requests for 
CAS filled, the number of bombs dropped, the number of hits achieved, response time 
to a troops-in-contact situation, and whether or not the tactical ground commander’s 
intent was met. These are all measures of success for achieving subordinate, tangible 
ends, but they are grossly incomplete measures of achieving a higher end focused 
on the population’s intangibles.20

In Afghanistan, despite 15 years of conflict that suggest otherwise, the USAF contin-
ues to view fighters, bombers, and their ability to strike as the solution to a population-
centric competition for influence for which they are ill-suited, and to assess their 
employment through measures that are largely divorced from the strategic require-
ments of the war, focusing on tactical execution instead.21

A COIN campaign will always face problems that can be addressed by airpower’s 
ability to move things and watch things. But airpower’s third strength, the ability to 
destroy things, is only a solution while insurgents operate like a conventional force. 
Once they “go irregular” and meld with the population, it is very difficult to kill our 
way to victory. The cocked hammer of constant fighter coverage appeals to the Cult 
of the Conventional and the superiority of strike, but it often lacks utility in a war 
among the people where the higher-level political ends are most important.22 The 
fighter and its ability to strike is still the preferred CAS solution for a conventional 
problem that can be solved by tangible destruction, but in an irregular competition 
over the intangibles that influence people, it is often not the right solution.
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Asserting the relevance and necessity of airpower in low-intensity conflict is not a 
denial of the higher-end utility of airpower. It is simply an attempt to slow the USAF’s 
retreat from missions and capabilities that are most needed by the nation in the 
wars that it actually fights. Airpower theory must return to an understanding of the 
changing character and constant nature of war. The USAF’s approach to the Afghan 
war indicates a fundamental error, viewing the wrong aspects of war as unchanging 
and giving insufficient attention to those elements of war that actually endure.

War has always been a human endeavor; people fight today for fear, honor, and 
interests just as they did in the age of the Athenian historian Thucydides 2,500 
years ago.23 Since its invention a century ago, airpower, writ large, has remained an 
enduring part of war, but its employment is subject to changing circumstances. If 
the subordinate end of striking the enemy’s means does not achieve the higher end 
of influencing the people’s will, then we have merely confused activity with accom-
plishment and ensured that our conventional dominance will ultimately be strategi-
cally irrelevant. The USAF approaches war in the way that it prefers, while denying 
its enduring political nature.

Airpower in Afghanistan will remain in the morass of tactical execution with suc-
cess defined by measures of performance until there is a higher, comprehensive strat-
egy to lift it out.24 To be strategically relevant in Afghanistan, airpower must move be-
yond “whacking the next mole to pop out of its hole” or viewing strike by high-end 
assets as the preferred airpower solution to a population-centric problem. Instead, 
airpower advocates must not deny the obvious signals that strike, ISR and airlift are 
only relevant when they achieve an effect among the population that fosters support 
for the Afghan government, emboldens the resolve of Afghan forces, or deters the 
Taliban from further action. The ability to strike will continue to have a fleeting role 
to play in Afghanistan, but 15 years of overmatch has so far contributed to nothing 
more than a stalemate and suggests that superb high-end strike capability is an in-
complete solution in a low-end conflict. If the coalition’s application of all forms of 
airpower is not laser-focused on the political end that the COIN campaign seeks, then 
this strategic disconnect will render irrelevant the coalition’s tactical dominance.

Second Fallacy: "11 Goalies" (Preventing a loss is more important than a win.)
Fighters are constantly airborne in Afghanistan to support COIN operations, 

counterterrorism operations, and provide self-defense of forward operating bases. 
Although base defense seems like a valid reason to pull sorties away from the other 
two campaigns; in reality, it is another example of an active system of denial. The 
rules of engagement make it extremely unlikely that a fighter will be able to engage 
a hostile target around the perimeter of an operating base even when tasked to de-
fend it.25 Although F-16s were airborne over the Bagram airfield providing base de-
fense CAS during multiple rocket and improvised explosive device attacks from 
2014–15, they were not able to employ a single bomb or bullet in response.26 Ironi-
cally, base defense is where superb strike capability could be most beneficial, yet it 
is where strikes are least likely to occur. The Cult of the Conventional views fight-
ers orbiting over a base as a way to do something to defend against the Taliban, but 
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the rules of engagement (ROE) greatly reduce a fighter’s ability to do more than just 
observe what is unfolding on the ground. Fighters, with their superb capacity for 
speed and firepower, provide only the illusion of support to friendly forces at risk as 
long as the rules severely restrict their ability to engage.

The combination of base defense sorties and restrictive ROEs is like a soccer 
team with 11 goalies blocking the goal. Our aversion to risk and focus on preventing 
the other team from scoring makes it increasingly difficult for us to support the two 
campaigns that could seize the initiative and consolidate strategic and political 
gains. The “11 goalies” obsession with defense at the expense of offense misunder-
stands the character of the war the Taliban is waging. Regardless of leaders’ state-
ments regarding the end of US combat operations in Afghanistan, if the Taliban 
wants to keep fighting, then the war will not end.27 Our ROEs must reflect reality. 
We do not make ourselves successful simply by asserting our success.

The idea of fighters circling overhead a base may soothe forces on the ground 
and appeal to the Cult of the Conventional, but it is only the illusion of support if 
self-imposed rules prevent them from providing any more support than that pro-
vided by a tethered balloon with a fancy camera. On a team with all 11 players 
lined up in front of the goal so that they are doing “something,” the most we can 
hope for while we run out the clock is a tie game with both sides achieving nothing. 
Unfortunately, the Taliban does not believe the 11 goalies fallacy and is still trying 
to win.

Third Fallacy: ATO über alles (The ATO is the only bridge 
across which airpower shall pass.)

The Cult of the Conventional makes it much easier to believe the fallacy that 
centralized control and a single ATO is the only way that airpower can be em-
ployed. The idea of the ATO, above all else, or “ATO über alles” suggests that the 
doctrine of centralized control and the tasking order process are the ultimate refine-
ment of airpower doctrine and must be followed regardless of its applicability in a 
changing environment.

Created 40 years ago as part of the AirLand Battle operating concept to fight out-
numbered and win against Soviet maneuver forces in a competition for terrain, the 
72-hour air tasking cycle was designed for an environment that would remain rela-
tively predictable for the duration of its OODA (observe, orient, decide, and act) 
loop. Today, in Afghanistan, the air tasking cycle is not responsive enough for the 
dynamic scenario of an enemy blending with the population and choosing when to 
emerge with lethal contact.28 Crucially, the three-day cycle is ill-suited for support-
ing special operations forces (SOF) on a very short timeline in a competition for in-
fluence over a population.29

SOF are the only forces focused on something other than self-defense in Afghani-
stan. When it comes to providing airpower to coalition forces, SOF is the “only show 
in town.”30 Yet, SOF requests for support must compete with conventional forces that 
request fighters to fly base defense sorties or orbit overhead providing fighter pres-
ence; two missions that demonstrate activity but accomplish very little. Although 
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almost all air-to-ground engagements in Afghanistan are in support of SOF missions, 
the single air tasking process attempts to fill as many requests for support as possible 
from both conventional and SOF on a lengthy timeline that is much longer than the 
SOF OODA loop. The result is gross inefficiency, with aircraft returning to base in Af-
ghanistan still carrying their bombs well more than 90 percent of the time.31

The fallacy of ATO über alles ignores CAS control processes that do not comply 
with the cult’s traditional view of CAS to large maneuver forces. Although fighters 
in support of SOF are centrally controlled and executed, electronic warfare aircraft 
in support of SOF are not. EC-130 electronic warfare aircraft are conventional forces 
that have a place-holder in the ATO, but the details of if they will fly and what their 
mission will be is determined by SOF during their nightly SOF air allocation meet-
ing just before mission execution. CAS could follow a similar template that would 
provide conventional fighter support to SOF and operate within the SOF OODA 
loop as opposed to requiring SOF to adjust to a 40-year old conventional process 
that delays the timeline. Airpower must move beyond the outdated doctrine of just 
maximizing the number of hours flown or the number of CAS requests filled and 
focus instead on providing support to forces based on the effect they are trying to 
achieve as it relates to the higher purpose of the campaign. Also, it must focus on 
accomplishing this with the shortest possible OODA loop.

Airlift control is also susceptible to the ATO über alles fallacy. Centralized control 
on a global scale of strategic airlift C-5 and C-17 aircraft through the AOC, and ATO 
is viewed as the only acceptable method of control for airlift of any type. But the 
strategic airlift OODA loop of the global transportation process is not responsive 
enough to support the very short OODA loop required of tactical C-130 airlift in the 
dynamic Afghan environment supporting SOF. Airlift requirements that are known 
ahead of time are adequately met by the current airlift process, but pre-planned, 
partnered operations with US SOF and Afghan forces are planned and executed on 
a very short timeline that the strategic airlift process is ill-suited for. The air expe-
ditionary task force commander in Kabul has operational control authority over 
C-130 aircraft in Afghanistan and could make decisions on a very short timeline. 
However, the decisions as to what cargo the aircraft will carry, when they will take 
off and land, where they will fly, and which air strips they will operate out of are 
made in accordance with the three-day air tasking cycle 1,300 miles away in the 
AOC in Qatar. This further delays the airlift tasking process and often SOF are well 
within the conventional OODA loop and have passed the AOC’s deadline by the 
time SOF have the details of what they need conventional airpower to do. If SOF 
cannot guarantee that they will have conventional air support as they develop their 
plans, they simply modify the plan to make-do with SOF-only air assets, which ex-
tends execution timelines and increases risk. Retaining decision authority at the 
AOC over forces that a general officer in Afghanistan has operational control au-
thority over undermines the spirit of an air expeditionary task force commander 
trusted by the theater combined joint force air component commander as the face 
of airpower in Afghanistan. It denies the expeditionary commander a seat at the 
decision-making table with other commanders in the operating area and needlessly 
extends the tactical airlift OODA loop.32
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The USAF is also ignoring airlift successes that do not comply with the Cult of the 
Conventional. Before 1999, all US Southern Command intratheater, tactical airlift 
operations of C-130 and C-27 aircraft were not centrally controlled or centrally ex-
ecuted by a three-day air tasking process in a theater AOC. Before the closing of 
Howard AFB, Panama, the execution of all Central and South American tactical airlift 
sorties were delegated to an O-6 at the wing in Panama and operated on a 12-hour 
cycle controlled at that level. Using the successful Panama example as a template, 
authority could be delegated to the air expeditionary task force commander in Af-
ghanistan for tactical intratheater operations. SOF airlift support could be controlled 
by the expeditionary air wing at Bagram AB outside of the ATO process. It could be 
directly coordinated with the SOF air component staff across the street at Bagram 
within the SOF OODA loop as opposed to coordinating with the AOC 1,300 miles 
and a time zone away.

The ATO process is far from meeting the needs of an adaptive organization de-
signed to out-OODA the enemy. A more adaptive approach is to shorten the CAS 
and airlift loop by pushing decision making further down the chain of command 
closer to the point of execution. The Cult of the Conventional’s ideas about com-
mand are going in the wrong direction; rather than seek more centralization in the 
dynamic, unconventional environment at the lower end of the USAF valuation 
scale, it should seek less.

Airpower Axioms for Irregular Conflict
The strategic irrelevance of airpower in Afghanistan does not just increase risk in 

that conflict. Irregular warfare exposes low-end vulnerabilities in American air 
dominance that may eventually migrate “up-market,” posing significant risks in 
more lethal wars. The Air Force can resist the Cult of the Conventional by focusing 
on the six axioms for the use of airpower in irregular warfare.

1) Tactical airpower dominance is only relevant in irregular conflict when it achieves 
political ends. Unclear political objectives set military forces adrift in a sea of strategic 
ambiguity that allows tactical execution to become an end unto itself.33 This is not 
just a USAF challenge but one for sister services and the coalition writ large. How 
airpower is measured is critical. Maximizing the number of hours flown or number 
of support requests filled are measures of performance that are irrelevant unless 
their purpose is tied to the achievement of higher-level effects that directly support 
political objectives. Military leaders may not be able to set the political objectives in 
Afghanistan, but they can adapt the employment of airpower to align better with 
the objectives that civilian leaders give them. Military leaders can ensure that every 
choice about the use of airpower in Afghanistan first answers the question, “To what 
end?” Those requesting and providing airpower must understand that it should only 
be applied when it goes beyond mere activity and supports strategic ends.

In population-centric conflicts such as the one waged in Afghanistan, people are 
the battlefield and civilians are the targets, not to be destroyed as traditional targets 
in a conventional competition for terrain, but to be influenced in a competition for 
their hearts and minds to achieve political ends.34 If the application of advanced 
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weapon systems that leads to air dominance does not ultimately achieve a favorable 
effect among the population then it is irrelevant. Airpower’s superb capacity for de-
struction with aircraft constantly airborne waiting to strike may rarely be the solu-
tion in a competition for influence. It is not always the use of advanced weapon 
systems that matters, but the effect they achieve among the people.35

2) When fighter aircraft are used, it should be in a manner that capitalizes on their 
strengths of speed and firepower. Although the Cult of the Conventional views fighters 
as the solution to most air power problems, other platforms are better suited to orbit 
for extended periods and better suited to provide the ISR so critical in irregular 
conflicts. Lethal engagement, for which fighters are so well suited, is rarely re-
quired in this environment. Sustaining a constant orbit of fighters ready to strike 
requires significant air refueling and maintenance support and the vast majority of 
the time accomplishes nothing. Squandering the mission-capable status of fighters 
and air refuelers simply to be airborne when nothing is happening on the ground 
puts in jeopardy the readiness of these assets when they are truly needed. Fighters 
should be held in reserve in a short-notice alert posture on the ground unless the 
firepower of their strafe or 500 lb. and larger weapons is actually needed.

3) Population-centric conflicts require aircraft, missions, and operating concepts at the 
bottom of the USAF valuation scale more than those at the top. Ground forces in Af-
ghanistan may not always have a need to destroy things with advanced weapons, 
but they have a constant need to move things and watch things. Their ability to 
maintain situational awareness of what is happening around them, to know where 
the Taliban is operating, who its key leaders are, and what they might do next and 
to have the mobility to respond to that information is critical. As the USAF moves 
up-market, it is shedding the dedicated CAS and unarmed tactical ISR air assets that 
ground forces need most. Ironically, as the USAF sheds ISR platforms such as 
highly capable MC-12-manned ISR aircraft, the US Army is taking them over.36 Per-
haps ground forces have a better view of what airpower should contribute in a suc-
cessful COIN campaign. The Army’s interests are certainly focused at the bottom of 
the USAF valuation scale. Recalling the disruption of integrated steel mills, the Air 
Force should think twice about ceding low-end missions to other services.

The Cult of the Conventional and belief in the Whack-a-Mole fallacy make it easy 
to deny there is any airpower solution other than an advanced aircraft constantly 
overhead ready to strike. Ironically, the Taliban has survived for 15 years without an 
air force or air defenses. Although not popular with the USAF writ large, lower-end 
CAS and ISR platforms are sufficient in the Afghan environment, and their lower 
cost makes possible an increased number of them as opposed to fewer, more expen-
sive, high-end platforms that present an irrelevant tactical overmatch. The Afghan 
Air Force is providing its own CAS with the low-end A-29 light-attack aircraft.37

4) The choice of weapon and the rules for its use must be in harmony. The violent 
nature of war and the risk to forces that goes along with it can be partially miti-
gated, but never controlled; there will never be a zero-risk, armed conflict. War is 
violent, lethal, and sometimes unpredictable—war is war. Fighters are exquisitely 
capable of delivering lethal effects, but applying them where there is zero tolerance 
for risk cancels out their strengths, and attempts to make them something they are 
not. Like dusting fine china with a velvet-covered hammer, in employing fighters 
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with inappropriate ROEs, we have managed to make two mistakes: first, picking the 
wrong tool for the job, and then using it in the wrong way. It suggests that we are 
ignoring the obvious, that we are handicapping fighters to the point that they only 
provide the illusion of support, and that we are mistakenly dictating rules the Taliban 
doesn’t follow. If the rules do not allow fighters to engage, then a fighter orbiting 
overhead is not the correct response to the question “airpower to what end?”

5) Dynamic, cross-domain, irregular conflicts require airpower control alternatives with 
a shorter OODA loop than the 72-hour ATO process. The unpredictability of dynamic 
environments require leadership that decentralizes control, delegates authority, and 
empowers the shortest possible OODA loop executed through decisions made at the 
lowest acceptable level.38 Cross-domain interaction that shortens the OODA loop be-
tween SOF ground forces and conventional air assets supporting them requires less 
focus on the management of things and more on the leadership of people, less on 
centralized control of a process in a predictable environment and more on empow-
ering subordinates with the freedom to determine their own actions that rapidly ad-
just to change and meet the commander’s intent in a dynamic one. Uncertainty is 
the nature of war. Seeking tight control and extended OODA loops only works in a 
stable environment where the future is predictable. We all want to avoid “black 
swan” surprises of an unforeseen event by seeing what it will be before it exists.39 
However, this is simply not possible. It’s wrong to use tight control when the OODA 
loop extends beyond the shortened uncertainty horizon of a dynamic environment. 
We cannot control that which is not controllable. Airlift control in Panama before 
1999, SOF control of their own air assets, and EC-130 aircraft support to SOF are 
templates that demonstrated success in dynamic environments and should be used 
for future adaptation of the air control processes in unconventional conflicts.

In Afghanistan, the USAF should provide CAS and airlift support to SOF in the 
most agile, flexible manner, with the shortest possible OODA loop even if it distrib-
utes authority and control and is different than the operating concept of any other 
AOC or theater.40 Current doctrine must be viewed as a common point of departure 
on the road to adaptation, not as the final destination on the road to dogma conceived 
40 years ago. USAF introspection about airpower control must embrace a spirit of 
inquiry that is open to new ideas rather than a rigid grip on the past that is not.

6) Irregular conflicts require agile transitions between high-end and low-end solutions. 
If the USAF continues to move up-market and shed low-end capacities, its high-end 
dominance in a conventional fight against an adversary’s means risks becoming 
increasingly irrelevant in the current unconventional conflicts to influence the 
people’s will. Although unpopular in the USAF, as evidenced by its reluctance to 
support them, low-end solutions are sufficient to achieve the political objectives re-
quired in population-centric conflicts. The USAF should approach what it values 
and the type of conflict it is prepared to wage not as a “this or that” binary choice 
between most dangerous and most likely, but instead as this and that blend be-
tween high-end and low-end solutions.

Fixating on high-end solutions with the assumption that high-end, multirole ca-
pacity ensures low-end applicability also assumes that high-end capability will be 
used where low-end capability once was. It assumes, for example, that a high-end 
aircraft like the F-35 will be deployed to dusty, austere locations like Afghanistan to 
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constantly orbit overhead waiting to strike in the manner low-end aircraft like the 
A-10 that it will replace currently are. It assumes that high-end armed ISR platforms 
will be used where low-end, unarmed ISR platforms once were. It assumes that an 
air tasking cycle measured in days will continue to meet the time constraints of 
SOF operating on a decision cycle measured in hours. Until the assumptions of this 
nature are proven valid, the USAF should seek both high-end and low-end capability 
and focus aircraft, missions, and operating concepts on agile transitions between 
the two based on the current situation. It should seek the adaptability to operate 
across the spectrum of the valuation scale for airframes and operating concepts in 
the most effective manner that is tailored to each unique environment even though 
that solution may not work in other theaters or conflicts.41 The alternative is to re-
treat up market much like integrated steel mills in the 1960s until the USAF has 
created gaps at the low end to be filled by other organizations or to remain open 
and increase the likelihood of tactical dominance overshadowed by strategic irrel-
evance in low-end conflicts like Afghanistan.

Conclusion
The Cult of the Conventional, with its myopic focus on the upper end of the val-

uation scale and the three fallacious beliefs it promotes, creates gaps at the lower 
end where airpower runs the risk of becoming irrelevant, and it denies evidence 
that long-standing airpower assumptions should be questioned. Invalidating this 
system of denial requires changes at the strategic, operational, and tactical levels. It 
requires more than just sustaining innovations that only improve current ways of 
doing things. It requires innovation that does things in new ways and that adjusts 
the established system of valuation to emphasis those elements that follow the 
most effective path to a higher end regardless of whether that solution requires 
high-end or low-end aircraft, missions, or operating concepts. It requires viewing 
current doctrine as a common point of departure for adaptation and new ways of 
thinking. It also requires the application of axioms that ensure tactical USAF domi-
nance is strategically relevant and counters the Conventional Cult’s fallacies of 
Whack-a-Mole, 11 goalies, and ATO über alles. 
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Although the Wright Brothers invented the airplane, the birth of American air-
power did not take place until the United States entered the First World War. 
When Congress declared war on 6 April 1917, the American air arm was 
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nothing more than a small branch of the Signal Corps, and it was far behind the air 
forces of the warring European nations. The “Great War,” then in its third year, had 
witnessed the development of large air services with specialized aircraft for the 
missions of observation, bombardment, and pursuit. On the battlefield, machine 
guns kept infantry on each side pinned down. They sought safety in trenches, but 
were still vulnerable to indirect fire from artillery that caused even more casualties 
through concussion, shrapnel, and poison gas. Each side had come to realize the 
importance of gaining command of the air. It provided the means to observe the en-
emy and to direct accurate artillery fire on enemy trench-lines and the depth of his 
formations. Consequently, many believed that a “decision in [the] air” was required 
before a decision on the ground could be won.

In contrast to the European air forces, an American combat aviation arm did not 
exist. The Army possessed only 26 qualified aviators.1 Their assignment to the Signal 
Corps can be traced back to the Civil War, when the Union linked observation bal-
loons, the telegraph, and signal flags to provide intelligence on Confederate activity.2 
In 1907, the establishment of the Aeronautical Division of the Signal Corps, restruc-
tured by congressional legislation as the Aviation Section in 1914, signify the earliest 
forerunners of today’s US Air Force (USAF).3 As America entered World War I, the 
Aviation Section was equipped with a meager number of unarmed, and obsolete air-
planes. Some pilots had seen active service as pilots during the 1916 Mexican Punitive 
Expedition. The single squadron that accompanied this expedition, commanded by 
then Maj Benjamin Foulois, consisted of eight aircraft—unarmed, underpowered, 
and unreliable. Consequently, the squadron proved useless for its observation mission 
and eventually served as a courier service—a mission that reflected the Signal 
Corps’ ownership of the Aviation Section.4

How did the United States create airpower upon the Great War? The complete 
story is beyond the scope of this article, but an important part can be told through 
the contributions of three key architects of American airpower: Col Raynal Bolling, 
Major Foulois, and Gen William “Billy” Mitchell. These fathers of American air-
power mobilized a combat aviation arm on par with the other branches of the 
Army. They harnessed public enthusiasm for airpower, developed the mobilization 
plans that turned recruits into aviation units, procured the airplanes, learned the 
operational art from the Airman’s perspective, and provided a vision that inspired 
the future emergence of an independent air force and an airpower second to none.

Air-mindedness
The paucity of American military aviation in 1916 stands in stark contrast to the 

country’s enthusiasm for airpower. Within months of America’s declaration of war, 
Congress passed an appropriation of $640 million, the largest appropriation “by 
Congress for a single purpose up to that time.”5 Headlines such as “GREATEST OF 
AERIAL FLEETS TO CRUSH THE TEUTONS” appeared in American newspapers.6 
This unprecedented commitment of national treasure and enthusiasm for airpower 
is clear evidence that air-mindedness existed in America even at this early date.

Air-mindedness was stronger in civilian society than in the military. Just a few 
years before even Mitchell, America’s future prophet and martyr for an independent 
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air force, testified in Congress against aviation’s independence from the Signal 
Corps.7 More to the point, the resistance within the upper echelons of the Army to 
such a large appropriation for aviation was so strong that the secretary of war, Newton 
Baker, bypassed the Army general staff when he took the proposed legislation to 
Congress.8 The public’s enthusiasm for airpower manifested itself in a Congress 
that exhibited an almost messianic faith in the airplane’s ability to deliver victory as 
reflected in newspaper headlines.9

Air-mindedness owed much to civic organizations, especially the Aero Club of 
America, founded in 1905, which drew its leadership from the captains of industry.10 
The Aero Club was actually a federation of aviation clubs from across America that 
sponsored flying exhibitions, issued pilots’ licenses, and promoted a nascent avia-
tion industry.11 Promoters of aviation envisioned growth of an aircraft industry as 
revolutionary as the automobile industry, which was then transforming American 
society. The efficiencies achieved by Henry Ford’s assembly line had only recently 
brought automobile prices within reach of the average American, and sales were sky-
rocketing. In contrast, aircraft production was so small that airplanes were made in 
shops instead of factories, but hopes for the future were high. The Aero Club was a pow-
erful lobby and had been largely responsible for legislation establishing the Aviation Sec-
tion of the Signal Corps in 1914. The Club also lobbied for the establishment of aviation 
units in the National Guard. Bolling organized one of these units in New York.12 

Raynal Bolling
A Harvard-educated lawyer and an aviation enthusiast, Bolling served on several 

of the Aero Club’s executive committees, including those dealing with law, govern-
ment affairs, and military aviation. He would become one of the key architects of 
American airpower. Many readers will recognize Bolling as the name of the USAF 
base near the Pentagon in Washington, DC. Bolling merited this honor for his role 
in creating American airpower during the Great War. He was also the senior US Air-
man killed in action during the war. His part in the birth of American airpower exem-
plifies how the National Guard and reserves played an important role in the forma-
tion of an American air force—the prologue to today’s total force.

Bolling initially rose to fame as the chief lawyer for US Steel. At that time, it was 
the largest corporation in America and vitally important to any war effort. He 
helped defend US Steel from being broken up by President Theodore Roosevelt, 
“Teddy the Trust Buster.”13 He was also a member of the New York National Guard. 
“The Guard was a hotbed of early interest in aviation, and there were many efforts 
to form Guard aero units in various states, the most prominent being the New 
York.”14 Bolling’s interest in aviation, combined with financial support from the 
Aero Club of America, led to his founding of the 1st Aero Company of the New York 
National Guard in 1915.15

Bolling’s command expanded to become the 1st Reserve Aero Squadron (1st RAS) 
after the passage of the National Defense Act of 1916, which originated the nation’s 
air reserve.16 His squadron was among the first aviation units sent to France in the 
summer of 1917. It was the core organization that built and expanded into a huge 
American aviation training center at Issoudun, France. Bolling’s second-in-command, 
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Capt James Miller, took charge of the squadron after Bolling left and became the 
first commander at Issoudun. Another member of this squadron was 1st Lt Quentin 
Roosevelt, the youngest son of President Roosevelt. Captain Miller and Lieutenant 
Roosevelt later became pilots in the 1st Pursuit Group (1st PG), the ancestor of today’s 
1st Fighter Wing. Both men were killed in air-to-air combat with the Germans.17

Bolling did not accompany his squadron to France because he was called to 
Washington to help plan the creation of a wartime air force. His aviation expertise, 
contacts with industry, and knowledge of the law made him an especially valuable 
asset in crafting legislation to create American airpower. He and Foulois drafted the 
bill that became the $640 million appropriation.18 Foulois had also only recently come 
to Washington. He was one of the most experienced aviators in the regular Army.

After the passage of the historic aviation bill, Foulois and Bolling focused on the 
next major problem: how to translate the huge appropriation into a practical plan to 
man, train, organize, and equip an American air force. The United States was un-
prepared for war, and a strict policy of neutrality had minimized contact with the 
European allies. An air force needed modern combat aircraft, well-trained pilots, 
mechanics and support personnel, and a host of other items to create combat-ready 
squadrons. Bolling was sent to Europe to figure out what types of airplanes America 
should build.19 Foulois concentrated on the establishment of mobilization and training 
centers across the country, where recruits were transformed into aero squadrons. 
The largest center was at Kelly Field near San Antonio, Texas.20

Benjamin Foulois, Father of the Air Force
If a single person can be called the father of the American air force, Foulois de-

serves that title. He flew with Orville Wright in 1909 on the Army’s acceptance tests 
for its first airplane. He took Army number one to Fort Sam Houston, Texas, and 
amazingly, taught himself to fly it, just as he had been ordered. One could argue that 
he learned to fly through distance learning because Wright provided him advice 
through an exchange letters. Later, Foulois helped organize the Army’s 1st Provisional 
Aero Company, and he commanded the 1st Aero Squadron (not to be confused with 
Bolling’s 1st RAS) during the Mexican Punitive Expedition in 1916.21

Foulois’s command on the Punitive Expedition represented America’s first em-
ployment of airpower on a major expedition. Although his squadron was incapable 
of adequately accomplishing its reconnaissance mission, due to the inferiority of its 
airplanes, valuable lessons were learned that Foulois put to use in developing the 
mobilization plan that gave birth to American airpower. One of his most important 
insights from the Punitive Expedition concerned the ideal organization for an aero 
squadron. His design became the basic fighting unit upon which US airpower was 
built. He returned to Signal Corps headquarters in Washington after the Punitive 
Expedition and put his plan into effect.22

Foulois designed a squadron consisting of 150 men, not including the pilots. In 
most cases, pilots were not assigned to the squadron until after the squadron com-
pleted basic training and deployed to France. By organizing a standard-service aero 
squadron, Foulois incorporated the idea of interchangeability in terms of organiza-
tional structure. This system of standardization simplified mobilization because 
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only one type of airplane squadron—the 150-man squadron—needed to be initially 
organized. After squadrons had been organized and received basic training at Kelly 
Field, they deployed to Europe as soon as transportation was available. The concept 
of a standard-service aero squadron was an elegant but simple solution to the problem 
of building an air service in which the initial stages of organization took place in the 
United States, and the final stages were completed in Europe.23

Gen John J. Pershing, the commander of the American Expeditionary Forces 
(AEF), decided to conduct the final organization, training, and equipping of the Air 
Service in France. This was necessary because the Americans were so far behind 
the Europeans in military aviation. It was a key strategic decision perfectly suited 
to the strategy of the French and British, who needed to build American partnership 
capacity to help win the war. The AEF assembled in France in the rear of the French 
Army, which had been at war for more than three years by the time American fight-
ing units began arriving. French advisors helped train and equip all types of Ameri-
can combat units for frontline duty. In the case of aviation, most of the advanced 
pilot training for the Americans took place under French Air Service instructors, 
who usually could not speak English.24

To facilitate interoperability, General Pershing decided to copy French Army orga-
nizational structures. This influence still persists, most obviously reflected in today’s 
numerical designation for staff organizations (A-1 for personnel, A-2 for intelligence, 
A-3 for operations, and so forth).25 It is also why the USAF’s organizational hierarchy 
goes from squadron to group to wing, unlike the British system, which goes from 
squadron to wing to group.26 As the AEF grew in combat capability, it took over a 
progressively larger part of the French Army’s front line, but always within the 
bounds of the larger French Army sector.27

Another of General Pershing’s decisions was even more significant for the birth 
of US airpower. He decided that the AEF needed an air service separate from the 
Signal Corps. The American air force took its first step toward independence in 
1917 in France, when it became the AEF Air Service. As one historian noted, “In 
making aviation a service branch, like the infantry or cavalry, Pershing had dupli-
cated the existing Royal Flying Corps organization.”28 It would take another year 
before the Air Service won independence from the Signal Corps in the United 
States. President Woodrow Wilson ordered the War Department to establish the US 
Army Air Service on 20 May 1918.29

The final manning, training, and equipping of squadrons took place in France at 
organization and training centers. Pilots, aircraft, vehicles, tools, and a host of other 
equipment were joined together at these centers to form combat-ready squadrons. 
Depending on the type of aircraft and trained pilots assigned, the standard service 
aero squadron would be transformed into an observation, pursuit, or bombardment 
squadron. Once the disparate parts came together in the center, the squadron and 
group commanders would establish standard operating procedures and conduct col-
lective training. This included formation flying and familiarization flights to just 
short of the front lines, usually defined by the friendly balloon line. When final 
preparations had been completed, and the squadron was combat-ready, it deployed 
to a frontline airfield to begin operations.30 The aircraft sent to the squadrons at 
these organization and training centers were the results of Bolling’s work.
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The “Bolling Mission”
Bolling led a group of officers, technicians, and other experts (more than 100 per-

sonnel) on what became known as the “Bolling Mission” to Europe to determine 
what types of airplanes the United States should manufacture. They met with avia-
tion officials in Britain, France, and Italy. As a result of these meetings, Bolling real-
ized that American aviation technology was so far behind that it would be necessary, 
at least initially, to rely upon the European Allies for airplanes.31 At this point in 
aviation history, the airplane reflected an immature technology, and unlike today, 
improvements were inexpensive and rapid. Also, the proximity of European aircraft 
designers and their factories to the battle area gave them a distinct advantage in 
turning out improved models based on combat experience.

As it turned out, American industry had so much difficulty producing acceptable 
warplanes that most of the AEF’s airplanes came from foreign sources. It was a scan-
dalous failure for the nascent American aircraft industry, especially given the huge 
aviation bill passed by Congress. This disgrace resulted in a series of congressional 
investigations after the war. Accordingly, it is no surprise that France, which had the 
largest aviation industry the world, supplied 80 percent of the AEF’s airplanes.32 

Bolling’s aircraft purchases were of great consequence. As one historian noted, 
“The Bolling Commission actually played one of the most important roles in the 
war.”33 This is because the numbers and types of aircraft that he recommended for 
production in the United States, as well as those purchased from the Allies, would 
shape the air strategy in terms of the weight of effort for air superiority, observa-
tion, and bombardment.34 The contract he negotiated with the French, known as 
the 30 August Agreement, in 1917, called for 875 training planes and 5,000 service-
type aircraft. Since the war would be over in a little more than 14 months, these 
early decisions had significant impact. In the event, however, French manufacturers 
were unable to deliver on time, resulting in aircraft purchases from the Britain and 
Italy.35 The table below illustrates the sources of frontline Air Service aircraft:

Table. Sources of Aircraft for the American Expeditionary Force Air Service in France

Source Number of Aircraft Representative Types

France 4,791 Nieuport 28, SPAD XIII, Breguet 14, Salmson 2A2

Britian 261 Sopwith Camel, SE-5

Italy 19 Caproni Bomber

US 1,216 DH-4

Sources: Irving B. Holley, Ideas and Weapons, 131; and John Morrow, The Great War in the Air Military Aviation from 1909 to 1921 
(Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1993), 338.

General Pershing was so impressed with Bolling that he retained him in France, 
promoted him to colonel, and appointed him as chief of the Air Service’s line of 
communications. In addition to aircraft procurement, Bolling was responsible for 
logistics, reception of aviation units, and pilot training. The other main part of the 
Air Service was called the Zone Advance, where the training and organization cen-
ters were located. Col William “Billy” Mitchell was in charge of it.36 
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Billy Mitchell
When Mitchell arrived in France, he was one of the senior officers in the Aviation 

section of the Signal Corps, but not yet a qualified aviator.37 He was one of the rising 
stars of the Signal Corps, having been the youngest officer appointed to the Army’s 
new general staff. One of his responsibilities before the United States entered the 
conflict was briefing the president and members of Congress on the developments 
in the European war. He became the deputy officer in charge of the Aviation Section 
to help “instill old fashioned discipline” in the section after a scandal occurred at 
the Signal Corps Aviation School in San Diego, California. During this period, he 
developed a rocky relationship with Foulois, who eventually replaced Mitchell 
when he left Washington for France shortly before the declaration of war. Mitchell’s 
job was to observe how airpower was being employed in the war. Mitchell was one 
of the first members of the Aviation Section to arrive in France, just four days after 
the United States declared war on Germany.38 Timing is everything, and Mitchell’s 
timing was perfect.

Mitchell was well-suited for the job as an official observer because he spoke 
French, and the assignment provided an ideal stepping-stone to air command. He 
toured the front, took detailed notes, and learned about air strategy, tactics, and orga-
nization through repetitive visits with the French and British air commanders and 
their units.39 Most importantly, Mitchell’s job required him to systematically record, 
reflect on, and analyze what he had seen. “I was a different breed of cat from any of 
the others they had seen,” he wrote in his hotel room at Châlons-en-Champagne after 
visiting a French pursuit group headquarters. “Deep into the night they could hear 
my typewriter clicking as I wrote up my notes.”40

The colonel would become the AEF Air Service’s senior operational commander, 
and he mastered the operational art from the Airman’s perspective, most famously 
demonstrated in his orchestration of airpower for the Saint Mihiel offensive, the 
largest coalition air operation of the war. Mitchell’s success provides a case study in 
learning and adapting.41 Being an official observer required him to reflect on what 
he saw and clarify this thoughts through the process of writing reports. He continued 
this practice even when he was no longer an official observer, keeping a journal 
throughout the war. Daily writing supercharged his learning and disciplined his reflec-
tion. His systematic and disciplined approach to learning helps explain why a relative 
newcomer to aviation like Mitchell surpassed the more experienced Army aviators 
like Foulois to become the senior operational air commander.42 Foulois taught himself 
to fly. Mitchell taught himself the operational art from the Airman’s perspective.

During his period as air commander of the zone of advance, Mitchell did not 
command much of anything because squadrons had yet to arrive at the organization 
and training centers. Instead, he served mainly as a senior planner. Significantly, 
he developed the tables of organization for pursuit, observation, and bombardment 
squadrons using the 150-man aero squadron as his basic building block. He modified 
the French model discussed earlier, however, by following the British example of an 
18-plane, 3-flight squadron.43 This demonstrates how the AEF Air Service borrowed 
ideas from both the British and French. A similar synthesis would take place in the 
development of air tactics.
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General Pershing had originally requested that Foulois accompany him to France 
to command the AEF’s Air Service. The challenges of mobilizing an American air 
force, however, kept him stateside. By November 1917, mobilization was well under-
way, enabling Foulois to leave Washington. He arrived in France wearing the rank 
of brigadier general to assume command of the AEF’s Air Service.44

Foulois brought his own staff and reassigned both Bolling and Mitchell to new 
jobs, removing them from key positions in the headquarters and replacing them 
with hand-picked officers who had accompanied him across the Atlantic. Mitchell 
was greatly embittered with this treatment: “A more incompetent lot of air warriors 
had never arrived in the zone of active military operations since the war began. . . . 
The competent men, who had learned their duties in the face of the enemy, were 
displaced and their positions taken by these carpetbaggers.”45

Foulois’s dismissal of Bolling and Mitchell was a colossal error. It further poi-
soned the poor relationship that had developed between them. More to the point, 
the veteran from the Punitive Expedition failed to transition from tactical to senior 
leadership, where building consensus with other senior leaders and peers is so im-
portant. In effect, his reassignment of Mitchell and Bolling decapitated the Air Ser-
vice at a critical time when recently acquired institutional knowledge was more im-
portant than ever. The mobilization assembly line that began at Kelly Field was just 
then beginning to surge aero squadrons into France.

Foulois appointed Bolling as a liaison officer to the Royal Air Force. Bolling be-
came the senior Airman killed in the war when his car was ambushed by a German 
patrol while he was attempting to visit elements of two American aero squadrons 
that were attached to the British. The Germans had just launched their long-antici-
pated spring offensive, and the front line had dissolved in that sector. Bolling was 
the most knowledgeable officer on aircraft procurement. His loss contributed to the 
unhinging of the Foulois regime.

Foulois assigned Mitchell to be the chief of Air Service, I Corps.46 Although a per-
sonal setback, this “demotion” removed Mitchell just as a tsunami of administrative 
and logistical issues arrived at the doorstep of his successor. American aero squad-
rons were beginning to arrive in the zone of advance at various organization and 
training centers (pursuit, bombardment, observation), where they received their 
aircraft and equipment and were made combat ready before being assigned to the 
front.47 In contrast, when Mitchell arrived at the recently created I Corps headquar-
ters, it did not yet have operational control of any American combat units. He 
joined a headquarters whose staff was itself undergoing organization and training. 
As before, he did not command much of anything, but was perfectly situated to 
continue learning.

Like the other members of the staff, Mitchell conducted a study of his area of re-
sponsibility undistracted by the daily grind of command. This time he focused on 
the enemy: the organization, aircraft, and operations of the German air force.48 
Thus, by the spring of 1918, Mitchell had spent a year in France, developed plans 
for the tactical organization of the Air Service, and conducted in-depth studies of 
both the friendly and opposing air forces. He knew more about these subjects than 
any other senior American officer.
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Mitchell also polished his flying skills. He arrived in France without the wings of 
an aviator, but the limited responsibilities of successive jobs enabled him to build 
on the flying lessons he began in the states. By then, he had become an accom-
plished pilot, even learning to fly America’s first fighter, the French-made Nieuport 
28, which was a difficult plane to handle because of the gyroscopic effect created by 
its rotary engine. In May 1918, he led a six-plane exhibition flight of 94th Aero 
Squadron’s Nieuport 28s during an awards ceremony in which the commanding 
general of the French Eighth Army presented the Croix de Guerre to several officers 
of the 94th, including Eddie Rickenbacker, in recognition of their first victories 
against the Germans.49

In contrast, many of the experienced prewar Army aviators, such as Foulois and 
Col Robert Van Horn, who had replaced Mitchell as commander of the zone of ad-
vance, were so overwhelmed with the workload of building the Air Service that 
they simply could not devote time to learning to fly the latest combat aircraft. They 
could never lead by example as Mitchell did.50

While at Toul, Mitchell anticipated the establishment of an Army headquarters 
that would be needed to control multiple corps as American doughboys poured into 
France. He established a provisional air headquarters for First Army. As happened 
before to Mitchell in the zone of advance, however, he was removed from this posi-
tion just as First Army was nearing activation.51

The deteriorating state of affairs in the Air Service, exacerbated by the earlier de-
capitation of its senior leadership, resulted in General Pershing dismissing Foulois. 
His replacement, engineer officer Maj Gen Mason Patrick, remembered the general 
describing the Foulois regime as “good men running around in circles.”52 As the 
dominoes fell, Foulois arrived at the provisional air headquarters for First Army 
and told Mitchell, “There’s no use beating around the bush, Billy, I’m here to take 
over your office, your files, and your job. You are relieved as of this moment.”53

First Battles
Yet again, this setback would ironically provide Mitchell the opportunity to fur-

ther his study of air warfare, gain experience in a major coalition air operation, and 
surpass Foulois as the most important American air leader to emerge from World 
War I. By the end of May, Germany’s last great offensive, launched in March, had 
reached Château-Thierry, only 40 miles from Paris. The resulting panic led to the 
piecemeal commitment of Soldiers and Marines to reinforce Sixth French Army, 
which was reeling back from the German onslaught. The Marines fought one of 
their most famous battles at Belleau Wood, and the Army’s 3rd Infantry Division 
won the moniker “Rock of the Marne” for its stalwart defense along that river.54

After observing these initial battles, one of General Pershing’s colonels observing 
the action sent a strongly worded report back to AEF headquarters: “I recommend 
that an observation and a pursuit squadron of aero planes be sent here to work with 
this division at [the] first opportunity. The Germans have control of the air and em-
barrass our movements and dispositions.”55 Consequently, General Pershing ordered 
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American aviation to the Marne sector along with the 1st Corps headquarters, which 
provided overall command for additional American units reinforcing the French.56 

Despite their previous falling out (but also getting Mitchell away from the First 
Army sector), Foulois put Mitchell in command of 1st Air Brigade, a new organiza-
tion created to accompany US reinforcements to the beleaguered Sixth French 
Army. Mitchell’s command consisted of the 1st PG and 1st Observation Group (1st 
OG). The lines of authority were unclear. The 1st PG received its operations orders 
from the chief of the Air Service of Sixth Army, which was in overall command of 
the sector. That was logical because the American pursuit group replaced Sixth Army’s 
former pursuit group, which had been practically shot out of the sky. The 1st OG, 
which directly supported 1st Corps with reconnaissance and artillery adjustment, 
took its orders from the corps.57 

These unclear command relationships created a difficult conundrum for Mitchell’s 
subordinates, who sometimes received orders from multiple headquarters. Lieuten-
ant Roosevelt, the 1st PG operations officer, explained, “I had to spend a lot of time 
seeming to obey their orders while really making my own dispositions. . . . All our 
orders really came from the French—which [Mitchell] approved.”58 To be sure, the 
Army was still working out the nuances of command relationships between the 
pursuit and observation groups and the armies and corps they supported. This was 
made all the more difficult while fighting under French command. Today, we would 
we would call Mitchell a commander of Air Force forces, who had operational control 
of the US’s 1st PG and 1st OG. He was supporting a French combined force air com-
ponent commander, who had tactical control (TACON) of the 1st PG, while the 1st 
(US) Corps had TACON of the 1st OG. But these sorts of command relationships had 
yet to be created.59

Nevertheless, Mitchell’s presence enabled him to organize a tactical headquarters, 
which he located adjacent to the air headquarters of Sixth French Army just as it 
was preparing to conduct the largest combined air operation of the war up to that 
time. The Marne campaign served as his postgraduate education in aerial warfare.60

Major Air Operations
Anticipating a renewal of the German offensive, Allied commander in chief (Mar-

shal of France) Gen Ferdinand Foch assembled a large air force as a strategic re-
serve. It consisted of the French Air Division, the Royal Air Force 9th Brigade, and 
US 1st PG. The French Air Division was the largest single aviation unit of the war. 
Its two brigades represented 370 fighters and 230 bombers. The RAF’s 9th Brigade 
provided an additional nine squadrons of offensive airpower. Added to that were the 
four squadrons of the US 1st PG.61 

With his brigade headquarters collocated with the French Sixth Army air headquar-
ters, Mitchell learned how to integrate multinational airpower in a large operation. 
Once the battle began on 15 July 1918, the combined forces established air superiority 
and attacked German crossing sites along the Marne. Air operations helped defeat 
the German army in the most decisive battle of the war, known as the Second Battle 
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of the Marne. Afterward, the Allies seized the initiative and never lost it. Germany 
would be defeated a few months later.62

Meanwhile, General Pershing finally activated the US First Army and was pre-
paring for the Saint–Mihiel offensive. The stakes were high because the United 
States had yet to demonstrate the ability to campaign on the European battlefield. 
Realizing that Mitchell was his best and most experienced air commander, General 
Pershing returned him to the position of chief of Air Service of First Army, replacing 
Foulois who, to his credit, supported the decision and took a new job that focused 
on training and logistics.

First Army’s mission was to reduce the Saint–Mihiel salient, a large bulge in Allied 
lines that had existed since the early days of the war. General Foch was eager for 
General Pershing to finish this attack quickly because he wanted the Americans to 
concentrate their main effort in the Meuse–Argonne sector, joining the French and 
British for the final offensives. Accordingly, he reinforced General Pershing with 
troops and enablers, especially artillery and aviation.63

The French, British, and even Italians provided air units to reinforce the American 
Air Service’s 28 squadrons. The total force numbered 701 pursuit planes, 366 obser-
vation planes, 323 day bombers, and 91 night bombers, adding up to 1,481 aircraft for 
the largest air operation of the war.64 In contrast to the Allied defensive battle on the 
Marne, Mitchell’s plan supported an offensive operation and therefore took an en-
tirely different approach. While American combat aviation operated within 3 miles 
of the front, Mitchell ordered the French Air Division to attack 12–20 miles behind 
enemy lines. By pressing the attack, he kept his enemy off balance and on the de-
fensive, unable to interfere with the First Army offensive.65

Saint–Mihiel occupies a special place in airpower history, and not only because it 
was the largest single air operation of the war. The concentration of coalition air 
forces did its part in helping General Pershing to wipe out the salient and achieve a 
successful inauguration of American arms in continental warfare. Mitchell’s example 
provided a vision for unity of command that would inspire Airmen long after he 
passed from the scene. His continued command for the upcoming Meuse–Argonne 
offensive was a foregone conclusion. Just before the end of the war, General Pershing 
made Mitchell chief of the Air Service for an Army group that would command 
First and Second US Armies.66

By the end of the war, the US air arm had grown from a handful of men with ob-
solete airplanes to a combat arm of the line. The AEF Air Service consisted of 14 
groups—seven observation, five pursuit, and two bombardment.67 Yet, the AEF Air 
Service represented only 40 percent of the total American air arm. Including what 
had been created in the United States, the Air Service had grown to more than 
190,000 men and 11,000 aircraft.68

Although a separate service would not be created until 1947, America began em-
bracing airpower long before the birth of the US Air Force. As we have seen, the 
foundations for a total force consisting of National Guard, Reserve, and active air 
forces had been established from the beginning. Although the American airplane 
production failed shamefully, the war helped launch an aviation industry that would 
grow to be second to none. The experiences gained by American Airmen stimulated 
a variety of visions about how airpower would change the character of future war, 
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and Mitchell emerged as the leading American theorist and foremost advocate for a 
separate Air Force and Department of Defense. Moreover, an era of air-mindedness 
unfolded because the advance of aviation technology stimulated by the war further 
inflamed the imagination and enthusiasm of the public. Indeed, the birth of American 
airpower in the Great War would transform the American way of war. 
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Every eight weeks, several hundred Air Force captains and some Department 
of Defense (DOD) civilians gather at Maxwell AFB, Alabama, for the five-
week Squadron Officer School (SOS), a course that can be a defining moment 

in their careers. Some are sent off with some portentous words from well-meaning 
commanders, supervisors, and mentors that sound something like: “Now, Captain, 
remember that the Air Force puts a lot of value in superior performance in develop-
mental education, and I don’t have to tell you what being a distinguished graduate 
at SOS means for your career.” The truth of such a statement is not lost on any of-
ficer, and understanding the meaning full well, those captains head off for Alabama 
for a leadership laboratory that is meant to challenge, inspire, motivate, mentor, 
and indeed, at the end, separate the wheat from the chaff.

In its current, abbreviated iteration (it was shortened from eight to five weeks in 
2014), the SOS is a short course on Air Force heritage, history, and above all, leader-
ship. In this, the SOS does a fine job given its temporal limitations (even the disaf-
fected cannot escape the rebluing effect of Air Force professional military education 
[PME] for five weeks), and the Full-Range Leadership Model (FRLM) that forms the 
bedrock of much of the curriculum hits all the right touchstones of the human ele-
ment of leadership. Similarly, the lectures that emphasize the hallmarks of history’s 
greatest leaders, and the best of our airpower heritage, are without doubt the kind 
of curriculum that our future strategic thinkers need to get, and are characteristic 
of the courses offered by the Air Force.

However, the SOS stumbles in its devotion to metrics to determine success, and 
as I will argue, it is a problem that is not any fault of the SOS cadre, but rather one 
that is enmeshed in our fabric as a service. At the SOS, flights compete for top hon-
ors and earn points based on a number of team and individual events intended to 
offer objective metrics to select the best leaders from the best flights and identify 
some of the next generation of senior leaders. There is a disconnect, therefore, be-
tween what the SOS acknowledges through its academic curriculum as the right 
way to lead and the way it privileges the clever in selecting its best leaders, thereby 
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imprecisely highlighting the next generation of Air Force senior leaders, based on a 
dedication to numbers that, as we have done before, deceives us into thinking we 
are doing it correctly.

Thus, my primary contention is that the Air Force’s understanding of what charac-
terizes a leader, demonstrated by the way it privileges metrics to determine success 
and great leadership, is simply not supported by even a brief reading of history and 
its greatest leaders. The leaders I will highlight never resorted to a simple formula 
to determine success; rather, they understood that leadership requires that people 
be led and so, despite their shortcomings, became some of history’s greatest. Fur-
thermore, as I will argue, there are periods in our military history where simply 
associating a set of data points with leadership and victory has cost thousands, if 
not tens of thousands, of lives. Similarly, we err if we incentivize this variety of 
“leadership” in primary developmental education (PDE) by assigning yet another 
metric to determine future senior leadership potential. “Educating” captains as “future 
Air Force leaders” may be the first of the three-part SOS mission, but the education 
is in many ways a reinforcement of the mistaken notion that the best leaders are 
the ones who score the highest on tests, run the fastest or have the best stratifica-
tions. Leadership is an inherently human endeavor, and we go wildly astray to the 
point of risking the lives of our fellow service members to think that success in 
leadership can be distilled to mere figures.

Some might say, “He’s just grumpy about not being a distinguished graduate 
(DG).” Hardly. I can’t deny that I would have enjoyed the accolades, but I simply 
wasn’t the guy, and those aren’t my goals. Rather, my motivation is more on behalf 
of Chris, David, Matt, and many others—the great officers and leaders to whom 
flights at the SOS look and say, “That’s who I would want as my wing commander,” 
but who did not get a DG award they earned. I also realize this is likely to rile those 
SOS DGs who have benefitted from their distinction. I must emphasize that my goal 
is not to be inflammatory, but evocative, and to spark a conversation about how we 
view leadership as a service.

Currently, the SOS selects DGs, in part, by a calculation based on flight perfor-
mance (11 percent), individual performance in team events (26 percent), academic 
events (21 percent), and peer (21 percent) and flight commander assessments (also 
21 percent). The devil is in the details, however, for the DG allocation is not equally 
distributed among flights; the top-performing flights receive as many as three DGs 
while flights at the bottom get one or none. This first filter in the DG selection pro-
cess consists of on-time written assignments (20 percent), physical challenges (29 
percent), and team problem-solving events, or the “riddles” that I describe below 
(51 percent).1

This two-tier selection process that privileges mythical leadership situations in 
the ranking, therefore, means that outstanding leaders in poorly performing flights 
are not given the DG nod while top-performing flights get the preponderance of 
them with great shock that certain members received the distinction and an equal 
amount of shock that those officers would very possibly lead a squadron, group, or 
wing one day. Some will always “slip” through, but the way the current system re-
wards the cleverest flights by the weight assigned to these team riddles denies the 
great, actual leadership from outstanding officers in poorer performing flights.
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Throughout my stay at the SOS, I kept asking myself, “What are we really learn-
ing here?” The academic curriculum has the right focus, but the leadership activi-
ties send conflicting messages about what leadership really is. As an example, 
flights compete in several “team leadership problems” (never mind the contradic-
tion in terms), wherein they are given a riddle to solve in 15 minutes with no other 
input. Presumably, it is possible to solve these riddles in the allotted time, but al-
most comically, my flight never did, and accordingly was ranked near the bottom. 
Told that we weren’t succeeding because we needed a better “process,” a group, that 
otherwise got along and worked well together, walked away frustrated and were as-
sumed to be a bunch of poor leaders for not having “team leadership” (whatever that 
is). Furthermore, it sent all the wrong messages relative to what the curriculum 
taught about decisive, strong, personal leadership. The takeaway for our future 
leaders, therefore, is that if a team just has a good “process,” then it will be success-
ful and earn all of the “points” in the real-world challenges they will face back in 
their units. There are a great many reasons to think otherwise.

The SOS actually comes tantalizingly close to the mark by emphasizing the most 
significant element of leadership—the human element. It makes a great deal of 
Bruce Avolio’s FRLM, which emphasizes how leaders must realize that their people 
always require a different style of leadership for the organization to succeed, and 
significantly, there is no mention of figures or formulas to measure that success. 
Transactional leadership—a positive approach in which very specific standards are 
set and expected to be met—certainly has its place for achieving goals and meeting 
“a very broad range of performance outcomes,” as Avolio asserts. Transformational 
leadership, however—the inspirational and intellectual stimulation a leader pro-
vokes in those he or she leads—creates breakthroughs, imbues the highest moral 
values in followers, and fully develops them as employees and people. Utilizing 
both kinds of leadership is pivotal, otherwise “leaders and those led would be lim-
ited in their ability to succeed.”2 Put another way, Avolio’s list of transformational 
leaders includes Dwight Eisenhower, Mahatma Ghandi, Nelson Mandela, and An-
drew Carnegie, notable for envisioning a better future, practicing empathy, self-sac-
rifice, developing independent followers, and not arbitrarily adhering to a formula 
or a process to measure success.

This, of course, contradicts the messages implicit in the SOS system of stratifica-
tion and the overt messages conveyed by the flight commanders. The implicit and 
explicit message is that if a person could only devise the right kind of system or 
workable formula, he or she would have better success in most events. It is imme-
diately obvious, of course, that to solve problems in a group in real life, one also has 
to do things that do not fit neatly into any kind of “process”—manage personality 
conflicts, massage egos, and incorporate all members of the team. These are the 
things that history’s best leaders did so well. Furthermore, with the DG allocation 
biased toward flights that perform better on the team leadership problems and 
physical challenges, the top-performing flights are assumed to contain the better 
leaders when, in fact, they may just have a more fortuitous combination of riddle-
solvers and runners. Because it is so entrenched in formal training that such metrics 
are the only way to determine success relative to one’s peers, these metrics—not 
classic behaviors of great leaders—become the filter by which our next top leaders 
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are chosen. This is a part of our PME that begs to be changed in light of the lessons 
of history.

Doris Kearns Goodwin’s comprehensive Team of Rivals captures the essence of 
transformational leadership in her characterization of Abraham Lincoln as a master 
of men. Indeed, to think that, like George Washington, he took the time to manage 
the petty squabbles of his cabinet members while also managing the nation’s great-
est existential crisis speaks volumes about his innate transformational leadership. 
As Goodwin says, his natural way with people enabled him

to form friendships with men who had previously opposed him [as with Salmon Chase and William 
Seward, political “enemies” who Lincoln managed to bring into the cabinet based on their expertise 
rather than their conformism]; to repair injured feelings that, left untended, might have escalated 
into permanent hostility [as he did routinely in the early days of his presidency with Seward’s very 
sensitive ego]; to assume responsibility for the failures of subordinates [as he did by taking the 
blame when conservatives cited Secretary of War Edwin Stanton for the failure of the Peninsula 
Campaign]; to share credit with ease [as he did routinely for his cabinet members and generals]; 
and to learn from mistakes [like he did after firing [George] McClellan and not hesitating to replace 
generals thereafter].3

Obviously, this was a transformational leader who saw victory, not through sim-
ple damage assessments or death tolls, but in relationships like the one with his un-
likely best general, Ulysses S. Grant. Although Grant finished almost dead last in 
his class at West Point and failed at almost every civilian venture before the Civil 
War, Lincoln nevertheless gravitated toward him because, in the president’s words, 
“he fights”—no small accolade in light of the heel-dragging McClellan who preceded 
him. Yet even with a track record of failure, Grant brought the mettle to the fight 
against Robert E. Lee’s Army of Northern Virginia and the steadfast endurance that 
kept his men fighting and dying in the tens of thousands on the Peninsula Campaign 
to bring the war to an end. Even in victory, Grant was magnanimous enough to take 
stock in both the strength of his enemy and his own shortcomings: he acknowledged 
his regret over launching the Battle of Cold Harbor, while at Appomattox Court-
house he joyously declared, “the Rebels are our countrymen again,” offered gener-
ous terms to Lee, and was eager to resume his friendship with his old West Point 
comrade, James Longstreet.4

If these examples are ancient history to Air Force readers who think I’m being 
anachronistic in my old-timey examples, let us consider an instance from our air-
power past: the Anglo–American combined bomber offensive (CBO) against Ger-
many in World War II. There is no doubt that the destruction the Eighth Air Force 
and Royal Air Force exacted on Germany in that campaign was unprecedented, but 
the numbers the US Army Air Forces (AAF) touted in the United States Strategic 
Bombing Survey (USSBS) show too great a concern with battle damage assessment 
metrics as a measure of its effectiveness. On the first page of its summary report, 
the USSBS boasted of the 2.7 million tons of bombs dropped, more than 4 million 
sorties flown, the 3.6 million German homes destroyed, and 300,000 civilians killed 
as evidence of “the scars across the face of the enemy, the preface to the victory 
that followed.” Yet these impressive figures and the conclusion that “Allied airpower 
was decisive in the war” mask the shortcomings throughout the report: in aircraft 
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production, ball bearing, and rubber production, and the USSBS admitted that Ger-
man production increased or had no effect, despite the bombs and Allied lives lost.5

Worse still, the Royal Air Force, also a party to the destruction and without an axe 
to grind about an independent air force, reached a rather different conclusion, noting 
that the CBO “clearly failed” to break the morale of the civilian populace and noted 
the “remarkable increase” in armaments production.6 I do not intend to impugn the 
great leadership that existed at all levels of the Eighth Air Force that inspired men 
to continue flying in the face of such great peril, but the AAF’s analysis ignored 
those cases in favor of its metrics as a measure of success. One could go on with ex-
amples of airpower advocates using numbers to argue for effectiveness in World 
War I when they clearly weren’t or the fantastic dogfights over the Yalu River in 
Korea that did nothing to break the stalemate that had set in by 1950, but it should 
be obvious that this is a problem that has been with us from the start.

The most egregious case of an overdependence on metrics to determine success 
arises from the Vietnam War in the Lyndon B. Johnson administration and in the 
DOD under Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara. Well-known for his efficiency 
and a penchant for statistical analysis, McNamara quickly became the filter for the 
information from the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) to the president, displaying his su-
preme loyalty to his boss by knowingly modifying reports to make the administra-
tion look good. With the president’s complicity, he created a hostile environment 
between them and their military advisors that had catastrophic consequences for 
the Vietnam War. Surrounded by the “whiz kids” who formed his inner circle of ad-
visors, McNamara marginalized the JCS, their decades of experience distrusted, 
suspected, and dismissed when they proposed courses of action based on military 
expertise rather than the figures the secretary preferred. Still expected to offer the 
professional military stamp of approval for the administration’s military decisions, 
the JCS sat helpless while McNamara and his civilian coterie set about devising war 
plans based on the best odds of success or public reception, including the much-
derided plan of “graduated pressure.” Once the fighting had broken out in earnest, 
moreover, a belief in favorable kill ratios became the yardstick of success. When di-
vision commanders began criticizing their troops for an 18 to 1 kill ratio as too low, 
we can see how widely the whiz kids had spread their influence in the military, and 
how poorly a metric can determine real success, something that was not lost on 
contemporary officers.7

Ironically, North Vietnamese President Ho Chi Minh also thought about kill ratios 
as a yardstick, except in his formulation, 10 to 1 meant victory for the Vietnamese. 
Writing while imprisoned in 1942, Ho Chi Minh wrote regarding the impending 
conflict with the French, “If we have to fight, we will fight. You will kill 10 of our 
men and we will kill one of yours, and in the end it will be you who tire of it.” Al-
ready looking ahead to the end of World War II, the North Vietnamese president 
was predicting the armed conflict that became the eight-year First Indochina War 
after France had gotten back its colony at the end of WWII. Indeed, Ho Chi Minh’s 
words proved to be prescient not once, but twice. At the end of the conflict with the 
French in 1954, casualty figures were closer to “only” four Vietnamese dead to one 
Frenchman, it was the French who quit their colony, and it is well known that in 
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1968 when the war was turning badly for the United States, it was nevertheless 
meeting McNamara’s 10 to 1 target, and therefore was tallied in the winning column 
in the Pentagon and Oval Office. Of course, we now know that assessment was, at 
best, a delusion of the secretary of defense, or, at worst, a willful deception to give 
an insecure president the information he wanted.8

Finally, the current SOS model that is meant to identify the best of the current 
generation only exposes the fissures in the aging, sagging structure of the promo-
tion and personnel system from previous generations that is plain for all to see, 
even outside of the military. A fabulous article in The Atlantic by Lt Gen David 
Barno, USA, retired, and Nora Bensahel highlights the anachronistic system in place 
today that may have worked fine in decades past, but is at risk of chasing off a trove 
of highly talented millennial officers across the DOD, a phenomenon they dub a 
“brain drain.” Because of its arcane and outdated adherence to shoehorning every 
officer into a command track and forcing fast risers to keep pace with their more 
steady moving peers for the first decade of service, the personnel system continues 
to choose the eminently understandable path of choosing from the widest possible 
pool, but at the cost of some of the best up-and-coming officers who are seeking the 
opportunities they desire elsewhere, out of the military.9 One of the common com-
plaints that Barno and Bensahel uncovered in their survey of DOD officers was the 
lack of opportunities to attend civilian graduate schools to earn degrees that have 
wide application both in and out of the military. The current paths to master’s de-
grees through the Air Command and Staff College or the check-the-box online 
school simply don’t command the same clout on the open market (something mil-
lennials appear to think about more than their predecessors). It is just one example, 
but it represents the desperate need for change in the current PDE and intermedi-
ate developmental education (IDE) options.

Clearly, there is room for improvement. If we continue to privilege metrics-chasing 
above known leadership qualities and alienate strong natural leaders in the process 
of selecting our next generation of senior leaders, we will fail at ensuring the best 
leadership makes it to the top. This is not a revolutionary idea (various authors 
have floated similar ideas in ASPJ before)and it speaks to the desperate need to re-
form not only the selection process at PDE, but also the officer promotion process 
writ large.10 I must reiterate that I am taking aim at the SOS, not because it is a bad 
program; rather, it is only that while some officers get culled off for senior leadership, 
everyone learns the ahistorical, anachronistic, and ultimately incorrect lesson that 
the top 10 percent have been chosen in large measure because they had a better 
process. As I have argued, we should know better, and do better. I therefore propose 
the following recommendations:

1. Change the selection criteria for the next generation of Air Force senior leaders.
It is obvious why the Air Force wants some kind of distinguished graduate pro-
gram to continue: it creates a pool of officers who, in the eyes of promotion 
boards, are primed for senior leadership. School-selected below-the-zone promo-
tions, and the stratifications that result from an SOS DG box being checked, are 
all the signposts along a career path that lead to promotion to O-6 and beyond—
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things that all begin at the SOS where captains compete for the first time against 
their peers across the Air Force.

SOS
(DG/Top
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Exec/Aide
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Staff
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Figure. Force development ribbon chart. (An Air Mobility Command-developed force development ribbon 
chart depicting an SOS DG as a first “gateway” to promotion to higher ranks. That it ends with “AAD (ad-
vanced academic degree)” for promotion to O-6 suggests that those with all “green” boxes will have better 
odds at that board and beyond. The more accolades in those boxes are, of course, better than fewer or none.)

It is no mystery—indeed, it is shared openly at the SOS—that DGs are the school 
selects, who in turn get below-the-zone promotion to O-5 and O-6 and become the 
“shiny pennies” that get the jobs that groom them for senior leadership. A perfect 
example is the force development ribbon chart (figure above) published by various 
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career fields that demonstrates all the “check boxes” along the path to higher and 
higher promotion, and the first box is naturally an SOS DG. My suggestion is not to 
eliminate the SOS DG program, but to change it in a way that better ensures our fu-
ture leaders are those who embody the qualities of history’s most successful leaders 
and the FRLM that the Air Force touts.

This suggestion is not as radical as it may seem; I am merely suggesting that the 
criteria used to select SOS DGs be changed to privilege peer evaluations over the 
weight assigned to the fictitious “leadership” problems and physical challenges. This 
is not a popularity contest; quite the contrary, four- to seven-year captains have led 
enough and experienced enough good and bad leaders to know a real leader when 
they have worked and lived with one. Furthermore, there is already a mechanism 
for this built into the SOS stratification system: the criteria flights use to nominate 
the “greatest contributor” are remarkably similar to what I have argued are histori-
cally verified features of superior leaders—an ability to engage in deep thought on 
challenging issues and solicit and engage the opinions of others to reach a carefully 
reasoned solution. In other words, the officers selected for this award have the right 
balance of interpersonal skills, emotional quotient, and assertiveness that history 
has shown to make a great leader. I propose that this become the greatest weight in 
a vastly more simplified SOS scoring system: each flight could select three of these 
officers, and the flight commanders would either validate or veto the nominations 
(the latter only with a strong reason seconded by the student squadron commander 
and create a pool from which the DGs would be selected).

The system is not purely subjective (and perhaps to indulge our service’s penchant 
for numbers), about half of this pool of nominees would be filtered out to select the 
top 10 percent of SOS students using the metrics of graded individual performance 
on briefings, written assignments, and so forth. The final product, therefore, would 
be the “whole package” officer—one who is respected by his or her peers as a friend, 
confidante, and leader, who has outstanding written and oral communication skills, 
and can exercise the FRLM naturally and effectively like the Air Force wants its 
leaders to do.

2. Create joint and civilian SOS alternatives that develop strategic thinkers earlier in 
an officer’s career and will entice millennial officers who desire options in their career.
At a course that introduces strategic thinking to tomorrow’s leaders, there is very 
little said about how the other services approach leadership. Furthermore, when 
the top graduates from this course go on to senior leadership, gaining a joint per-
spective earlier than the mid-to late-career IDE is of pivotal consequence for to-
morrow’s leaders. The reality is that more officers are interacting with other ser-
vices earlier and earlier in their careers anyway, so for as much benefit as there 
is for captains to interact at a deeper level across career fields at the SOS, adding 
Army, Navy, and Marine O-3s would be a huge boon to developing better strate-
gic thinkers earlier. This notion is not new, and has been argued in Joint Force 
Quarterly to incorporate joint curriculum into existing PME for DOD O-3s.11 I 
propose to go a step further.
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Integrating a handful of captains into applicable Army captains’ career courses 
and portions of Marine Expeditionary Warfare School will also create better joint 
thinkers earlier in an officer’s career, and those chosen for in-residence joint PDE 
will go on to diffuse the joint leadership lessons they learned at the other services’ 
PME. Because it would be difficult, impractical, or impossible for these officers to 
compete for distinguished graduate in Army or Marine courses, the officers selected 
for this joint PDE should be standouts among their peers with the potential for com-
mand and senior leadership, and a joint PME credit should reflect this on the mem-
ber’s records. To ensure these participants still get the desired amount of “blue” in 
their PDE, SOS by correspondence should be a prerequisite.

Furthermore, there are a number of top universities like the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology and Oxford that already offer one- to four-week summer courses for 
working professionals on history, leadership, management, and other professional 
development topics. I propose to allow officers to take the initiative on attending one 
of these programs as an alternative to SOS, similar to the way the Air Force grants 
equivalency credit for ACSC for various Air Force Institute of Technology and Educa-
tion with Industry programs. A cost of $27 million will permit 1 in 10 company grade 
officers (CGO) to attend such schools.12 At present, the Air Force spends north of $63 
million on tuition assistance per year,13 and for officers whose AAD completion is 
masked to the O-6 board, and who have ample opportunities through Air University 
to complete a free master’s degree, tuition assistance for online degrees at for-profit 
universities is plainly unnecessary and could be an easy source of this funding. Tu-
ition assistance for enlisted members should clearly continue, untouched.

Even if the whole $27 million simply gets added as a new line item, the addi-
tional 2.7 percent increase to the Air Force’s training budget and a mere .06 percent 
to the Air Force’s fiscal year 2017 budget would pay enormous dividends to the of-
ficer corps in just a few years.14 Those CGOs would get the same kinds of leader-
ship training at these civilian institutions, but with the added benefit of top officers 
(like the joint basic developmental education option, participation in this program 
should be predicated on future leadership potential) acting as the “face” of the Air 
Force to a civilian populace increasingly unfamiliar with its military.15 Again, his-
tory serves as a guide, since there is a strong correlation between leadership ability 
in wartime and formal schooling in civilian, Army, and Navy schools. For example, 
flag officers like General Eisenhower, Fleet Adm Chester W. Nimitz, and Gen 
George Patton, and 74 percent of corps commanders in World War II spent at least 
10 years in the 2 decades preceding 1941 in professional schools, including 200 
graduates from the Harvard Business School.16 Lt Gen H. R. McMaster comes to 
mind as a recent example. We could earn a similar return on investment by broad-
ening our scope at the lowest level of officer PME.

This article ends with a lament and a hope. Like Barno and Bensahel’s argument, 
the lament is that new, fresh ideas that have the potential to transform our services 
for the better often struggle to gain traction under the crushing weight of military 
bureaucracy. On the one hand, retaining the best and brightest and ensuring they 
get promoted to senior leadership is increasingly difficult under the current system 
for this generation and is situated to alienate and push out those we should want to 
promote the most. On the other hand, my hope is that the encouragement from our 
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senior leaders to innovate and improve is not simply talk; that someone, some-
where, will relax the bureaucratic stranglehold on change enough to improve our 
dearly loved Air Force and the DOD by changing the methods by which we choose 
our next generation of leaders. In the process, we will also raise the next generation 
of leaders at all levels to have a better understanding of the fundamentally human 
endeavor that leadership is, and how to think deeply on critical issues rather than 
bungling ahead with a pretty formula in hand, thinking it will offer success be-
cause, well, the numbers just add up. 
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The question is not whether we will have culture. The responsible question is, 
what type of culture do we want to have? That’s why our actions must be de-
liberate in shaping outcomes into the culture we want to have.

—Maj Gen Bradley D. Spacy, USAF
Commander, Air Force Installation and Mission Support Center

Senior leaders and members of Air Force organizations do not have to be corpo-
rate scientists to realize the perils and opportunities that come with organiza-
tional mergers and centralizations. The Air Force has seen a few of them. For 

example, in 2012, the Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC) reorganized, merging 
12 centers into 5, as part of its response to a Department of Defense challenge to 
find efficiencies and save tax dollars. Among several gains, operating efficiency for 
the command netted more than $109 million per year through reduced overhead 
alone.1 In late 2014, the Air Force reorganized the Air Force Intelligence, Surveil-
lance, and Reconnaissance Agency under the Air Combat Command (ACC) and ad-
ditionally invested in the largest organizational change in more than 20 years by 
consolidating major installation and mission support functions into one center: the 
Air Force Installation and Mission Support Center (AFIMSC). This latest consolida-
tion moreover merged 6 independently-led field operating agencies into the 
AFIMSC, eliminating more than 3,459 personnel in headquarters throughout the 
Air Force.2

The initiatives described above were massive, and the Air Force had the expecta-
tion to reap the benefits, not just in cost savings, but also in the potential develop-
ment of unique synergies formed by the mergers. Merging organizations must seize 
opportunities in austere budgetary times. However, once the merger is finalized, 
that newly formed organization becomes a cluster of potentially mismatched cul-
tures, such that, at times, clashes and dysfunctional silos are formed, inhibiting col-
laboration, innovation, and a sense of pride and belonging. One of the most signifi-
cant things leaders must do is to create a shared culture in the newly-merged 
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organization. A shared culture makes that organization become alive, as it fuses the 
organization into one entity.

As General Spacy emphasizes in the quote above, culture will happen, but lead-
ers have a choice to make: to either let culture happen and get whatever comes or 
build a shared culture that will bind the different parts of the organization together. 
The fact is that today many Air Force organizations do not have a shared culture; 
this problem is the hidden enemy and foe of potential gains in collaboration, inno-
vation, unit cohesion, and mission effectiveness. Here, we begin an argument for 
shared culture by exploring the impact of culture in merged organizations. Next, we 
begin to build a framework for shared culture in organizations by composing a 
working definition and then moving to an exploratory view of shared culture. Hav-
ing this clear understanding, we build a framework for organizational culture that 
aims at the creation of a shared culture.

Culture Defined
Scholars define culture in many ways. Organizational development experts Ken 

Hultman and Bill Gellerman wrote about culture as “the beliefs, values, and norms 
that shape ‘the way we do things.’ ”3 Organizational culture and leadership expert 
Edgar Schein described culture as “the foundation of the social order that we live in 
and of the rules we abide by.”4 Social order, he explained, is about learned behavior 
in the realms of perception, feelings, and actions toward others. Schein continued 
to note that social order is about what we have learned and rules are the mechanisms 
that aid in predicting human behavior. Others define culture as the “socially con-
structed attribute of organizations . . . the social glue that binds the organization to-
gether.”5 In simple terms, and for use within the context of this article, we will define 
culture in the following manner: Culture is what we collectively think and believe. 
Culture is what we repeatedly say and habitually do. Culture is also what members 
in an organization will collectively feel. In short, culture is the beliefs, habits, sense 
and feel of an organization.

Ignoring Culture is Abating Any Potential for Success
No senior leader today will deny that the current fiscal realities and the volatile 

global landscape are enough reasons to carefully think about the viability of their 
enterprises. In public and private sectors, the merger (and/or centralizations) has 
been a means from which companies have sought viability, a way to increase 
growth and accomplish target improvements in revenue.6 Mergers, as the consolida-
tion of two organizations into a single organization, have also been sought as a way 
to consolidate capabilities, improve effectiveness, generate cost savings and a 
broader access to technology, and make better use of capital investments.7 Extensive 
work, brainpower, and careful analysis on a myriad of complex issues all happen as a 
result of a merger decision. A testimony to the complexities and enormous work 
effort that goes into a merger are the just-mentioned examples of the AFMC, 
AFIMSC, and ACC. Furthermore, there are the congressional processes that led to 
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the authorization to merge, the standup of the new organizations, and the subse-
quent years optimizing and accounting for the new organizations’ progress.

Once the decision for a merger takes place, the typical inclination of leaders in 
both the private and public sectors is to begin a series of change-management ini-
tiatives. Leaders think, again in careful detail, how they will manage change, so the 
organization can meet the strategic objectives of the merger. Change experts Kim S. 
Cameron and Robert E. Quinn observed that total quality management (TQM), 
downsizing, and re-engineering initiatives were the most common organizational 
change initiatives implemented in the last two decades to manage integration and 
increase organizational effectiveness.8 Although presently many see TQM as an 
outdated paradigm, its offshoots—for example, Six-Sigma’s define, measure, analyze, 
improve, control (DMAIC), Lean Theory, and Theory of Constraints—have been de-
ployed by managers with mixed results. Those initiatives seem as the logical next 
steps in the perfect management doctrine. The initiatives are also ingrained and 
studied as gospel in every master of business administration program in the nation 
and abroad. In short, then, they should work, right?

Despite the best analysis leading up to a merger, the merger itself, and the appli-
cation of careful change management initiatives, mergers do not always meet the 
promised success. Mike Schrader and Dennis R. Self indicated that mergers and ac-
quisitions research pointed to a range of failure that rests between 55 to 70 percent 
(companies not meeting their anticipated purpose).9 Renounced examples of merger 
failures are the multibillion dollar merger between automobile giants Daimler–Benz 
and Chrysler,10 and that of US Internet service providers AOL and Time Warner, 
whose stock traded at more than $70 per share premerger in 2000 and dropped to 
an unprecedented $12 per share postmerger in 2003.11 In both previously mentioned 
examples, culture was named as a major factor for these failures.12 Would this be any 
different in the Air Force? In 2002, several USAF leaders saw the Air Force grow into 
a “confederation of technical and specialized subcultures,”13 and today those technical 
and specialized subcultures have grown into strong functional silos that continue to 
resist and oppose integration.

One could also think that if, after Herculean analysis and think-tank strategy the 
decision to merge organizations did not work, then fault could be found in how or-
ganizations implement the popular change management initiatives previously men-
tioned. Research performed about Fortune 500 companies—including 584 firms, 
spread over four industries, and more than 1,245 companies in Europe—suggested 
that despite the best efforts in those companies and industries, the lack of attention 
to culture (or leadership’s inability to modify the organizational culture) was the 
key factor in the unsuccessful implementation of the initiatives.14 Could any leader 
say that this would be different in the Air Force? One must go back to 1993 to see 
the effects of implementing Quality Air Force and recall how the program withered 
and died because of a culture that could not sustain it, and although Air Force 
Smart Operations for the twenty-first century did better, it struggled and was mi-
grated into the more-known continuous process improvement, another great and 
needed initiative.15 
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Moving Toward Shared Culture
Can we fabricate culture? Viktor Frankl, a famous psychologist and survivor of 

the Nazi death camps in Germany during World War II, wrote about success in his 
book Man’s Search for Meaning.16 He wrote that success is not something one can 
aim at; the more one aims at it, the more one will miss it. That’s because success—
just like a flower—must ensue naturally as the almost unintended consequence of 
doing the right things; providing the plant a fertile ground, giving it the right expo-
sure to sunlight, and giving it the right amount of water.

Growing a shared culture in an Air Force organization is the same way. Leaders 
lead themselves into doing what is right in thought, word, and conduct so they can 
have what the culture leaders want in an organization. When leaders lead them-
selves, they inaugurate acting in ways that match those beliefs and thought pat-
terns. Even more so, the communication and language that leaders use follows as a 
natural execution of their personal inner leadership qualities, creating alignment 
among their thoughts, words, and actions—all the while growing an empowering 
trust in the organization. Collective norms will then begin to form as members of 
the organization see and learn those behaviors as the acceptable patterns of conduct, 
especially when such behaviors emerge from leaders (titular or nontitular leaders). 
Without much thinking, as those modes of being are rewarded and matched with 
memories of emotional events, members in the organization begin to form collec-
tive memories. They then begin to relive those memories, adapt and practice their 
values and habits until they become the normalized pattern of the organization. 
Gen Stanley McChrystal, et al., also termed this action-norms-culture evolution as 
shared consciousness, a collective, normative, and accepted pattern of acting in 
ways we deem right in the organization.17

Your actions speak so loud that I can’t hear what you’re saying.
—CMSgt David Popp, USAF, Retired

In this culture formation, as the product of a collection of people’s inner thoughts 
and outward expressions, one must consider the dimension of values and beliefs. 
In 1998, as an instructor at the Airman Leadership School at Ramstein Air Base, 
Germany, one of our frequent guest speakers would come to talk to our students. 
He would sit down with the students to talk about the effects of values-driven leaders. 
Each of his lectures started with the quote above. There’s so much truth in it. When 
leaders value something, their actions show it. For example, a leader who values 
people’s feedback will most likely listen attentively to a subordinate’s concerns. If 
in the leader’s core, she respects her subordinate’s feedback, the leader will most 
likely refrain from interrupting while the subordinate is speaking, and so forth.

Values and beliefs drive human behavior. They are as old as humankind; the Old 
Testament paints a picture of what we believe is fair and just: “You shall not bear 
false witness against your neighbor.”18 In organizations, the values of people shape 
organizational behavior and the very direction of those organizations. We all under-
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stand that not everyone comes into a given organization with the same values and 
core beliefs, but, over time the normalization process mentioned previously (action-
norms-culture evolution) takes place in some form. The challenge for leaders is to 
collectively act in ways that promote the normalization of the values and core be-
liefs they envision for their organizations. Research has highlighted that common 
values, as well as practices, were the instruments that held organizations together.19 
In relation to building a shared culture, having a core set of shared values and be-
liefs is a powerful force in the creation of a culture that makes mergers successful.20 
What values, then, should leaders pay attention to and emulate?

Alignment of Values to Strategic Intent: Creating the Culture Framework
Leaders must act as the architects of culture. As the architects, leaders must be 

guided by a clear strategic intent, demonstrating and eliciting behaviors in the 
members of the organization that reflect the values that make the strategic intent 
possible. In other words, leaders align themselves to the business strategic intent, 
not only in words but, more importantly, in action. Then, leaders construct the 
framework that produces behaviors reflecting their ideal organizational values. 
Leadership behavior in creating a shared culture is important because it is the most 
influential factor in institutionalizing ethics and values that later become part of the 
organization’s culture.21

Here is an example that can better describe the point above. General Spacy, the 
AFIMSC commander, delineated the strategic intent for the organization. Next, the 
leader demonstrated and communicated the values inherent in the strategic intent, 
as you see in table 1. Once the values were understood, the leader created the cul-
ture framework that would provoke the behaviors, reflecting the values embedded 
in the strategic intent.

Leaders’ Strategic Intent
• “I intend to help commanders produce overwhelming air, space, and cyber-

space power for America. We will do this by using innovation to maximize lim-
ited resources and provide world-class Installation and Mission Support (I&MS) 
personnel and combat platforms. We will not compromise standards.

• “I intend for all AFIMSC personnel to be empowered to act commensurate with 
their position. This means everyone is responsible for being informed and ac-
tive throughout the enterprise. Do not wait to be asked for your opinion–give it!

• “I intend for AFIMSC to be a leader in developing future operating concepts by 
using our unique enterprise-wide view and cross-functional perspective to cre-
ate agile combat options. We will develop our enterprise and capability so that 
we can stand at the map and help design the plans that will keep America safe.

• “We will foster a culture where we live the war fighter ethos. We are war fight-
ers supporting war fighters.”22
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Table 1. Values alignment to commander’s mission, vision, and intent

Values Behavior in the mission, vision, and commander’s intent 

Integrity Will not compromise standards

Service Help commanders produce air, space, and cyber space power; do not 
wait; informed and active in the enterprise; will keep America safe

Excellence and 
innovative thinking

Agile, using innovation, maximizing limited resources; providing 
world-class I&MS

Trust Do not wait—give it! Provide combat power

Empowerment and 
courage Empowered to act; stand at the map

Teamwork and 
collaboration

One team, networked, enterprise-wide view, Using cross-functional 
perspective

Responsibility Be a leader in developing future operating concepts

Responsiveness Help commanders produce overwhelming power; create agile combat 
options, deliver combat support culture where we live war fighter ethos

Warfighter ethos We are war fighters

A culture framework can take several shapes, but we offer the following. Dr. Ira 
Levin developed a “Five Windows into Organization Culture” model that serves as 
both assessment and culture approach.23 The model visits organizational culture 
through a view of five areas: leadership, norms and practices, stories and legends, tra-
ditions and rituals, and symbols, as displayed in table 2. The practitioner, by looking 
through those windows, can discover the culture of the organization. Those windows, 
when combined with the values alignment exercise, can also act as zones where lead-
ers can work from, and begin movement toward, a shared culture. For example, a 
leader can begin the process by asking questions and assessing the responses in each 
of the zones. In window 1, what leadership actions can produce the behaviors that 
reflect the values’ alignment to the strategic intent? In window 2, what norms and 
practices can best produce the behaviors that reflect the values’ alignment to the stra-
tegic intent? The same exercise can be done for the other three windows.

Table 2. “The Five Windows”: a map for directing cultural inquiry

Window Examples of inquiry methods

Leadership Founders, current leader, organizational history

Norms and practices Unwritten rules of conduct, how decisions are made, what are 
the important policies

Stories and legends Key stories/legends, crisis averted, the heroes and their 
attributes

Traditions and rituals Ceremonies and what they convey, key rites and how they are 
conducted

Symbols Organization charts/position titles, slogans, logos, office design

Source: Ira M. Levin, “Five Windows into Organizational Culture: An Assessment Framework and Approach,” Organization 
Development Journal 18, no. 8 (2000), 86–91.
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Dr. Levin’s approach can be combined with a typical business operational ap-
proach to produce a more robust framework for culture. In an operational ap-
proach, strategic goals are decided, champions for each goal are selected, and activi-
ties that meet the strategic goals are aligned with each strategic goal creating lines 
of effort. Using this approach increases collaboration, gives leaders visibility over 
the organization’s culture efforts and enforces culture-embedding mechanisms. Re-
search has shown that embedding mechanisms (table 3) become the visible artifacts 
of the emergence of culture.24 Embedding mechanisms are also the most powerful 
ways leaders can support and reinforce a collective message of what are the most 
important behaviors in the organization.

Table 3. Primary and secondary culture embedding mechanisms

Primary embedding mechanisms Secondary embedding mechanisms

What leaders pay attention to, control, measure, 
and control on a regular basis

Organization design and structure

How leaders allocate resources Rites and rituals of the organization

Deliberate role modeling, teaching, and coaching Design of physical space, facades, and building

How leaders allocate rewards and status Stories about important events and people

How leaders recruit, select, promote, and 
excommunicate

Formal statements of organizational philosophy, 
creeds, and charters

Source: Edgar E. Schein, Organizational Culture and Leadership, 4th ed., (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 2010), 235–57.

The vehicle for those embedding mechanisms in the culture framework is the lines 
of effort, focused and tied to no more than four culture strategic goals. Champions for 
each line of effort would periodically update the most senior leaders. A communica-
tion strategy and feedback loop would allow the organization to understand what is 
happening in the enterprise regardless of where they are in the organization.

Conditions Objectives

Cu l t u re  Fra m ewo rk

Goals End State

Line of effort
champion:

Line of effort
champion:

Collaborative tools forum

Newcomers
indoctrination

Operate collaboration,
values, and cultural training

requirements from one
place (AFIMSC University)

Key spouse forum Recognition programs

Heritage and
branding
council

Enterprise-
wide training

Unit morale
and

activities

Warfighter
fitness

Line of
effort

messaging
team 

Messaging
strategy

Champion
reviews and

synchronization
of effort

Champion
reviews and

synchronization
of effort

Members
think and

operate as an
enterprise

Pride and
sense of

belonging

Senior
leader
update

One team
of warfighters,
revolutionizing

combat support,
agile, innovative,
and networked!

Figure. Culture framework using an operational approach
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The figure depicts this framework, embedding some of the elements from Dr. 
Levin’s approach, that is, the leadership window (senior leader update and champi-
ons), norms and practices window (“members think and operate as an enterprise”), 
symbols (branding), and so forth. This is not all encompassing but presents a good 
starting point for leaders who must become culture architects.

Conclusion
In the public and private sector, mergers have been a means from which compa-

nies have sought viability, a way to increase growth, and accomplish target im-
provements in revenue. In the Air Force, mergers and centralizations have been 
sought, among many reasons, as a means to find efficiencies, focus organizational 
core businesses, and save tax dollars. Nevertheless, neglecting culture will impede a 
newly-merged organization’s path to success. Several comprehensive studies have 
cited the number one reason for failure in mergers and centralizations as a neglect 
of the organization’s culture. Even proven and popular change management initia-
tives like re-engineering, downsizing, TQM principles, the DMAIC, or other more 
modern management change approaches cannot compensate for the neglect and 
the ensuing failures. Senior leaders must, therefore, understand, care, and build 
shared cultures in their organizations.

Although many definitions may exist, culture was defined to give the reader a 
deeper view of the elements involved in culture. Collective thinking, beliefs, what 
members in an organization repeatedly say and do, are all part of the organization. 
Then, culture becomes the beliefs, habits, sense, and feel of an organization. 
Shared culture is not an accident. It must ensue as the collective effort of the nor-
malization of values, beliefs, and human behavior. Shared culture ensues when it 
is a deliberate effort from all members of an organization, with leaders at the helm, 
acting as the architects of the cultural effort. Leaders must be guided by a clear strategic 
intent, demonstrating and eliciting behaviors from the members of the organization 
that reflect the values that make the strategic intent possible. Then, leaders construct 
the framework that produces behaviors that reflect ideal organizational values.

A working framework for developing shared culture is the intersection between a 
business operational approach and Dr. Levin’s Five Windows model. This new 
structure aligns behaviors to the business strategic intent. It also pays attention and 
enforces culture-embedding mechanisms using lines of effort that are tied to cul-
ture strategic goals, and furthermore driven by champions who can assess the ac-
tivities’ alignment to the Five Windows and contribution to strategic goals. This ar-
ticle presented a culture roadmap; it is not all inclusive but comprehensive 
nevertheless. It leads us toward a common construct wherein organizational leaders 
become architects of success for their organizations and their people. 
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A Duty to Warn
How to Help America Fight Back against Russian Disinformation
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An unclassified Intelligence Community Assessment released in January 2017 
by the National Intelligence Council (NIC) claimed Russia interfered with 
the US presidential election. This interference operation was directed by 

President Vladimir Putin and carried out by Russia’s civilian and military intelli-
gence services: the Federal Security Service and the Main Intelligence Directorate. 
The NIC report followed a US intelligence community investigation into e-mails 
stolen from the Democratic National Committee in 2016. The e-mails contained 
sensitive communications between leaders of the Democratic Party, senior staff 
members, and the party’s candidate for president, which once exposed, served to 
embarrass and discredit them all. The NIC assessed that these e-mails were stolen 
by Russian hackers associated with the aforementioned organizations. The hackers 
deliberately handed the e-mails to WikiLeaks, an antigovernment secrecy group, 
who promptly released all their compromising details to the news media. The Rus-
sian stunt was part of a plan to “denigrate” the Democratic Party candidate to sway 
American public opinion away from her and toward her Republican opponent.1

The assessment—if true—details one of the most elaborate cyber operations ever 
committed by a nation-state against the United States and its political process. To 
denigrate the candidate, online agitators—known as trolls—published disinforma-
tion that claimed that she suffered from various, fictitious maladies and poor men-
tal health. English-speaking Russian state media outlets, like Russia Today (RT) and 
the online Sputnik, ran stories that excoriated the candidate while casting her oppo-
nent as the target of unfair media coverage by traditional news outlets that were 
“subservient to a corrupt political establishment.”2 Up to this point, hostile cyber op-
erations have arguably been synonymous with spear-phishing, which ensnares un-
suspecting victims into disclosing access codes, or with the denial of service attacks 
that can disrupt or degrade computing systems. Nonetheless, if executed skillfully 
by their perpetrators, cyber operators can also manipulate information—that most 
intangible, but precious commodity that Winn Schwartau presciently wrote about 
more than 20 years ago—to misinform, confuse, and disorient an entire electorate.3
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What can the Air Force do about a sophisticated attack of this nature that uses 
cyberspace as a delivery vehicle? It has a cyberspace operations doctrine that 
mainly focuses on protecting web-based government and military information tech-
nology infrastructure from catastrophic attacks and suggests common-sense ap-
proaches to defense of same, such as maintaining firewalls or installing antivirus 
software to protect against intrusions.4 But, how can we “go on the offensive” and 
protect the nation from disinformation campaigns like the one outlined in the IC’s 
report? It may not take computer logic or code; rather, it will probably take a con-
certed, combined effort undertaken by law enforcement, intelligence, and cyber 
professionals alike to combat the problem. European countries, such as the Czech 
Republic, are preparing to defend themselves by examining web content for disin-
formation and building its public’s awareness to it.5 Undeniably, protecting govern-
ment and military computing systems is important work; if it is in jeopardy from a 
threat borne out of cyberspace, then the Air Force’s premier cyberspace warriors 
have a duty to warn of its imminent collapse. So, do we have a duty to warn when 
disinformation hits our shores and threatens to subvert or derail our political process?

The Beginning of a New Era
In 2005, the Air Force avowed itself to fly, fight, and win in air, space, and cyberspace. 

This was a bold statement because it marked the first time any service—anywhere—
named cyberspace as a domain to be conquered in a presumably wartime situation. 
That same year, the World Wide Web had evolved to its current state: Web 2.0. Gone 
were the days of the 1990s when websites and their content were static and cum-
bersome. In today’s Web 2.0 world, everything—all content—is dynamic and user-
defined. It almost goes without saying that this was a revolution in terms of how we 
communicate with each other, from an individual level, all the way to the highest 
corridors of power at the national level. One year later, a fascinating thing occurred. 
In 2006, technicians at the Idaho National Laboratory conducted a test on an in-
dustrial, diesel generator with the purpose of hacking into its control systems and 
disabling it from afar. The technicians established a base of operations 100 miles 
away and exploited vulnerability in the machine’s control code. 6 Their interference 
caused the 1–ton machine’s power converters to cycle on and off in such rapid suc-
cession that it began to shudder, overheat, and eventually self-destruct in a cloud of 
smoke.7 The powerful images, when they were broadcast on television, were a pre-
view of the mayhem that might await us. What this example also demonstrated was 
that, in a sense, the machines that provide us with power and light were almost as 
connected as human beings were becoming on an individual level. It showed that a 
generator could be disabled using remotely deployed malicious code and that our 
worst fears about the vulnerability of our critical infrastructure in this new age of 
interconnectivity could be realized. This new reality became most palpable to the 
tiny Baltic nation of Estonia in 2007.

That year Estonia—at 95 percent connectivity—was reputedly the world’s most 
wired nation. In April, it was decided that a Soviet-era memorial to the Russian sol-
diers who died during the Second World War would be moved from the center of its 
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capitol city Tallinn to the outskirts of the city. Russian-speaking Estonians took to 
the streets that month in a massive protest. What followed was even more concern-
ing: a rush of distributed denial of service attacks using a sophisticated botnet of an 
estimated 85,000 computers caused an abrupt slowdown of the nation’s communi-
cations and banking infrastructure.

Estonia withstood the attacks through the Russian Victory Day holiday that May—
which commemorated the Soviet’s victory over Nazi Germany—when 58 websites 
were brought down at once, and services from its largest financial institution were 
unavailable for 90 minutes. The outages continued until late May and, although the 
political, social, and economic damage was noticeable, the physical damage was “mi-
nor.”8 Naturally, the source of the attacks could not be localized and, while all fingers 
pointed toward Russia, Moscow completely disavowed any involvement in the at-
tacks. Initially, evidence brought by the Estonian authorities pointed the origination 
of the attacks to Russian Internet protocol (IP) addresses. The Estonians retracted this 
statement later as the evidence was determined to be inconclusive.

Other attacks of this sort would follow. In December 2016 in the Ivano–Frankivsk 
region of Ukraine, a power plant technician reportedly witnessed his terminal’s 
cursor leap to life and, in a very deliberate fashion, begin to shut down the breakers 
of his substation, plunging approximately 230,000 people into darkness. The outage 
lasted between one and six hours and, fortunately, Ukrainian power companies 
harmed by the incident had enough data logged by their firewalls to reconstruct 
how the breach occurred. The preparatory phases of the attack began with a classic, 
mid-1990’s style, spear-phishing campaign that targeted power plant workers using 
a Microsoft Word document enclosed in an e-mail. To download the document and 
the malware inside, a user would have to click on a prompt, which would enable 
macros inside it. Once enabled, a short script in Visual Basic would command the 
computer to seek out and record log-in credentials. After the attackers gathered 
enough user name and password information, they accessed the power company’s 
Windows domain controllers, where more user names and passwords were kept, 
until they found credentials for workers who used virtual private networks to log in 
remotely to the power companies Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition net-
work. From there, the hackers remotely took control of the Ukrainian power station 
virtually unopposed.9 The virus was still as effective in 2016 as it was 20 years ago, 
although its code and means of dissemination lacked for originality.10

Cyber Warfare or Political Warfare?
Looking simply at these incidents alone, one could conclude that what happens 

in faraway Estonia or Ukraine could conceivably happen here at home, so the Air 
Force’s focus on protecting itself and the Department of Defense (DOD) network 
infrastructure from intrusions certainly seems justifiable enough. It has an implicit 
interest in protecting publicly networked systems external to it as well because doing 
so enables “force deployment, training, transportation, and normal operations.”11 
Routine updates to antimalware software should be conducted so all the latest vul-
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nerabilities are patched, and the passwords to control systems must be strong 
enough to mitigate the possibility they might be easily cracked.

But when we are talking about DOD networks or public networks, there are al-
most no safeguards to prevent the spread of disinformation, especially the likes of 
which the NIC published in glaring detail. The discussion about enacting said safe-
guards has turned inevitably to questions like, “Was our election hacked?” or “Was 
this the cyber Pearl Harbor that people have envisioned for so many years?”12 The 
answer to both questions is, emphatically, “no.” The truth of the matter is what the 
Russians unleashed is not cyber war—at least not according to our classic under-
standing of it as the brief case studies above illustrate. Rather, this is political war-
fare, the kind that uses cyberspace as a medium to deliver what Russian intelli-
gence officers might call disinformatsiya and kompramat, or politically damaging 
information.13 On a semifrequent basis, the Department of Homeland Security 
(DHS) publishes bulletins regarding the spread of malicious code and responsibly 
tells citizens and their businesses how to defend themselves against it. What made 
the ICA so special, however, was it was the first report of its kind to alert the public 
about Russia’s disinformation campaign, which was designed to force an outcome 
ostensibly in its favor.

For that matter, the United States is no stranger to foreign powers’ disinformation 
operations. One of the modern era’s first, and arguably most successful, attack was 
perpetrated, not by Russia, but by the United Kingdom’s British Security Coordination 
(BSC). In her book The Irregulars, Jennet Conant tells the story of the BSC, which 
ran its spy ring out of Washington, DC and Rockefeller Center in New York City. 
The BSC’s general purpose at the time was to snap the nation out of its “America 
First” mentality, to spur a change in its isolationist policy of nonintervention during 
the Second World War, and cause it to throw its material support behind Europe. In 
an ingeniously deceptive plan, the BSC’s chief, a Canadian citizen named William 
Stephenson, led the production of a forged German map depicting safe houses in 
southern Cuba, where equipment caches were located, radio sites to signal German 
U-boats, and a postwar plan to carve up North Atlantic territories into Nazi protec-
torates. Ivar Brice, a British agent who worked for the BSC at the time, said Stephenson 
tipped off his Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) contacts of the map’s existence 
and the safe house where it could be found. The map would sound the alarm in 
America that the Nazi threat was closer to her shores than previously thought. 
“Were a German map of this kind be discovered or captured from enemy hands,” he 
wrote, “and publicized. . . among the “America Firsters” with their belief that America 
could get along with Hitler, what a commotion would be caused.”14

The forgery was found by the FBI and delivered to Stephenson, who passed it to 
the head of the Office of Strategic Services, Gen William Donovan, who, in turn, de-
livered it to President Franklin D. Roosevelt. In reaction, the president took to the 
airwaves, and in March 1941 he delivered a radio address to the nation revealing 
that he had in his possession a “secret map” which outlined the contrived Nazi plan 
and included what he called “our great lifeline” to the Pacific—the Panama Canal. 
“That map, my friends,” said the president, “makes clear the Nazi design, not only 
against South America, but against the United States as well.” President Roosevelt 
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went on to promise America would now “pull its oar” in Europe’s struggle against 
fascism and Germany.15

In the 1960s and 1970s, before the Internet age, Russian propaganda and disinfor-
mation made its way into books published by authors who were paid to take part in 
then-Committee for State Security (KGB) operations in the United States called “ac-
tive measures.” The KGB funded and used Communist agents like Italian-born Carl 
Aldo Marzani, whose publishing houses, the Liberty Book Club and the Prometheus 
Book Club, were among the first to shed doubt on the Warren Commission’s finding 
that Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone during President John F. Kennedy’s assassina-
tion. Writers in Marzani’s employ, like Joachim Josten, who were funded by grants 
from the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, wrote books that accused Oswald of 
being “an FBI agent provocateur with a CIA [Central Intelligence Agency] back-
ground.”16 Doing so, according to KGB archivist and dissident Vasili Mitrokhin, es-
tablished two of the most enduring falsehoods in Kennedy assassination lore: that 
there was a government conspiracy to kill the president, and the CIA was involved.

Of all the agents who brought ignominy to the CIA’s doorstep in the 1970s, none 
was more damaging that Philip Agee. Agee was the Edward Snowden of his day, a 
man who wrote three books that detailed CIA clandestine operations around the 
world and exposed an estimated 2,000 CIA officers. Agee, according to Mitrokhin, 
was summarily fired from the CIA in 1968 because of his poor financial habits and 
excessive drinking. In his disgust, he first attempted to defect with a trove of classi-
fied documents to the KGB resident office in Mexico City. The officer in charge of 
the Mexico City office at the time was Oleg Kalugin.17 Kalugin, sensing a trap, 
turned Agee away. Still, Agee found a willing audience eventually in Cuba, whose 
intelligence service shared the stolen intelligence with the Russians anyway. The 
KGB, when Agee’s first memoir, Inside the Company, was published in 1975, bore no 
compunction about taking credit for helping the author and the Cubans prepare it. 
It is unclear, though, how much preparation or work the KGB actually put into 
Agee’s book, but the would-be defector did acknowledge later that the Communist 
Party of Cuba, and the Cuban intelligence service, “gave important encouragement 
at a time when I doubted I would be able to find the additional information I 
needed.” The CIA, in its Studies in Intelligence journal, according to Mitrokhin, ad-
mitted Agee’s work was a “severe body blow” to the agency.18

The book met with critical acclaim around the world while Agee lived in exile in 
London. Soon, he faced deportation and, as his reputation as a whistle-blower grew, 
prominent politicians from England and the United States (including one former US 
attorney general) came out in defense of his actions. Mitrokhin recounts in Agee’s 
KGB file, support campaigns for his cause celebre were initiated in nine nations. He 
was eventually forced to leave London for Holland in 1977, but the KGB was “jubilant” 
at the chaos the entire affair had caused, and the embarrassment the CIA suffered.19

Making the Russian Connection
At this point, after examining some of the technical intricacies within Russia’s 

cyber operations and methods of political warfare, we now turn to a brief exploration 
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into Moscow’s motivations. What is its purpose? There are a couple of theories. One 
theory is that the intrusion upon the Democratic Party was retribution for embar-
rassing economic sanctions placed on Moscow, its defense industries, and financial 
institutions following human rights abuses it committed during its combined cam-
paign with Iran against Islamic State militants in Syria. Economic sanctions were 
also levied against Russia following the invasion of Ukraine and annexation of 
Crimea. These things, in its view, were part of a deliberate US-led campaign to bring 
disgrace upon the Russian military which would, therefore, turn public opinion 
against it.20 Sanctions also push Russia toward pariah status by degrading its prestige 
in world politics and, more importantly, the international arms market. They de-
value its weapons manufacturing businesses, and potentially undercut the profits of 
the oligarchs who run them.

Another vastly interesting theory is President Putin commands a government 
with intelligence services comprised of disruptive forces who thrive on chaos. In a 
mid-December interview, shortly after the ICA’s release, Gleb Pavlovsky, a former 
advisor of the Russian president, remarked: “Of course the Kremlin likes the fact of 
such an atmosphere of chaos. Because we are traders of chaos. We sell it, and the 
more chaos there is in the world, the better it is for the Kremlin.”21 Indeed, this 
theme of chaos harkens back to the Agee case. Chaos, in Moscow’s view, causes 
Russia’s adversaries to react hysterically and make seemingly unfounded allega-
tions that, according to Putin, “distract the attention of the American people from 
the substance of what the hackers had put out.”22 This statement, oddly enough, 
presumes that the stolen e-mails, in all their scurrilousness, might somehow shed 
light on American political deliberations that would otherwise be hidden from pub-
lic view, and that the former KGB officer is some sort of free media advocate. In 
any case, the United States, according to his rationale, is deflecting the blame for its 
political process’ shortcomings—and the source of its scandals—upon Russia. Alter-
nately, allegations of election tampering have the opposite effect of making Presi-
dent Putin appear to be an altogether cunning and provocative operator who drives 
his enemies to distraction as they attempt to find the source of the intrusions.

Time to Try Something Different
In any event, now that we know Russia’s motivations and the purpose of its ac-

tions, how do we defend against them? Leaders of the US IC—former director of Na-
tional Intelligence James Clapper and Adm Mike Rogers, commander of US Cyber 
Command—previewed the findings of the ICA during Senate testimony on 5 Janu-
ary 2017. Director Clapper said the IC ought to undertake a counterpropaganda ini-
tiative to prevent any future meddling in the United States’ electoral process. One 
recommendation he made was to revive the US Information Agency (USIA), a Cold 
War–era organization that for a time led our public diplomacy abroad, and credibly 
communicated the country’s values, official positions, and policies to counter Com-
munist disinformation.23 During questioning, senators asked why the USIA’s charter 
had not been renewed yet. Admiral Rogers said, “I do not think we have come yet 
to a full recognition of the idea that we are going to have to try to do something fun-
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damentally different.”24 The admiral, who is also director of the National Security 
Agency, added, “I think we still continue to try to do some of the same traditional 
things we’ve done and expecting to do the same thing over and over again, yet 
achieve a different result.”25 By the early 1990s, the USIA had outlived its usefulness 
and fell into disrepute after the fall of the Soviet Union. The organization’s material 
lost its persuasiveness and no longer seemed relevant, given the dissolution of its 
ideological reason for being.

Confronting and combatting Russian disinformation in the United States will not 
necessarily take hauling out agencies past, or will it take an entirely novel approach. 
In fact, our cyberspace operations doctrine is premised upon a tried and true guiding 
principle: the best offense is a good defense. Former Air Force Chief of Staff Gen 
Norton A. Schwartz recommended common-sense measures for USAF and DOD 
systems in November 2011 that could conceivably apply to public and private sec-
tor networks which are also vulnerable to cyberattack. To deny an adversary the 
freedom of maneuverability in cyberspace, a defender must bar access to sensitive 
information and systems. The import of General Schwartz’s words is that one must 
build an awareness of malicious code and the malign actors who seek to find ways 
to implant it into our computers at work and at home. Keeping unauthorized software 
and peripheral devices—like thumb drives—away from our computers is one means 
people could use to prevent the spread of viruses, worms, or botnets. Using protec-
tive antivirus software is another. Ignoring e-mails that are not signed digitally, or 
that contain attachments with executable macros and hyperlinks from unverifiable 
sources, is a more common but effective means of a sound cyber defense.26 These 
measures seem commonplace today, but they were built upon the experiences and 
hard lessons learned about the sources of intrusions since 2005.

When it comes to protecting Air Force, DOD, or public networks from the perni-
cious effects of disinformation, the solutions are neither technical, nor clear. A case 
study from the Czech Republic, however, is instructive because it provides a viable, 
minimally invasive, and thus reasonable alternative. There, a small unit of 15 social 
media analysts actively monitor Twitter, Facebook, Sputnik, and pro-Russia Czech 
language news sites inhabited by online agitators who purvey disinformation. The 
group, which is headed by Benedikt Vangeli, was established to ferret out so-called 
“fake news” that flummoxed Czechs by harshly disparaging pro-NATO or European 
Union politicians before their parliamentary elections in October. Taking to Twitter, 
the unit will simply flag questionable news sources and alert the public of their in-
authenticity. “We just tweet them to the public as false reports,” Vangeli says. 
“That’s how we fight back. We don’t take them down. We don’t censor.” Similar 
groups of this sort have been set up in Germany and Finland, and could reasonably 
be established in the United States as well.27

At its heart, Vangeli’s approach of a prudent public awareness campaign, which—
like General Schwartz’s recommendations—is based on common sense and a duty 
to simply warn the public. Now, a cynic might say that the military (the Air Force 
in this case) should not tell the public it works for what to read or what to think. 
Doing so in the United States, where freedom of speech is guaranteed in its Consti-
tution, would mean its citizenry watching all their Orwellian nightmares about gov-
ernment intervention into matters of free speech and thought come true. Preempting 
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harmful messages online might also impinge upon citizens’ expectations of privacy 
and their freedom of choice as they browse the Internet, or potentially constitute 
an illegal search if the proper legal authorities are not in place first. Air Force in-
structions do, however, state that subject to DOD regulations, Airmen can cooperate 
with and assist law enforcement during investigations that protect against “clandestine 
activities” against the United States (like the Russian plot recounted here), and pro-
tect the department’s “employees, information, property, or facilities.”28 Presuming 
that they are already monitoring the web for disinformation, it is entirely possible 
that federal law enforcement agencies who are endowed with the proper statutory 
authorities will have to identify anomalies first, then notify their military counter-
parts to summon their expertise in winnowing down the exact source of the offend-
ing information down to the IP address. The pooling of resources, nevertheless, will 
be critical, and the stakes are high. The negative consequences for failing to warn 
the public about disinformation will be grave; the nation’s faith in its governing in-
stitutions could be irreparably damaged, and worse yet, its collective consciousness 
perpetually poisoned.

Since 9/11, our government and military have learned the values of collaboration 
and cooperation—that our collective manpower and know-how will triumph over 
the parochialism that stifled information sharing and innovation before that terrible 
day. In short, law enforcement organizations, like the FBI, which has sole authority 
to conduct counterintelligence operations in the United States, and the Air Force 
Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI), should partner and lead a joint counterdis-
information task force. This task force could be small like the Czechs’ or emulate 
the FBI’s larger joint terrorism task forces (JTTF). With more than 100 across the 
country, JTTFs are the nation’s premier mechanism for counterterrorism collabora-
tion with a variety of local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies.29

The AFOSI could represent the DOD’s counterintelligence equities, while the 
DHS Computer Emergency Readiness Team can employ its know-how with identi-
fying the sources of cyber disinformation, the subtleties of their coding, and the 
networks of individuals who propagate it.30 Undoubtedly, fighting back against dis-
information will require a partnership with the country’s private sector. The FBI is 
the leader of InfraGard: a consortium of more than 30,000 subject matter experts in 
a variety of fields, such as computer engineering, technology, and security. Finally, 
with a proper mandate from the Air Force’s director of intelligence, our Airmen in 
the cyber and intelligence career fields can come off the bench and become active 
participants in a new endeavor that could very well unmask future Russian propa-
gandists, expose the truth behind their activities, and protect our nation against po-
litical warfare’s corrosive effect. 
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Introduction
Much has been written about whether the USAF should utilize enlisted Airmen 

as pilots within the remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) enterprise. What has been miss-
ing are ideas for how it might be accomplished if this concept is fully implemented. 
As such, the focus of this article is on how the Air Force should utilize enlisted RPA 
pilots, not whether this should be accomplished. A focus on the role of the officer 
compared to the enlisted Airmen is necessary before proposing how enlisted pilots 
may be incorporated into the current RPA systems. Next, a hypothetical future RPA 
operational model will be assumed to develop an end-state capability to pursue. Fi-
nally, a model for employing enlisted RPA pilots within the current MQ-9 commu-
nity will be examined, with the goal of developing to the future capability—RPA air 
mission command.

Roles of Different Airmen
The fundamental difference between an officer and enlisted Airman must be 

identified with roles defined before making a major change within the USAF pilot 
community. Leaders must develop an appropriate construct within current and fu-
ture RPA systems and avoid the trap of responding to demand without proper 
study. One could easily devote an entire work to this subject when comparing the 
military roles of the officer and enlisted warrior across different job types and ser-
vices. Delineating the roles of the two respected offices for this discussion will be 
accomplished by making a simplified assertion: the commissioned officer must al-
ways retain ultimate authority and accountability.
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With a commission as an officer in the USAF, one bears the legal authority to decide 
and act according to orders provided through the command chain. Those decisions 
involve risking life and treasure to complete a mission. Although enlisted Airmen 
can be delegated authority and are often trusted with immense responsibility, it is 
ultimately the commissioned officer who should be held accountable. Specifically, 
within aviation, decisions are made that involve elements of command on a daily 
basis. To allow enlisted Airmen to pilot RPAs in the current organizational construct 
means placing the burden of command authority on the shoulders of these men 
and women.

Georgetown University professor Dr. David Blair has argued against the idea of 
using enlisted Airmen to pilot RPAs as a matter of command authority. In a 2015 
article, Blair noted that employing enlisted pilots alongside commissioned officers 
would be asking our talented enlisted men and women to do the same work, but 
without the same pay, authority, and honor granted to a commissioned officer. Ad-
ditionally, situations involving command decision making may be problematic, as 
the lieutenant piloting one RPA may be able to make a decision that must be made 
for the technical sergeant flying an RPA in the adjacent control station.1 Blair’s per-
spective on the topic is not limited to his academic acumen as a professor; he is 
also an MQ-1 and MQ-9 pilot who has held instructor and evaluator pilot ratings. 
Blair’s insight sheds light on an important concept that remains constant if any 
model for enlisted aviators is to be employed within the RPA enterprise; com-
mander authority must shape mission activities, even when subordinates are ca-
pable of near-independent action.

A look at joint doctrine informs this perspective. Regarding the idea of mission 
command, JP 3-0 Joint Operations, states, “Commanders delegate decisions to subor-
dinates whenever possible, which minimizes detailed control and empowers subor-
dinates’ initiatives to make decisions based on the commander’s guidance rather 
than constant communication. Subordinates’ understanding of the commander’s 
intent at all levels of command is essential to mission command.”2 Thus when in-
corporating this doctrinal idea into a practical framework for RPA flight operations, 
it holds that enlisted Airmen may perform highly skilled roles, but commissioned 
officers must remain at the center for exerting command authority and accepting 
accountability for mission results.

Assuming an End State
Identifying roles and authorities an enlisted Airman may or may not wield is not 

enough to plunge into the task of developing an enlisted RPA pilot corps. Adding 
enlisted pilots to the RPA enterprise would constitute a major paradigm shift in both 
institutional and cultural norms. Developing a construct for the integration of these 
Airmen into the current system architecture without considering how immerging 
technology may change aviation is a recipe for waste and potential mission failure. 
Decision makers must understand how RPAs will evolve before forcing an organiza-
tion as large as the Air Force to undertake significant institutional change.
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This evolution will be a combination of technological advancements and con-
cepts of operations (CONOPS), creating capacity in the near future that could com-
pletely change the structure and operational paradigm of an Air Force RPA squad-
ron. With a reasonable end state identified, leaders can work back from the target to 
affect organizational change that will ensure success in the future, then intelli-
gently determine how an enlisted Airman fits into an RPA cockpit now.

A vision of the end state that the USAF may strive for is provided by defense re-
searcher Paul Scharre in his 2014 report, “Robotics on the Battlefield Part II—The 
Coming Swarm.” In his report, Scharre develops an image of how robotics and au-
tonomous systems will perform increasing roles in future combat as technology 
drives militaries to depend on advanced systems. He envisions large “swarms” of 
low-cost systems being employed with advanced algorithms, allowing for coordi-
nated attack options.3 To employ the systems of the future, Scharre believes it will 
require, “. . . moving beyond existing paradigms where humans directly control a 
vehicle’s movements to one where human controllers supervise the mission at the 
command level and uninhabited systems maneuver and perform various tasks on 
their own. Increased automation also has the potential to speed up the pace of war-
fare by helping to shorten decision cycles and, in some cases, remove humans from 
them entirely.”4

Of course, it is debatable how technological advancements will shape RPA opera-
tions in the USAF. Scharre’s vision is by no means absolute. However, it is reasonable 
to assume that automation will continue to take on an increased role in military op-
erations, and that the USAF will need to change the construct of its current RPA en-
terprise to best utilize emerging technology. Transitioning from a human in-the-loop 
construct, to one using a human on-the-loop approach is likely a path already deter-
mined by developments in automation. Simply put, this means transitioning humans 
away from performing the tasks associated with flying an aircraft. Instead, aviators 
will inject their intent into an automated system and make critical decisions, such 
as when to employ weapons, while autonomy within the aircraft performs much of 
the piloting. Advanced automation will free tremendous amounts of human cognitive 
capacity by performing roles that can be captured and shaped into an algorithm. 
Combat systems will increasingly evolve such that machines do tasks, allowing warriors 
to focus on the exertion of will.

In translating the task (automation)/will (human) differentiation into a usable 
model for discussion, figure 1 is proposed to represent a possible, and arguably de-
sirable, construct for how advanced technology and CONOPS could shape the Air 
Force’s fleet of MQ-9 aircraft in the future. Pending a breakthrough in the hard sci-
ences which might completely alter the engineering of aircraft, one can assume 
that the MQ-9 airframes will continue to fly well into the future, or something of 
similar design. Moreover, advancements in aviation-related technology as experi-
enced in the last 20 years will likely continue. Thus, the MQ-9 flying 15–20 years 
from now should be equipped with advanced automation, sensors, weapons, and 
other information-focused capabilities not yet matured. In the model presented here, 
the MQ-9 is piloted almost completely autonomously.
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Each MQ-9 in the model is assumed to be capable of deploying and recovering 
two or three small RPAs in-flight, controlled by the automation shared between the 
drone and its mothership MQ-9. At the heart of this swarm of aircraft is a USAF of-
ficer. The officer is not a pilot, as the aircraft pilots themselves. Rather, the officer is 
a MCC who exerts the supported commander’s will through an aviation capability 
not yet captured into our doctrine. The officer has at his or her disposal weapon 
system capacity in the swarm, requiring enlisted Airmen in critical support roles. 
These Airmen are vital to ensuring the swarm is healthy: monitoring aircraft per-
formance and systems, maintaining secure communications, attaining airspace 
clearances, moving new vehicles in and out of the swarm, and a host of other tasks 
relating to weapons and sensor systems.

Small UAVs Small UAVs

Small UAVs Small UAVs

Small UAVs Small UAVs

MQ-9 RPA

MQ-9 RPA MQ-9 RPA

MCC (Officer)

Support (Enlisted) Support (Enlisted)

Figure 1. Air Force mission commander construct

Although the model presented is fictitious, ignoring the vision will not make the 
idea go away. Competing nations and commercial enterprise are developing and 
fielding RPAs, automation systems, and artificial intelligence (AI) at an alarming 
pace. The conversation among defense leaders does not involve whether the United 
States should invest in automation and AI; the question is how do we do it right? 
Technology, combined with CONOPS, will change the essence of aviation from the 
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legacy one-pilot, one-plane paradigm, to a future where warriors employ multiple 
vehicles generating resilient, flexible, and overwhelming force. To be successful, the 
Air Force should consider new manpower structures now to facilitate the ways and 
means of leading the airpower evolution.

Enlisted RPA Pilots as the Path
Reflecting on figure 1, the difference in the role of an officer (authority/account-

ability) and an enlisted Airman (skilled task execution) are easily separated. The 
MCC injects will into the battle, while the support Airmen assist to enable that will 
by working within the weapon system. However, the distinction between skill and 
authority is often confused when considering how one could employ enlisted Air-
men to pilot the MQ-9 of today. Building a manpower construct within the RPA 
community that takes the enterprise forward by using enlisted Airmen as pilots 
should not violate the intentional distinction between the two offices. Rather, it 
should be viewed as an opportunity to develop an operational concept that will be 
necessary for the incorporation of advanced automation.

Figure 2 shows the simple relationship between a modern MQ-9 aircraft and the 
pilot inside a ground control station (GCS). The pilot, aided by the sensor operator 
(SO), manually operates the aircraft while exercising full authority for the aircraft 
and the mission.5 By replacing the officer pilot with an enlisted pilot, the full weight 
of authority and accountability are now placed on the shoulders of the noncommis-
sioned Airman. To avoid this position, the concept of air mission command within 
the RPA community needs to be central to any plan that puts enlisted Airmen in 
the pilot seat.

MQ-9 RPA

Pilot (Officer)
SO (Enlisted)

Manual Control
Single Vehicle

Figure 2. Current MQ-9 construct

An intentional structure must be developed that provides the necessary skills the 
enlisted pilot will need to fly the MQ-9. Included in the structure must be the guid-
ance for obtaining mission intent and authority from the pilot’s mission commander. 
A model of this relationship is provided in figure 3. This model is offered under the 
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following assumptions: (1) the enlisted pilots receive the same aviation training as 
current officer RPA pilots, (2) all RPA-rated officers will be trained as fully qualified 
MCCs, (3) enlisted pilots are the primary pool of pilot manpower (officers only fly 
enough to maintain proficiency), and (4) no hardware changes are required; this 
model can be implemented with only manpower and conceptual changes.6

MQ-9 RPA

Pilot and SO (Enlisted)

MQ-9 RPA

Pilot and SO (Enlisted)

MQ-9 RPA

Pilot and SO (Enlisted)

MCC (Officer)

Figure 3. MQ-9 construct with enlisted pilots

In attempting to apply this model, it would likely become apparent that officers 
who currently pilot are not prepared to take on the role of MCC. There is no doc-
trine providing tactics, techniques, and procedures for mission execution. There are 
no Air Force instructions identifying the roles and authorities of the RPA mission 
commander, or limiting the authority of the enlisted pilot from, “The Pilot in Com-
mand (PIC), regardless of rank, is responsible for, and is the final authority for the 
operation of the aircraft.”7 Successfully implementing this construct means the Air 
Force must allocate resources to fully develop this concept including war gaming 
and flight testing.

As the concept matures, air mission command will allow for expanded capacity 
as new concepts and technology are incorporated into the enterprise. As an exam-
ple, assume that 5–10 years after implementing of the above proposed construct 
across the Air Force RPA community, commercial off-the-shelf technology (COTS) 
has allowed for MCCs at any RPA operations center to provide command duty for 
any crew in the RPA enterprise, regardless of the GCS location. Consequently, mis-
sion leadership could be assigned not based on the location of the crews, but based 
on mission intent.

Figure 4 below illustrates this point. In the diagram, aircrew are grouped into 
three squadrons based on the geographic location of their assigned units: A, B, and 
C. However, based on mission needs, one of Squadron A’s MQ-9s has been tasked to 
support a line of effort (LOE) that is best commanded by the MCC from Squadron 
B. COTS technology, doctrine, and training allow the crew in GCS A3 to be tactically 
gained under MCC B to maximize mission effects.
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Air mission command allows for flexibility in the fleet (fig. 5). The RPA wing(s) 
under an intentionally developed doctrine assign MCC tasks in the most effective 
manner for the day. The enlisted pilot is central to allowing the officer corps the 
space to develop the concept, doctrine, instruction, TTPs, and hardware require-
ments for effective mission command.

MQ-9

MQ-9

MQ-9

MQ-9

MQ-9

MQ-9

MQ-9

MQ-9

MQ-9

MQ-9

LOE 2LOE 1 LOE 3

LOE 4

GCS A1 GCS A2 GCS A3

MCC A

GCS B1 GCS B2 GCS B3

MCC B

GCS C1 GCS C2 GCS C3

MCC C

Figure 4. Enterprise-wide MQ-9 mission command

MQ-9

MQ-9

MQ-9

MQ-9

MQ-9

MQ-9

MQ-9

MQ-9

LOE 2LOE 1 LOE 3

LOE 4

MCC A
Support Airmen

MCC B
Support Airmen

MCC C
Support Airmen

MQ-9

Figure 5. Automation–enabled MQ-9 mission command
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Summary
As stated in the beginning, this article is not intended to argue whether the USAF 

should utilize enlisted pilots. The focus is on how to best utilize our Airmen to maxi-
mize the capacity of the Air Force RPA enterprise to fulfill its mission. The argument 
made here is threefold: (1) command authority and accountability must remain with 
the commissioned officer, (2) the community must make a reasonable assumption 
of how the enterprise will fight in the future and develop toward that end, and (3) 
air mission command doctrine must be developed for the current RPA system ar-
chitecture to maximize capacity now and enable the future. 
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